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which these tests—the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, California Psychological Inventory, Thematic
Apperception Test, Maslach Burnout Inventory, and Stanford Shyness Survey—were embedded helped
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particular rhetoric of personal freedom and individual liberation, one that had in fact been carefully crafted
by psychologists and corporate managers in order to predict and control the behavior of the groups under
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illuminated unique parts of the individual, but which was in fact made up of routinized techniques for
creating more efficient, productive, and perhaps more importantly, more profitable workers. By following
these five tests from conception to development to their eventual use in corporate management, the
power and influence of overlapping networks of researchers, universities, funding sources, publishers, and
companies are seen in greater relief, and the outsized influence of Silicon Valley on postwar social
scientific knowledge and management practice is made evident.
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ABSTRACT
BUILDING THE HIVE: CORPORATE PERSONALITY TESTING, SELFDEVELOPMENT, AND HUMANISTIC MANAGEMENT IN POSTWAR
AMERICA, 1945-2000
Matthew J. Hoffarth
John Tresch
This dissertation explores the creation, distribution, and use of five personality
tests found extensively in corporate America from the mid-1940s to the end of
the 20th century. The management techniques in which these tests—the MyersBriggs Type Indicator, California Psychological Inventory, Thematic
Apperception Test, Maslach Burnout Inventory, and Stanford Shyness Survey—
were embedded helped create a corporate environment that seemed at once more
considerate of individual differences in personality and behavior and yet
somehow also more constraining in the ways people were encouraged to live and
work both inside and outside the office. In light of this tension, the problem my
dissertation seeks to answer is: how and why did many come to see self-discovery
and self-actualization as best achieved through self-management, self-discipline,
and, in many cases, the narrowing of the possibilities of the self? This dissertation
argues that the use of personality tests and self-assessments—alongside the rise
of both humanistic psychology and new forms of neoliberal capitalism—carried
with it a very particular rhetoric of personal freedom and individual liberation,
one that had in fact been carefully crafted by psychologists and corporate
managers in order to predict and control the behavior of the groups under their
iv

care. On top of this, self-assessments anchored a sociotechnical system that
looked as if it illuminated unique parts of the individual, but which was in fact
made up of routinized techniques for creating more efficient, productive, and
perhaps more importantly, more profitable workers. By following these five tests
from conception to development to their eventual use in corporate management,
the power and influence of overlapping networks of researchers, universities,
funding sources, publishers, and companies are seen in greater relief, and the
outsized influence of Silicon Valley on postwar social scientific knowledge and
management practice is made evident.
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Introduction
Speaking to a gathering of business executives and human resources
managers in 1974, Donald MacKinnon, former head of Station S for the Office of
Strategic Services (OSS) and co-founder of the Institute of Personality
Assessment and Research (IPAR) at Berkeley, told the audience that,
“Assessment is for most persons an experience that prepares them for and
contributes to self-development.”1 For MacKinnon, psychological assessment—
and personality testing in particular—was the most effective tool corporations
had to convince employees that individual growth (measured most often in
psychological terms such as self-realization and self-actualization) was consistent
with organizational growth (measured in more concrete figures of profit or
productivity). Testing could lower the barrier of resistance an employee might
have to accepting that the company had his or her best interests in mind;
MacKinnon noted that during assessment, an employee “gains some insight into
himself, recognizing perhaps for the first time that with respect to this or that
quality of behavior he is better than most, or not so good, or just run of the mill,”
and that “if he chooses to use [these insights] and build upon them, [they] can
become the basis of further development of his potentials, maximizing his
strengths and overcoming his weaknesses.”2

1

Donald W. MacKinnon, “The Role of Assessment Centers in Training and Development”
(lecture, American Society for Training and Development, Greensboro, NC, June 4, 1974), 12.
Archives of the Institute of Personality and Social Research, University of California, Berkeley.
2
Ibid.
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The notion that psychological assessment could be the first step in a
program to help individuals achieve self-development and self-improvement
became a common refrain in American psychological discourse toward the end of
World War II, concurrent with the expanding influence of humanistic
psychology. That said, this idea built upon an earlier—and still present—interest
in the dynamics of adjustment of the individual to his or her environment.
Sustained by a so-called ‘functionalist’ theory of psychology that fused
evolutionary theory to William James’s pragmatic philosophy, this homegrown
American psychological tradition “emphasized the constant interaction and
mutual adaptation of the mind and the environment.”3 Whereas James and a
number of other prominent American psychologists at the turn of the century
(such as G. Stanley Hall and James Mark Baldwin) paid some attention to the
way human action and behavior impacted the environment, those psychologists
who became involved in mental testing were much more likely to focus on
individual adjustment to experimental situations which they believed could stand
in for, in aggregate, American society in general.
Initiated by the 1890 publication of the results of the first American
psychological testing program by James McKeen Cattell, the mental testing
movement used statistical methods devised by British polymath Francis Galton
in service of a functionalist psychology that looked to find the best fit between

3

Donald S. Napoli, Architects of Adjustment: The History of the Psychological Profession in the
United States (Port Washington, NY: Kennikat Press, 1981), 13.
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individuals and society.4 Galton had been interested in the creation of group
norms by which individual differences in performance across a wide variety of
constructed situations could be compared and evaluated. In the hands of
American applied psychologists such as Cattell, Henry Goddard, and Robert
Yerkes, these statistical tools led to the creation and revision of numerous
intelligence and aptitude tests, among them the Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scales and the Army Alpha and Beta Tests. These tests, taken by millions of
American soldiers and civilians during the 1910s and 1920s, were most often used
in the identification and selection of soldiers for specific roles (e.g., officer
training and the intelligence services for high achievers, regular training or
discharge for those who performed poorly), and certain types of instruction for
students (‘gifted’ classes for high scorers, ‘remedial’ classes for low scorers).
Individual adjustment to the institutions and norms of American society was the
explicit goal of many applied psychologists in the first three decades of the 20th
century, one that was aided by the use of psychometric tests that many believed
accurately and efficiently matched individuals to their proper niche and role
within society.
Between 1920 and 1945, applied psychologists looked to achieve
professional recognition by taking advantage of the perceived successes of
assessment during World War I, claiming that their particular expertise lay in the

4

Michael M. Sokal, “Introduction: Psychological Testing and Historical Scholarship—Questions,
Contrasts, and Context,” in Psychological Testing and American Society: 1890-1930, ed. Michael
M. Sokal (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1987), ch. 1.
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administration of psychological tests.5 During the 1920s and 1930s, an increasing
number of assessments were introduced that identified not just aptitudes, skills,
or abilities, but also certain character and personality traits. Although the most
prominent of these tests, such as the image-based Rorschach and Szondi tests,
had their origins in European psychiatric practice, they found a broad American
audience—including applied psychologists, journalists, and the reading public—
as European psychoanalysts moved to the United States and labored to expand
their use beyond the hospital setting.6 In addition, during the 1930s, the first
batch of non-projective personality tests created by American psychologists
began to be introduced, among them the Thurstone Personality Schedule, the
Bernreuter Personality Inventory, and the Humm-Wadsworth Temperament
Scale. These tests quickly became associated with industrial psychologists who
used them in the development of training programs for managers and
salespeople as opposed to the intelligence or skills tests given to laborers and line
workers.7 The increased use of character and personality tests with white-collar
workers set the stage for the proliferation of such tests in organizations during
and after World War II.

5

Napoli, Architects of Adjustment, 1, 9; James Reed, “Robert M. Yerkes and the Mental Testing
Movement,” in Psychological Testing and American Society: 1890-1930, ed. Michael M. Sokal
(New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1987), 84.
6
Morris Krugman, “Out of the Inkwell: The Rorschach Method,” in Personality Assessment in
America: A Retrospective on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Society for
Personality Assessment, ed. Edwin I. Megargee and Charles D. Spielberger (Hillsdale, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1992 [1938]), 18.
7
Kira Lussier, “Temperamental Workers: Psychology, Business, and the Humm-Wadsworth
Temperament Scale in Interwar America,” History of Psychology 21, no. 2 (May 2018): 10-12.
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This dissertation outlines the development of a new type of American
applied psychology during the second half of the twentieth century by charting
the histories of five commonly used postwar personality tests and assessments.
Historians of psychology such as Kurt Danziger, Ellen Herman, and Donald
Napoli have argued that the history of the three main subfields of applied
psychology in the 20th century—educational, clinical, and industrial—can be
broadly characterized as a history of attempts to achieve individual adjustment to
society through the identification and harnessing of individual differences. While
this depiction is largely correct, it fails to capture the complexity of postwar
psychology, in particular the influence of humanistic psychology and the
burgeoning interest in—and business of—personality testing. These two
developments changed the flavor of American psychology in such a way that the
term ‘adjustment’ does not adequately describe what clinicians and personnel
officers were trying to achieve. Instead, the rise of the so-called ‘person-centered
view’ of psychology after the war, coupled with the increasing interest in selfunderstanding and self-development in the early 1950s and then again in the
1970s, convinced psychological experts that their goal was not adjustment of the
individual to society, but instead the ‘self-actualization’ of the individual and the
facilitation of his or her growth along a path that, ideally, was decided on by that
individual.8

8

For more on person-centered therapy, self-actualization, and the importance of humanistic
psychology in American society, see Abraham H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1954); Carl R. Rogers, “The Necessary and Sufficient Conditions of
Therapeutic Personality Change,” Journal of Consulting Psychology 21, no. 2 (April 1957); and
Jessica Grogan, Encountering America: Humanistic Psychology, Sixties Culture, and the Shaping
of the Modern Self (New York: Harper Perennial, 2012).
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The irony is that these humanistic tendencies within postwar psychology
did not always lead to greater self-fulfillment or growth, but very often to more
subtle and covert forms of assimilation of the individual to American
organizational society, a fact to which even the ‘architects of adjustment’—i.e.,
psychologists—were often blind.9 The majority of Americans who encountered
personality testing in the second half of the 20th century did so in work situations,
whether for the purposes of hiring, training, promotion, or during a job search.
Whereas earlier tests (including personality tests) explicitly tried to match a
person’s aptitudes, abilities, and traits to a position, the majority of postwar
personality tests were deployed in such a way as to emphasize how a certain job
or position could aid in the goal of self-development and personal growth. In
other words, whereas there had once been an understanding that tests functioned
to place the worker in a position where his or her skills would be most valuable to
the corporation, the emphasis since the 1950s has been on the way in which a
company or organization can help facilitate the primary goal of self-actualization
for each of its members. The organization thus came to seem less like a business
whose ultimate ends were profit and growth, but instead like a therapeutic
provider of fulfillment and happiness to employees through the avenue of work.
However, when one looks at the relatively small cluster of potential
abilities that personality tests and their concomitant techniques were supposed to
help identify and develop—motivation, leadership, and communication, in
particular—it becomes evident that these tests were not necessarily created for

9

Napoli, Architects of Adjustment, chs. 1 and 2.
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the benefit of the individual, but instead for the effective administration and
management of an increasingly complex, organizational society. Historian Roy
Jacques has noted that motivation, for instance, must be understood as an
industrial concept, since it is “Only where self-interest, coercion and rules are
insufficient does ‘motivation’ as it is currently understood appear as a topic for
organizing,” and that it “makes sense only where a group is divided into those
who wish to direct the actions of others and those who, for whatever reason, are
resistant to being directed.”10 Each of the five tests I analyze focuses on the
identification of one or more of these three characteristics—motivation,
leadership, and communication—in such a way as to make it clear that both their
development and the fear of their decline or absence continuously occupied the
thoughts of psychologists, managers, and human resources professionals who
were tasked, first and foremost, with keeping a (post-) industrial economy and
society running.
Fred Turner has argued that “The World War II effort to challenge
totalitarian mass psychology gave rise to a new kind of mass psychology, a mass
individualism grounded in the democratic rhetoric of choice and individuality.”11
This psychology of mass individualism was initiated and sustained to a large
degree by newly created postwar social scientific research institutes, such as the
Institute of Personality Assessment and Research at Berkeley, the Institute for
Social Research at Michigan, and the National Training Laboratories in Bethel,
10

th

st

Roy S. Jacques, Manufacturing the Employee: Management Knowledge from the 19 to 21
Centuries (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, 1996), 159-60.
11
Fred Turner, The Democratic Surround: Multimedia and American Liberalism from World War II
to the Psychedelic Sixties (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013), 6.
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Maine. The founders and original members of these institutions, many of whom
had worked for the U.S. military during World War II, created tests, assessments,
and training regimens that attempted to create individuals who had the opposite
of the ‘authoritarian personality:’ democratically-minded, gregarious and
communicative, able to both give and receive feedback and criticism, those who
could “act independently on the basis of reason.”12 These types of endeavors
represent what Turner has called the rise of the “managerial mode of control,” a
type of social control in which “people might be free to choose their experiences,
but only from a menu written by experts.”13 The fact that all of these social
scientific research centers were funded by a mix of corporate foundation grants
(e.g., from the Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Ford Foundations) and government
monies (coming largely from the Office of Naval Research and, later, from the
National Institutes of Health) serves to bolster the claim that governmental and
industrial elites had a particular interest in creating individuals with personalities
that made them motivated, communicative, and able to lead (or no less
importantly, to follow).
Turner’s argument in large part echoes the point made by psychologist
B.F. Skinner in his oft-neglected 1971 book Beyond Freedom and Dignity.
Skinner criticized attempts made by governmental, corporate, and academic
elites to convey to the public that we are autonomous individuals with freedom to
decide our own paths in life.14 Skinner believed there was an inherent “conflict

12

Ibid, 45.
Ibid, 6.
14
B.F. Skinner, Beyond Freedom and Dignity (New York: Knopf, 1971), 17.
13

8

between a rhetoric of participation, empowerment and development, and
practices which systematically attempt to effect the control of the behavior of one
group by another.”15 A radical behaviorist, Skinner believed all behavior was
shaped by environment, and he recognized that certain people and groups had
more power than others to shape the environments in which people interacted
and became socialized. However, despite his approval of certain forms of ‘cultural
engineering,’ he bristled at the notion that elites should hide their efforts at social
control by masking them in a rhetoric of individual autonomy, development, and
freedom. Instead, following up on the ideas expressed in his novel Walden Two
(1948), Skinner envisioned more open discussion by all interested parties about
how best to design our environments in order to build a modern behaviorist
utopia.
Postwar personality testing, as well as the techniques and training
regimens that were developed to follow up on their results, capitalized on
behaviorist technology, insofar as these technologies were, in essence, expertly
crafted apparatuses and scenarios that sought to effect a specific change of
behavior in those who encountered them. However, in the 1950s, and then again
in the 1970s, this overt style of behavioral engineering was disguised by couching
the enterprise in terms of, first, a humanistic search for self-identity and selfrealization, and later, a cognitive psychological rhetoric of self-directed growth
and change. These two developments obscured the project of social and
organizational control that assessment was designed to facilitate. Despite this

15

Jacques, Manufacturing the Employee, 119.
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fact, it is true that this individualistic rhetoric had its own type of power:
psychologists and managers had less explicit control over how individuals chose
to interpret and act upon the results of these tests than they had prior to the
1950s, and very often it was a person’s heartfelt identification with his or her
results that produced a new type of individual whose future actions could not be
entirely predicted or managed. Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello note, for
instance, that the integration of post-behaviorist technology and the cognitive
sciences into management has “penetrated more deeply into people’s inner
selves…precisely because they are more human in a way,” providing the basis for
suggestions for how one should think and act, rather than directives on how one
must live and work.16 This attempt to create a less authoritarian version of
‘adjustment,’ one that gave individuals a higher degree of flexibility while still
producing a society under the sway of a managerial mode of control that
“instrumentaliz[ed]…human beings in their most specifically human
dimensions,” is what I am calling postwar ‘hive psychology.’17
Hive psychology is my term for the type of applied psychology that
emerged in the 1950s that maintained the earlier goal of individual adjustment to
modern industrial society, but did so through practices and techniques that
focused on self-actualization and self-development. Emerging in the 1950s and
becoming dominant by the late 1970s, hive psychology encouraged individuals to
imagine themselves not as ‘conforming’ to social or organizational norms (in fact,

16
17

Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello, The New Spirit of Capitalism (New York: Verso, 2005), 98.
Ibid.
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it often explicitly denounced conformity, hierarchy, and bureaucracy) but instead
as involved in the process of realizing their innate potential through achieving
their own self-defined goals. I am calling this a ‘hive psychology’ because the
metaphor of the beehive accurately captures the system of organization that
psychologists, corporate executives, human resources managers, and many social
scientific research institutes attempted to create. The goal, in large part, was to
create a society in which one identified oneself with one’s work, and saw work as
a means to self-discovery. Just as the queen bee, worker bee, and drone are all
defined by their function within the hive, so postwar individuals under the sway
of personality testing, managerial training, and worker development programs
were asked to consider their work as a means of realizing their potential and
performing their identity, and to see their success in this endeavor as crucial to
the continued functioning of not just the organization but of society itself.18 As
one historian of psychology has noted, “Disciplining is not opposed to autonomy
and freedom. Rather, the notions of autonomy and freedom are embodied in, if
not constituted by, those practices that are then used to regulate and socialize the
individuals choosing to perform them.”19
This type of psychology went hand in hand with the rise of a new type of
global socioeconomic arrangement, one that had been championed by a number
of individuals since the late 1930s but which only became prevalent during the
1970s and 1980s. This so-called neoliberal ideology, as it is often termed,
18

Ibid, 63.
Sabine Maasen, “Governing by Will: The Shaping of the Will in Self-Help Manuals,” in
Psychology’s Territories: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives from Different Disciplines,
eds. Mitchell Ash and Thomas Sturm (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2007), 114.
19
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advocated for the dismantling of political and governmental regulations and the
championing of the free market as the only legitimate way to coordinate human
interactions; as Wendy Brown has written, “neoliberal rationality disseminates
the model of the market to all domains and activities—even where money is not
at issue—and configures human beings exhaustively as market actors, always,
only, and everywhere as homo oeconomicus.”20 The result is that individuals are
tasked with the moral imperative of seeking their own self-interest to the
exclusion of other potential wants and needs, and to do so solely through
competition in the market rather than through collective action or democratic
politics. Hive psychology and neoliberalism fit so well together because they were
in many ways the obverse of each other: while one promoted self-actualization
and self-realization, the other advocated self-investment and self-responsibility.
While these ideas may have remained somewhat distinct from each other
in the first couple decades after World War II, by the 1970s they became
conflated as the large corporations that exerted outsized influence over American
society and the economy attempted to turn critiques of industrial society and
capitalism toward their own ends.21 They did this in a number of ways: by
adopting (and in many cases, creating) the images and mantras of the
counterculture in order to market their products and services, and by transposing
the model of the firm onto the individual in such a way that the imperatives of
freedom, growth, and creativity were advanced for both corporations and the

20

Wendy Brown, Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution (Brooklyn, NY: Zone
Books, 2015), 31.
21
Boltanski and Chiapello, New Spirit of Capitalism, 175-80.
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individuals who worked for them.22 One other way they achieved this synchrony
between self-actualization and self-investment was through personality testing,
which encouraged individuals to develop their unique competitive advantages in
the workplace, those that correlated to their specific personality types, traits, and
abilities.
This situation is evident in the makeup and use of, for example, the
California Psychological Inventory (CPI), one of the tests that this dissertation
examines. Starting in the 1980s, when a person received his or her results on the
CPI, he or she was assigned one of four personality types: Alpha, Beta, Gamma,
or Delta. Alphas were said to be externally oriented and rule-abiding, assured and
dominant in leadership style. Betas were reserved, introspective, and ruleabiding. Gammas were externally oriented and often challenged rules and
procedures, whereas Deltas challenged mores and conventions but preferred a
more reserved work style.23 Harrison Gough, a faculty member at IPAR and the
test’s creator, said that, “Alphas will move toward top management, Betas toward
middle management, Gammas toward staff as opposed to line positions, and
Deltas toward consulting and advisory roles.”24 One’s personality profile on the
CPI was therefore supposed to determine one’s place within the corporate
hierarchy, to guide that person toward a position that was best suited to his or

22

Thomas Frank, The Conquest of Cool: Business Culture, Counterculture, and the Rise of Hip
Consumerism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997); William Davies, The Happiness
Industry: How the Government and Big Business Sold Us Well-Being (New York: Verso, 2015).
23
Pierre Meyer and Sandra Davis, The California Psychological Inventory: An Essential Tool for
Individual, Group, and Organizational Development (Palo Alto, CA: Consulting Psychologists
Press, 1992), 95-103.
24
Harrison G. Gough, “Some Implications for Managerial Style of Interpersonal and Normative
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her strengths. Equally important was the fact that each test-taker was also given a
score from 1 to 7 that quantified a person’s ‘realization’ of his or her type: instead
of trying to change one’s type (i.e., his or her role within the firm), an individual
was instructed to work on improving his or her level of self-fulfillment within his
or her current position. Just as there is a hierarchy within the bee colony, with
the queen on top, workers in the middle, and drones at the bottom, so Alphas,
Betas, and Gammas all fill these roles in the corporate pyramid (with Deltas
acting as the ‘beekeepers,’ performing the outside consulting role that has
become so integral to achieving management goals since the dawn of the
neoliberal era).
Gough believed that “A viable social organization needs all of these
perspectives and kinds of people, in some proportionate mix that is functional in
relation to the purposes and circumstances of that organization.”25 This rhetoric
made the corporation seem like an equitable and diverse institution, when in fact
decisions made about what a ‘proportionate mix’ of individuals was, and what the
‘purposes and circumstances’ of the company were, were very often in the hands
of a small cadre of people in leadership positions. In other words, despite the
seemingly democratic and participative corporate mix engendered by personality
testing, it is clear that this rhetoric papered over the fact that the structure and
function of the corporate hierarchy remained in place even as the environment
was made to seem more participative, democratic, and inclusionary.
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In 1949, Donald MacKinnon wrote that the goal of the newly launched
Institute of Personality Research and Assessment would be to “develop successful
techniques to identify the personality characteristics which make for successful
and happy adjustment to modern industrial society.”26 The CPI, developed at
IPAR and first published in 1956, was representative of that endeavor. Other tests
that were developed, used, or revised at IPAR, such as the Myers-Briggs, the
Thematic Apperception Test, and the Maslach Burnout Inventory—all of which
are subjects of chapters in this dissertation—were either created or distributed
with this goal in mind. However, as stated previously, adjustment took on a
different character soon after MacKinnon made this statement, in large part
because of the role IPAR and similar institutions played in introducing new forms
of personality testing and manager training to the corporate world. Under their
influence, adjustment would come to seem more open-ended, participative, and
democratic, fitting for a society in which people were enjoined to develop
themselves in whatever way they saw fit. However, the menu of paths for
development and advancement that individuals had to choose from was in fact
written by the creators and publishers of these tests, with corporate executives
and human resources managers deciding how best to implement and use their
results.
During much of IPAR’s history, the Institute focused on the abilities and
traits of a small group of academic, cultural, and business elites in and around
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Northern California. The result was that the characteristics of this relatively
homogeneous group of individuals came to seem like the ideal, while those who
deviated from this were considered less desirable. For example, in their research
from the mid-1950s to the early 1960s, IPAR members focused on the personality
types of so-called ‘creative’ individuals (e.g., architects, writers, and artists), and
found that the vast majority received scores of Intuitive (N) and Thinking (T) on
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.27 When they found in the early 1960s that
executives in the technology, electronics, and aerospace companies in the San
Francisco Bay Area were also most often Ns and Ts, this established the idea
within the Institute that creativity was the hallmark of success, and that those
who did not have the ‘Intuitive Thinker’ personality type were less capable
individuals. While there are numerous reasons to be skeptical this finding, one
point should be made here: this result failed to account for the fact that most of
the individuals tested had already been influenced to a large extent by humanistic
psychology, and their answers perhaps reflected a contemporary interest in the
rhetoric of self-development and self-actualization more than any underlying
personality type or trait. The feedback loop between the cultural influences of the
San Francisco Bay Area and the answers given by these individuals on the MyersBriggs gave rise to a situation in which personality test results engendered by a
very particular time and place reified an American ideal that has lasted well into
the 21st century.
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As historian Nadine Weidman has recently noted, Abraham Maslow, one
of the founders of the humanistic psychology movement, “began to toy with the
notion that self-actualizers were actually biologically and genetically superior to
everyone else,” and that “Perhaps different social or governmental structures
should apply to different classes of people (authoritarian for those at the lowest
levels of the motivational hierarchy, freedom-maximizing for those at the
highest).”28 This idea, which Maslow began to express publicly after his forays
into management consulting in the early 1960s, drew out some of the more
unsavory conclusions from his hierarchy of needs and motivations that not
everyone would scale. Although seldom expressed in these terms, the fact of the
matter is that many of the training regimens used by human resources executives
capitalized on individual differences on personality assessments to recommend
certain persons for leadership roles—where they would be given a high degree of
freedom—and others for middle management or staff positions—where they
would be tasked with carrying out the demands of the executives. This, however,
did not obviate the need for those at the lower levels of the corporate hierarchy
from developing their own skills of ‘self-control’ or ‘self-management’ if they
aspired—often in vain—to ascend the corporate ladder.29
The dedication to self-management and self-leadership within
hierarchically-managed organizations also speaks to the influence that positive
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psychology has had on the corporate world. Maslow’s enterprise, which he in fact
began to call ‘positive psychology’ in the 1960s, was taken in new directions by
University of Pennsylvania psychiatrist Aaron Beck and psychologist Martin
Seligman as they promoted a definition of psychological health as the
“programmatic ‘unlearning’ of helplessness.”30 The influence of Maslow, Beck,
and Seligman can be seen in the way management has become, in large part, a
therapeutic discipline, where the manager’s job is to “prop up the well-being of
individuals, in order to keep their enthusiasm for service-based jobs as high as
possible.”31 The impact of positive psychology has been such that many people no
longer see any incongruity between the rhetoric on self-management, selfactualization, and self-empowerment and those institutions in which an entire
managerial class exists to keep up both motivation and morale, and which
depend on employees ignoring the ways in which they are not actually masters of
their own work.
The earliest studies that ignited the postwar positive psychology
movement were carried out at IPAR in the 1950s, where psychologists, “in
reviewing what during the war they had learned first-hand of heroic reactions to
terrible stress decided it was high time that psychology should take a look at the
positive side of human nature and concern itself with unusual vitality in human
beings rather than disease.”32 The psychologist who made this statement, Frank
Barron, was on the forefront of psychedelic research with Timothy Leary at
30
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Harvard, engaged from the start in the creativity studies at IPAR, and was a
longtime teacher at Esalen, one of the nerve centers of the Human Potential
Movement. Whereas a different set of people or a different culture might have
seen this type of ‘vitality’ as itself pathological, characterizing a type of individual
who was severely alienated from his or her environment and thus unable to
respond appropriately to stress, fear, or danger, this person was instead held up
as a model of psychological health, with psychologists at IPAR and elsewhere
looking to create more of these types of individuals who could work harder and
more efficiently, under conditions few other people could withstand. These
techniques proliferated within California and spread to the rest of the nation on
the back of psychological technologies that attempted to identify and measure
personality types and traits, as well as therapies and training regimens that
promised to develop people to their highest potential.
Personality tests do not just tell people who they are but help people define
themselves and in so doing give them an identity and a path upon which they can
start living a different, and hopefully more fulfilling, life. This path, while it has
been put in place by others, does not appear authoritarian or coercive, in large
part because it traffics in the rhetoric of health, happiness, and self-development,
exactly the sorts of ideals that few Americans would choose to—or can afford to—
forsake. The tests that this dissertation examines—the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator, the Thematic Apperception Test, the California Psychological
Inventory, the Stanford Shyness Survey, and the Maslach Burnout Inventory—
helped individuals adjust themselves to a new type of reality, one defined by ever19

increasing organizational size and complexity and an emerging postindustrial
economy in which leadership and communication skills became seen as
indispensable. Whether or not the individuals who took these tests became
leaders or fully self-realized was largely beside the point; what was important was
that everyone came to see work as the primary avenue through which they could,
in fact, work on themselves. That working on oneself often meant developing only
a very limited set of skills—leadership, communication, and self-motivation—
highlights the fact that there is an “entanglement of psychic maximization and
profit maximization” at the heart of the neoliberal, postindustrial era, a
phenomenon that personality tests and self-assessments have done much to
usher in.33
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Chapter 1:
From Obscurity to Ubiquity: The Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI) and the Personality Revolution in Human
Resources Management, 1942-1995
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is, by far, the most widely used
personality test in the world. Since the late 1960s, more than 50 million people
have taken an official version of the test in one of two dozen languages, and each
year, an additional two million fill out the MBTI in hopes of learning more about
themselves and their personalities.34 Scores of unofficial versions of the MyersBriggs have also proliferated online, providing yet another avenue for people to
find out whether they are introverted or extraverted, intuitive or sensing,
thinking or feeling, judging or perceiving. On top of this, 89 of the businesses on
the Fortune 100 list of largest companies in the U.S. use the MBTI for purposes
such as hiring, personnel development, team building, reassignment, and
promotion.35 The Myers-Briggs clearly enjoys massive popularity both in the
United States and throughout the world.
However, the exponential rise in acceptance of the Myers-Briggs since the
mid-1970s could not have been predicted from either its sales numbers or its
cultural cachet in the decades leading up to this. From 1942 to 1956, the first few
editions of the test could only be obtained by writing directly to its creator, Isabel
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Briggs Myers; as a result, only a handful of psychologists and businesspeople in
personal correspondence with her were able to get their hands on the instrument.
Although Briggs Myers produced the first printed version of the test in the mid1940s, it was not until 1956 that it found a distributor, the Educational Testing
Service (ETS). However, during the time that ETS—better known as the
developer of the SAT, or Scholastic Aptitude Test—published the MBTI, from
1956 to 1975, only a few thousand copies were sold each year, and often to the
same psychologists and human resources directors already familiar with the test
and friendly with its creator. After becoming one of its products, ETS did little to
promote the Myers-Briggs, delaying the publication of its companion how-to
manual until 1962. And even after the manual was published, ETS let the MBTI
languish on the back pages of its catalogue and, in some years, failed to include
the test in the catalogue at all. Indeed, long after the test had found success, one
former ETS employee admitted to Isabel Briggs Myers that he had “protested
vigorously against publishing the MBTI on the grounds that ETS did not publish
personality tests, and that he was sure no one would ever buy it.”36
Given this inauspicious start, what could explain the success that the
Myers-Briggs enjoyed in the last three decades of the twentieth century? This
development can be ascribed to a number of intertwined factors, among them an
increased interest in self-understanding and self-development since the late
1960s, a burgeoning postindustrial corporate environment where knowing
oneself and others and being able to communicate and forge relationships—so-
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called ‘people work’—became paramount, and a glutted white-collar labor market
in which human resources departments were apt to use any tool that promised to
differentiate one employee from another for the purposes of hiring, firing, and
promotion. In addition to these socioeconomic factors, however, it is also clear
that the MBTI’s success has been due in large part to the ways in which it was
marketed and sold from the mid-1970s on by both its new publisher, Consulting
Psychologists Press (CPP), and the Center for Applications of Psychological Type
(CAPT), a public-private entity set up at the University of Florida for the purposes
of popularizing the test and providing training and certification for those seeking
to administer the test to jobseekers, employees, and clients.
Alongside CPP and CAPT, many corporate HR managers as well as a
number of well-placed researchers, clinical psychologists, and authors created a
network intent on promoting the Myers-Briggs as not only a reputable scientific
instrument, but also an easy-to-use applied tool crucial to the success and
wellbeing of both businesses and employees. The distributors and promoters of
the test promised lasting harmony between individuals, their coworkers, and the
corporate environment so long as everybody was willing to recognize and develop
his or her personality type to its fullest potential. As numerous historians and
sociologists of science have documented, the creation of more robust and diverse
networks of ‘actors’ gives certain ideas more credibility and, in a certain sense,
makes them more ‘factual’ or ‘real’.37 In this case, a strategic turn towards
37
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corporate personality testing and human resources development in the 1970s—
and the MBTI’s association, through Jung, with elements of the Human Potential
Movement—gave the test and the concept of ‘personality type’ a currency it did
not have in the 1950s and 1960s. In addition, unlike what might have been the
case two decades prior, the fact that the MBTI was distributed by a for-profit
company gave it the stamp of legitimacy at a time when profitability and truth
were becoming increasingly conflated.
In addition, the MBTI’s contested status as, on the one hand, poppsychological humbug and, on the other, a useful human resources tool and
research instrument, has only served to raise its profile, creating armies of
supporters and naysayers both of which are interested in ‘exposing’ the test to as
many people as possible. Those who deride the test, such as organizational
psychologist Adam Grant, believe that the MBTI is similar to a horoscope or a
palm reading: each of these things can lead to actual insights into oneself, but
that does not mean they should be taken seriously as valid psychological tools.38
Nevertheless, it would seem that those who have at least a favorable view of the
test more than outweigh those who do not; as one literature professor has
recently noted, “The massive popularity of the MBTI probably has a lot to do with
the way it flatters those who take it. The test was designed to discover skills, not
flaws…”39 As a result, although most people who take the test do so in order to
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find the right job, many also believe they have discovered themselves in the
process.
This chapter explores the creation, distribution, and use of the MyersBriggs Type Indicator, interrogating how a relatively obscure test, created by a
middle-aged housewife with the help of her mother—neither of whom had a
degree in psychology—became the most popular personality test in use today.
This is a story of how the Myers-Briggs was sold as a tool for both ‘people
development’ and the ‘constructive use of individual differences,’ appealing to
both a liberal interest in self-fashioning and individuality and to a corporate need
to retain workers who were adaptable, cooperative, and effective. Appealing to
hippies, yuppies, and many in between, the MBTI mediated between the wants
and needs of a new generation and the perennial demands of business and
industry; as such, its continued use says less about its scientific validity—which
has been in question since its creation—than about its utility, about which there
can be little doubt.

I. Carl Jung and Psychoanalysis in Europe and the United States
Although the actual development of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator did
not start until the early 1940s, the story of its origins begins two decades earlier,
with the publication of the book that provided the framework for the MBTI: Carl
Jung’s Psychological Types (1921). In Psychological Types, Jung outlined the
ways in which he believed humans experienced and made sense of the world. He
divided individuals into two separate camps, the extraverted and the introverted,
based on their so-called ‘attitude type.’ Jung proposed that extraverts focused
25

mainly on objects and people in the outside world, whereas introverts focused on
the subjective, inner reality of ideas.40 A person’s attitude type, whether
extraverted or introverted, was supposed to modify the four fundamental
‘psychological functions’ that humans use to navigate the conscious world:
sensing and intuition (the two ‘perceiving’ functions), and thinking and feeling
(the two ‘judging’ functions). Jung proposed that most people were dominant in
one perceiving function and one judging function, depending on whether they
used their five senses to gain knowledge (sensing) or preferred to analyze the
present based on past experience (intuition), and then whether they applied that
knowledge based on its harmony with the emotions (feeling) or with logical
principles (thinking). Jung’s schema resulted in a division of humanity into eight
psychological types, each of which experienced and interpreted the world in a
different way.
The Swiss psychologist’s concern with how different individuals perceived
and made sense of the world was fitting for the intellectual and social context of
the late 19th and early 20th century German-speaking world. A revival of interest
in Kantian philosophy, and particularly the question of whether humans had
access to the world as it really is or whether they were relegated to perceiving
only secondary phenomena, suffused the intellectual environment at the time.
Well-known neo-Kantian philosophers such as Edmund Husserl and Ernst
Cassirer argued that consciousness, as well as the phenomena that appeared to
consciousness, defined the limits of human knowledge. As such, securing the
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surest foundation for understanding the world would be achieved only through
the systematic investigation of the ways individuals perceived the world and
understood its contents. Jung’s Psychological Types was his attempt to find a
new angle from which to enter this debate: although much of his earlier work had
been on the structures of unconscious thought and their clinical significance, this
new 1921 work attempted to explain how different methods of conscious
perception and judgment engendered interpersonal conflict and global strife and
also sketched out potential remedies for this state of affairs. Started in 1917 and
released only a few years after the end of World War I, Psychological Types
reflected Jung’s interest in creating a more positive and hopeful psychology than
Freud, arguing that once everyone recognized and understood the eight different
psychological types, much of the conflict that arose from interpersonal
disagreement and misunderstanding could be avoided.
In addition to this, Jung was interested in understanding why Freud and
one of his most prominent ex-disciplines, Alfred Adler, had come to argue for
very different psychoanalytic theories. Jung decided the fundamental difference
was that Freudian theory was extraverted, whereas Adler’s psychology was
introverted, noting further that:
“Freud’s is a psychology of instinct, Adler’s an ego psychology.
Instinct is an impersonal biological phenomenon. A psychology
founded on instinct must by its very nature neglect the ego, since the
ego owes its existence to…individual differentiation, whose isolated
character removes it from the realm of biological phenomena.
Although biological instinctive processes also contribute to the
formation of the personality, individuality is nevertheless
essentially different from collective instincts: indeed, it stands in the
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most direct opposition to them, just as the individual as a
personality is always distinct from the collective.”41
For Jung, Adler’s ego psychology was an inward-looking attempt to understand
how and why individuals differentiate themselves from one another, whereas
Freud’s insight was to note that all humans share basic instinctual and biological
drives that reveal themselves in unconscious thought and action. Jung’s typology
attempted to mediate between these two positions by showing that while humans
differentiate themselves into eight distinct personality types, these types are
delimited by the way human beings have evolved to perceive and make sense of
the world around them.
Jung’s ideas seeped into American culture in the 1910s and 1920s,
alongside much of the rest of psychoanalytic thought. A number of American
literary figures considered Jung’s 1912 work Psychology of the Unconscious “the
greatest contribution to the history of thought” in the first half of the twentieth
century.42 If Freud and the more orthodox psychoanalysts initially appealed to
psychologists, psychiatrists, cultural commentators, and social critics, Jung found
his niche mainly among the creative set. Historian of psychoanalysis Nathan Hale
writes that “Jung was more congenial [than Freud] because he was more
flattering to a writer’s self-esteem…Jung considered the unconscious a positive
creative force…Artists directly portrayed the powerful archetypes of the
unconscious. In effect, Jung was more cheerful, seemingly more respectful of
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impulse and emotion.”43 One prominent American psychologist averred in 1920
that leadership of the psychoanalytic movement had passed from Freud to Jung
and Adler, each of whom was more hopeful about successful clinical outcomes as
well as humanity’s potential for self-preservation, renewal, and selfimprovement. These positive interpretations of Jung’s thought were reinforced
by the publication of Psychological Types the next year, a work that conveyed the
possibility of intersubjective understanding and human cooperation.44
As noted previously, the entire edifice of psychoanalysis enjoyed rapidly
increasing popularity and recognition in America during the first few decades of
the 20th century. This was due in no small part to what historian Eli Zaretsky has
argued were the ways in which psychoanalysis bolstered Fordism and the new
ideals of mass consumption. If “Psychoanalysis…supplied Fordism with an
indispensable utopian dimension, facilitating a wave of rationalization that would
have been much more difficult to achieve…without it,” it also encouraged the
birth of a new type of mass consciousness, imbued with the notion that a crucial
part of being an individual was, in fact, to purchase the latest goods, fashions,
and trends that appealed to one’s ‘unique’ identity and desires.45 In a parallel
move, managers and business owners turned to psychoanalysis to find out “what
the employee thinks…what are the worker’s satisfactions and aspirations;” such
attempts to understand how better to motivate employees while on the job
started the trend of caring about employees’ mental health and attending to their
43
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psychological wellbeing.46 Although Jungian analytical psychology did not
initially lend itself to this type of deployment in the commercial realm—and
certainly not in comparison to the version of Freud’s ideas championed by his
American nephew Edward Bernays, the so-called ‘father of public relations’—the
creation of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator would eventually allow Jung’s ideas
to penetrate into many corners of big business. Jung’s ideas about personality
type, individual development, and group understanding—reinterpreted and
redeployed by Isabel Briggs Myers and her associates—became integral to the
administration of large companies in the postindustrial service economy.

II. Katharine Briggs, Isabel Briggs Myers, and the Importance of
‘Type’ in American Society
Katharine Briggs, mother of Isabel Briggs Myers, read Jung’s
Psychological Types shortly after its publication in English in 1923. Henceforth,
she started referring to the book as her ‘Bible’ and became especially enamored
with the chapter “The Type-Problem in Biography” as she had been analyzing the
biographies of Benjamin Franklin, Ulysses S. Grant, Mark Twain, and Theodore
Roosevelt for insight into the basic principles of what she considered to be
healthy and productive personality development.47 While corresponding with
Jung, Katharine Briggs averred that she had in fact developed her own theory of
type before reading Jung’s book, but that when she “recognized the completeness
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of Jung’s formation of what she had only partially devised, she burned her
notes.”48 Her early musings on personality had been drawn from her family life,
namely her evaluation of herself, her daughter Isabel, and her son-in-law
Clarence. She noted that she and her daughter were almost identical in
personality—introverted and emotional—whereas Isabel’s husband was
extraverted and logical. She believed that these personality dynamics explained
why she and her daughter got along so well, but also why Isabel gravitated toward
someone like Clarence as a romantic partner.
Taking it upon herself to promulgate Jung’s theory of personality for an
American audience, Briggs published an article in The New Republic in
December 1926 titled, “Meet Yourself: How to Use the Personality Paint Box.”
One of the first significant discussions of ‘personality type’ in an American
periodical, Briggs wrote that, “To meet oneself through the good offices of Jung’s
theory of types is to be like the motorist who, after driving a car for years without
knowledge of its mechanism…begins to understand the hows and whys of motor
and transmission,” going on to say that learning one’s type was a “most valuable
experience” for those who are “dissatisfied with their mental powers and selfstarters and gearshifts.”49 Simplifying Jung’s typology for a four-page article in a
mass-market—if highbrow—publication, Briggs discussed the “four inescapable
and basic human attitudes,” or the “four primary character colors that each
individual combines and blends according to his taste as he unconsciously paints
48
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in the detail of his own personality portrait, and thus reveals his type:” the
observant, the expectant, the personal, and the analytical.50 These attitudes
corresponded to Jung’s categories of sensing, intuitive, feeling, and thinking.
Briggs saved her discussion of the modifying traits of introversion and
extraversion until the end of the article, making the grand claim that:
“When the introverts have demonstrated that Jung’s theory of types
is as important to human relations as Newton’s Laws of Motion are
to physics, or anesthetics to surgery, or electricity to industry, then
the extraverts will take it up and apply it to the uses of civilization
as only the extraverts can, making of it the basis for the
reorganization and modernization of education, morality, and
religion.”51
While Katharine Briggs published only one more article after this—a short
treatise on child-rearing and education in 1928—her daughter, Isabel Briggs
Myers, would at that point start incorporating her mother’s interest in
personality types into her own work. An aspiring mystery writer, Briggs Myers
continued Katharine’s exploration of type in two novels, each of which was
dedicated to demonstrating the value of knowledge of type for both social
harmony and for an effective work environment. Her first novel, Murder Yet to
Come (1928), introduced three amateur detectives who work together to solve a
murder. A playwright, his assistant, and an Army sergeant each possess “different
gifts and different kinds of strengths:” “the playwright has a ‘quickness of insight’
to uncover the murderer’s identity, the sergeant takes ‘smashingly, effective
action’ to apprehend him, while the assistant makes ‘slow, solid decisions’ to
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protect the family of the victim from scandal.”52 The lessons that the novel is
meant to instill in the reader are that knowledge of one’s personality type leads to
harmony and efficiency when working in a team, and that the development of
one’s type is of great benefit to the common good. Both of these ideas would
become central to the use of the MBTI in the decades to come.
Her second novel, Give Me Death (1932), sees the three earlier detectives
reconvene to solve another type of mystery. This time, however, the story
revolves around a family of southern, landed gentry who proceed to kill
themselves off when they are led to believe that “there is in their veins a strain of
Negro blood.”53 Briggs Myers, speaking through the character of the Army
sergeant throughout the novel, approves of the family’s decision to kill
themselves, arguing that they are doing what they must to keep deleterious
personality traits out of the gene pool. Explicitly linking race to personality, she
argued that there are better and worse personality traits, and that undesirable
traits pool at the bottom of society’s racial and class hierarchies. Although she
never explicitly disavowed the racialist views espoused in Give Me Death, she did
try to distance herself from the notion that there were better and worse
personality types during the 1940s. Instead, she began to argue that all types
were equally valuable so long as they were developed to their highest potential.
Despite this fact, the notion that there are better and worse personality types is
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still baked into the official descriptions of each type, and reified by the positive
evaluation of certain skills (and certain ‘types’ of people) in American society.
And, as will be expounded upon later, companies have capitalized upon these
distinctions to hire and promote a select few Myers-Briggs types (e.g., intuitive
and thinking types) at rates that far exceed the others (such as sensing and
feeling types).
In the early 1930s, when eugenics was still a powerful ideology in the
United States but was experiencing increasing resistance among scientists, civil
libertarians, and others alike, Briggs Myers’s novel may have seemed somewhat
retrograde but was by no means uncommon. As one scientist-cum-historian has
written, ‘public biologies’ were still very much in competition in the 1920s and
1930s, to the extent that while many geneticists would no longer have called
themselves eugenicists, they still often supported eugenic policies, especially
when they addressed supposed mental defects or character deficiencies.54
Eugenic policies were also supported by much of the public, where the
biologization of race and class distinctions was still quite popular.55 This provided
a scientific veneer for not only widespread sterilization campaigns but also
policies ranging from Jim Crow to redlining to restrictive housing covenants.56
Briggs Myers’s second novel reflected a positive evaluation of these types of ideas,
reinforcing the notion that race, class, and personality were indelibly linked and
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that eugenic policies that removed African-Americans from the gene pool would
improve the ‘pool’ for personality types while keeping supposedly natural class
distinctions intact. If, as historian of science Daniel Kevles has argued, eugenics
played an outsized role in the development of genetics, it could also be said that
eugenics shaped the development of the idea of personality types and the
enterprise of personality testing in America, much as it provided the intellectual
scaffolding for intelligence testing in the early 20th century.

III. Corporate Personnel Management and the Development of the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
By the early 1940s, Briggs Myers was intent on creating a device, based on
Jung’s theory of psychological types, that would help companies find employees
who would both enjoy their work and function diligently and harmoniously in
their specific roles. Her interest in this endeavor came from reading an article in
the January 1942 issue of Reader’s Digest, “Fitting the Worker to the Job,” that
detailed the use of the Humm-Wadsworth Temperament Scale (HWTS) in
industry.57 By far the most popular non-projective personality test in use at the
time, the Humm-Wadsworth was sold as a “device to place the worker in the
proper niche, keep him happy, and increase production.”58 Psychologists Don
Humm and Guy Wadsworth created their personality test while studying workers
at a public utility corporation, where they had been tasked with helping to create
a new personnel program.59 The HWTS thus became the first personality test
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created specifically for the purposes of employee selection and placement in
industry (as opposed to either military recruitment and training or the
identification of mental disorder).
In the spring of 1942, Isabel Briggs Myers apprenticed herself to Edward
N. Hay, an acquaintance of her husband and head of human resources for First
Pennsylvania Bank in Philadelphia. Hay and his team had been using the HummWadsworth Temperament Scale for a number of years as a way to sort employees
into particular roles: tellers, salespeople, branch and corporate managers. By that
time, Briggs Myers had already created scores of items that would eventually go
into her own personality test, but she believed she needed familiarity with the
design and scoring of a more widely used instrument in order to create her own
test. Hay brought her on to administer the Humm-Wadsworth to all current
employees, and to rescore all of the previously administered tests. As a result of
her work throughout the spring and summer of 1942, she came to the conclusion
that there was little to no correlation between a person’s HWTS profile and his or
her success at a particular job. However, instead of convincing her that an
individual’s personality profile and his or her effectiveness at work might be
unrelated, this result in fact strengthened her resolve to create her own ‘peoplesorter,’ one that would focus on “type, that is, on particular kinds of personalities
and how those variations affect the relations of people to the world around
them.”60
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Briggs Myers’s interest in employee placement was critically influenced by
the sociopolitical climate at the time, namely the anticipated return of millions of
soldiers to civilian life after fighting in World War II. In mid-1942, as she
continued to develop her own inventory of questions that would eventually make
up the MBTI, she tested a number of them on the members of the V-12 Navy
College Training Program at Swarthmore College. Designed to create a large pool
of officers for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps, the V-12 Program gave Briggs
Myers her first pool of subjects and a novel data set, and also piqued her interest
in creating an instrument that would help men find employment once the war
was over. Her interest in the career prospects of military men was also reinforced
by her son Peter’s participation in the ROTC program at Swarthmore. In her
attempt to ensure that Peter would find a job that suited his character and
talents, Briggs Myers felt extra pressure to develop her test as quickly as possible.
Isabel Briggs Myers completed the first version of the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator in the spring of 1943. The original version of the MBTI consisted of 172
questions, many of which had been formulated not only by Briggs Myers, but also
by her mother Katharine, her husband Clarence, their children Peter and Ann,
and a number of close friends.61 Like every subsequent version of the MBTI,
Form A—as the original test was named—consisted entirely of forced-choice
questions with two (and occasionally, three) answers from which to choose.
Examples of some of the questions that could be found in early versions of the
MBTI are: “Would you rather be considered (A) a practical person, or (B) an
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ingenious person?” “Do you usually (A) show your feelings freely, or (B) keep
your feelings to yourself?” and “Would you rather work under someone who is
(A) always kind, or (B) always fair?” The remaining questions, much like the
representative ones above, were far-ranging and asked about a person’s
preferences regarding work, family, emotional display, and intellectual and
creative pursuits. The MBTI thus attempted to provide a complete snapshot of an
individual’s personality, skills, and interests in a test that took most people fewer
than 30 minutes to complete.
Each of the 172 questions corresponded to one of four axes: Introversion
(I) vs. Extraversion (E), Intuitive (N) vs. Sensing (S), Thinking (T) vs. Feeling (F),
or Judging (J) vs. Perceiving (P). The Judging-Perceiving axis was not part of
Jung’s original schema: Briggs Myers added this axis in the early 1940s in order
to differentiate between those people who were more skilled in Judgment
(thinking and feeling) and those who were more skilled in Perception (intuition
and sensing), and thus more likely to lean on either their faculties of thinking or
feeling or their abilities for sensing or perception. With one exception that will be
discussed later, when scoring the test, the administrator marked one point for
each question, depending on the axis to which that question corresponded. For
instance, in the questions listed in the paragraph above, if a person put him or
herself down as a practical person, a point would be added to his or her ‘Sensing’
score, whereas if one considered oneself an ingenious person, he or she would
receive a point for ‘Intuition.’ Similarly, in the other two questions above, a
person would receive points for ‘Feeling’ if he or she chose A, whereas he or she
38

would receive points for ‘Thinking’ if B were chosen. The scorer would then tally
up the points and give a four-letter personality type, along with a description of
that type’s abilities and interests and an explanation of how his or her type
complemented some of the other fifteen types. In the not uncommon case that a
person got the same amount of points on opposite sides of one of the axes, that
person would receive a split letter (e.g., I/E or T/F) and be told to read the
descriptions of both type and decide for him or herself which one was most
fitting.
In 1943, shortly after the completion of Form A of the MBTI, Edward Hay
offered Briggs Myers a contract for the use of her new technology in order to test
employees at First Pennsylvania Bank. Months later, however, in late 1943, Hay
would start working part-time at the bank as he set up his own management
consulting firm, Edward N. Hay and Associates.62 Hay offered her a second
contract with his new venture to administer the test to his first batch of clients,
among them managers from General Foods and Campbell Soup Company.
Shortly thereafter, in 1946, Hay would also become editor and publisher of
Personnel Journal, a publication for so-called ‘people-management
professionals.’63 To both his clients and the readers of Personnel Journal, Hay
promoted the MBTI as a tool that revealed the importance of understanding the
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‘people side’ of management.64 Nevertheless, because each copy of the Indicator
was sent out individually by Briggs Myers from her mother’s home in
Swarthmore, the test’s influence could not expand much beyond this relatively
small circle of businesspeople.

IV. The MBTI, IPAR, and the Growth of Personality Testing in
Postwar America
With the help of Edward Hay and his resources, by the late 1940s, Briggs
Myers was able to start printing thousands of copies of the MBTI for distribution.
Soon after, the test began to be used for a number of research applications.
Isabel’s father, Lyman Briggs, a member of the board of trustees at George
Washington University, persuaded the medical school to start giving the MBTI to
its entering classes of students for seven years, starting in 1951.65 At the same
time, Donald W. MacKinnon, director of the Institute of Personality Assessment
and Research (IPAR) at Berkeley and former head of Station S for the Office of
Strategic Services (OSS), started giving the MBTI to research subjects at IPAR,
alongside various other tests such as the CPI, the Rorschach, and the TAT.
MacKinnon and his staff became steadfast supporters of Briggs Myers and her
device: IPAR has included the MBTI in its standard battery of tests since its
founding in 1949, and raised the profile of the test considerably—at least in
psychological circles—when it was one of the assessments given to architects,
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writers, and other professionals during IPAR’s well-known creativity studies of
the late 1950s and early 1960s.
Briggs Myers and Donald MacKinnon’s correspondence had in fact started
in the early 1940s, when MacKinnon was head of the psychology department at
Bryn Mawr College. He was quite taken with the MBTI from the start, in part
because of Briggs Myers’s persistence in seeking his opinion of her invention, but
also due to his own personal interest in Jung and his dedication to Jungian
analytical psychology.66 Although MacKinnon did not use the MBTI in his work
at Station S—the assessment and training facility for American spies and foreign
intelligence operatives during World War II—it was nevertheless the first tool he
brought over to IPAR when he helped found the Institute at Berkeley in 1949.
Every one of the eight original members of IPAR had been part of the war effort,
and all agreed that the MBTI would be given pride of place in their initial studies
of ‘efficiency,’ ‘adjustment,’ and ‘resilience’ among non-clinical, non-psychiatric
populations. These studies would evolve, by the mid-1950s, into the
aforementioned creativity studies which have since become IPAR’s most
recognized contribution to psychological knowledge.67
During their correspondence throughout the 1940s, Briggs Myers sent
MacKinnon many of her writings on type. These included a number of indices she
had extracted from her MBTI data, among them a “self-confidence, shyness, and
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worry” index made up of 20 items from the test, as well as a 9-item questionnaire
that she said could predict “stamina or indecision.”68 In one of her missives to
MacKinnon on July 11, 1945, she wrote about the connection between personality
type and adjustment, noting that “Every type has its instances of good adjustment
and bad. Every type has its quota of saints and sinners, heroes and criminals,
supremely happy people and tragic neurotics.”69 This sentiment, which would in
time become entrenched among supporters of the MBTI, helped distance Briggs
Myers form her earlier views concerning the connections between type, race, and
class, and furthered the idea that it was better to improve upon one’s current path
(assuming it was consistent with one’s personality type) than to strive to become
something new or different. Tellingly, the one point that Briggs Myers underlined
in her letter to MacKinnon was that, “Most important of all, the understanding of
type has the effect of improving a man’s current adjustment to people and to his
work.”70
Similar to the beliefs of those who created and used the California
Psychological Inventory, Briggs Myers’s statement offers a clear demonstration of
the fact that postwar personality testing did not merely benefit the individual, but
was in many ways in service of industrial, corporate ends. Although these tests
were often couched in the language of helping individuals achieve their personal
goals and become aware of their true selves, behind the scenes the creators and
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facilitators of these tests understood them as avenues for adjustment—of the
individual to the group—rather than as ways to help individuals develop their
unique identities. Fred Turner describes this situation well when he notes that,
“The World War II effort to challenge mass psychology,” of which the MBTI and
other personality tests developed and used in the 1930s and 1940s were a part,
“gave rise to a new kind of mass individuality, but practiced in a polity that was
already a marketplace as well.”71 The result was that each person had only a select
‘menu’ from which to choose his or her identity, personality, and style, a menu
created in large part by psychologists, HR managers, and corporate executives,
and which helped bring about the “turn towards the managerial mode of control
that haunts our culture today.”72
A number of contemporaneous critics were also concerned about the
proliferation of personality tests and their related managerial practices. In his
bestselling book The Organization Man (1956), William Whyte, then editor at
Fortune magazine, encouraged corporate employees to give false answers on
personality tests, lest they offer themselves up blithely to corporate control of
every aspect of their lives and thoughts, both at work and at home. Whyte
observed that:
“when [a personality test] doesn’t screen out those who fail to match
it, it will mask the amount of deviance in the people who do pass…all
of us to some degree have a built-in urge to adjust to what we
conceive as the norm, and in our search we can come to feel that in
the vast ocean of normality that surrounds us we are different. We
are the victims of one another’s facades.”73
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Similarly, in The Lonely Crowd (1950), sociologist David Riesman and his
colleagues Nathan Glazer and Reuel Denney envisioned an American society full
of ‘other-directed’ individuals, so-called ‘well-heeled organization men’ who had
lost their “sense of personal destiny” with the rise of “forbiddingly powerful and
efficient institutions.”74 They noted, however, that they were surely
underestimating the consequences of the ‘personality market’ just coming into
being at that time, a system in which people evaluated and crafted their identities
through personality testing (among other techniques), in hopes of not only
understanding themselves, but of ‘selling’ themselves to the highest bidder.75
Thus, there is an irony at the heart of the postwar corporate form:
although it was surely a time of massive growth for ‘forbiddingly powerful and
efficient institutions,’ a rhetoric focused on the importance of ‘creativity’ and
‘abstract thinking’—concepts often associated with the unencumbered, liberated
individual—was never more popular, in both business and popular culture.
Techniques such as ‘brainstorming’ were pioneered by business executives who
looked to harness individual creativity in order to achieve corporate goals. Giving
people the freedom to ‘think for themselves,’ however, often meant giving them
very specific tools and techniques through which such thinking could be
recognized as valuable to the firm. As one recent historian has noted, “The
creativity industry was in full swing in postwar American corporations, enabling
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creativity to be integrated into company culture, as many firms offered courses to
their staff intended to awaken their creative streaks and bolster their
productivity.”76 It is these types of ventures that marked the beginning of postwar
hive psychology: unlike earlier attempts at adjustment, these new techniques
allowed individuals to express and develop their differences, but always within
very specific parameters, and often towards the ends of productivity and profit.
The integration of creative individuality with increasingly ‘powerful and efficient
institutions’ has been one of the hallmark achievements of the Myers-Briggs and
of personality testing in general.

V. IPAR, Creativity Studies, and the Educational Testing Service
(ETS)
Before its widespread popularization in the 1980s, the most well-known
use of the MBTI was in the creativity studies conducted at IPAR in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. Three of the Institute’s founding members—Donald MacKinnon,
Wallace Hall, and Harrison Gough (the creator of the CPI)—brought together
some of the most prominent postwar architects for four days of personality
testing. Architects such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Philip Johnson, Eero Saarinen,
and I.M. Pei were assessed using a battery of tests (including the MBTI, the TAT,
and the CPI, among more than a dozen others) in a testing regimen pioneered by
Henry Murray at the Harvard Psychological Clinic and used by MacKinnon
during his time as the head of Station S. Architects were chosen in this instance
(although other groups, such as pilots, had been studied previously) because they
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were supposed to embody the perfect mix of scientific and artistic ability. Thus,
the ideal architect was supposed to be a model for the perfectly creative
individual. Carried out with the monetary support of the Carnegie Corporation,
the studies concluded that, at least on the MBTI, the most successful architects
were INTPs: Introverted, Intuitive, Thinking, and Perceptive.77
Before testing, the architects were divided into three groups based on level
of success and prominence. After the tests had been completed and scored, the
team at IPAR concluded that the least prominent group, Group III, had
personalities that were fully adapted and normal, whereas the members of Group
II had neurotic and conflicted tendencies. Those in Group I, however, were
neither fully adjusted to society nor neurotic, but so fully self-realized, creative,
and independent that adjustment to others or to society would have been a great
loss both for them as individuals and for society as a whole. Thus, although it is
true that adjustment was often the goal of personality testing, tests such as the
MBTI have also been used since the 1950s to identify so-called ‘leaders,’ those
individuals who need to be adapted to rather than who need to adapt to others.78
That the leader was described in terms derived from humanistic psychology—
self-actualized, self-realized—demonstrates the extent to which the movement
had already influenced the research carried out at seemingly staid, corporatefinanced institutions such as IPAR.
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At the same time, a joint study conducted with psychologists at Berkeley
and Fordham Universities showed that almost every research psychologist on the
two faculties received Intuitive (N) and Thinking (T) scores on the MBTI (the
clinical psychologists, however, were split roughly evenly between Thinking (T)
and Feeling (F)).79 This result, in conjunction with the similar finding for
prominent architects, led the staff at IPAR to surmise that ‘Intuitive Thinkers’
would be more likely to inhabit the highest levels of their respective professions.
This preference for Intuitive and Thinking employees in higher-level corporate
positions has continued to this day: at the management consulting firm McKinsey
& Company and the hedge fund Bridgewater Associates, more than 60% of new
hires score as ‘Intuitive’ on the MBTI, and top executives at both companies are
said to be made up almost exclusively of the four ‘Intuitive Thinker’ types: ENTP,
INTP, ENTJ, and INTJ.80 This idea is echoed by David Keirsey, a well-known
promoter of the MBTI, who estimates that over 80% of upper management in
American corporations are ‘Intuitive Thinkers.’81 This is in addition to a
widespread claim found in the business literature on the Myers-Briggs that CEOs
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who are this type are more savvy entrepreneurs and lead faster growing
companies than those who are not.82
The creativity studies at IPAR were the catalyst for the growth of the MBTI
and its eventual acceptance among applied psychologists, particularly those in
industrial and corporate settings. Henry Chauncey, co-founder and president of
the Educational Testing Service (ETS) from its creation in 1947 until his
retirement in 1970, heard about the MBTI and IPAR’s creativity studies through
Donald MacKinnon, his friend and former colleague at Harvard. Chauncey had in
many ways revolutionized the process of college admissions through his
campaign in the 1930s—waged alongside chemist and President of Harvard
University James Bryant Conant—to introduce the SAT and other types of
standardized tests into the admissions process. He believed the Myers-Briggs
could engender a new type of revolution, one that would see schools and
businesses using personality tests to find suitable students and employees.83
Although Chauncey and ETS eventually procured the rights to publish and
distribute the MBTI in 1956, many people in the company were openly hostile to
personality testing and especially to the ‘amateurish’ MBTI. As Frances Wright
Saunders, whose husband was a staff psychologist at ETS in the 1960s, has
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written, a good dose of sexism and professional pride (given that Briggs Myers
was not a professional psychologist) led many at the company to dismiss the
MBTI out of hand. Author Annie Paul notes that many psychologists at ETS
derided the Myers-Briggs as ‘unscientific rubbish’ and that an internal evaluation
of the Indicator noted that, “A veil of suspicion hangs over it. It had an
unorthodox origin, it is wedded to a somewhat unfashionable theory, and the
enthusiasm it has aroused in some people has provoked sterner opposition in
others.”84 Paul also notes that even the manual that ETS belatedly released to
accompany the instrument “read more like a harsh critique of the test than a
helpful guide to its use.”85
Despite the internal squabbles over the MBTI at the Educational Testing
Service and its relatively low sales numbers, being allied with ETS gave the test
the kind of visibility and credibility it would not have had otherwise. One of the
results of the partnership between Briggs Myers and ETS was that her test was
added in the early 1960s to the Buros Mental Measurements Yearbook, the
standard repository for new psychological tests that have appeared on the
market. While this would set the stage for the ‘rediscovery’ of the test in the early
1970s by one of the most significant advocates of the MBTI in the last three
decades of the twentieth century, Mary McCaulley, it did not stop the test from
sliding into obscurity during the 1960s, with many research and applied
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psychologists forsaking the use of tests in general.86 ETS, for instance, refused to
distribute new copies of the MBTI for non-research purposes which meant that it
could not proliferate in human resources settings like it did in the early 1950s (of
course, non-official copies still made the rounds in offices). In addition,
personality tests were not as integral to corporate development in the 1960s as
they would become in the 1970s: because of the relative lack of regulations or
employee protections on issues such as race and gender, these markers as well as
those of class, education, and personal connection did the work in hiring and
promotion that, from the 1970s on, would be done partially through the use of
‘objective’ tools such as personality tests. Additionally, the ‘people-skills’ that the
MBTI was supposed to help identify and cultivate became much more important
during the 1970s as the postindustrial service economy flourished, whereas the
1960s could be considered the last decade of the American industrial economy
that had emerged in the late 19th century. In these ways, the 1960s marked a
decade of both obscurity and transition for the MBTI.

VI. Setting the Stage: Popular Management Literature in the 1960s
and 1970s
During the 1960s, a number of prominent psychologists started writing
popular books on business and management, using insights from humanistic
psychology to foster motivation and productivity in the workplace. For instance,
Frederick Herzberg, in his classic Motivation to Work (1959), argued that
employees who were consistently challenged by their work and who were tasked
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with greater responsibility over time would become more motivated and
experience higher levels of job fulfillment. In other words, Herzberg argued that
job satisfaction and productivity were directly correlated, and that job
satisfaction could be achieved not by making work easier or less stressful, but
instead by ensuring that good work was rewarded and bad work was punished.
Herzberg’s studies started a trend toward emphasizing ‘self-management’ in
corporate America, advancing the idea that employees at every level of the
corporate hierarchy would be more productive if they believed they had some
agency over their own success and failure. This did not change the fact, however,
that the measures of success were not created by the employee, but by his or her
superiors (or by shareholders seeking higher profits). Thus, calls for selfmanagement elided the fact that almost every employee was still hewed in by the
designs of the company and its owners.
Herzberg’s work set the stage for Abraham Maslow’s management studies
at the electronics firm Saga Corporation in the early 1960s, the results of which
were published in his 1965 work Eupsychian Management. For Maslow, the best
kind of managers resembled humanistic therapists, tasked with creating a
psychologically healthy environment in which individuals could develop and
express themselves through their work. Herzberg believed similarly that
motivation was a ‘hygienic’ issue, such that more motivated individuals evinced
better mental health which resulted in a greater commitment to work, to their
organization, and to their colleagues. Maslow believed that “These highly evolved
individuals assimilate their work into the identity, into the self, i.e., work actually
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becomes part of the self, part of the individual’s definition of himself.”87 Maslow’s
fame in the 1960s helped popularize humanistic management tactics and gave
credibility to the discourse on identity and the self within the ranks of corporate
management and human resources, especially considering Maslow’s intention to
demonstrate that those who felt compelled to work in order to express
themselves were in fact more self-actualized individuals than those who saw work
merely as a ‘job.’ As a result, the humanistic management discourse on ‘identity’
offered employees a sense of countercultural self-exploration, whereas for their
employers, it created an optimal system in which they were no longer seen as
antagonists, but instead as ‘therapists’ guiding their employees to higher levels of
personal satisfaction and growth.
By the 1970s, popular psychological management tracks would center
around two concepts, leadership and communication, each of which had
branched off from the more general discussion of motivation.88 One of the more
prominent authors of these types of works, Harvard Business School professor
Abraham Zaleznik, spilled much ink about the difference between ‘leaders’—
those whose vision and sense of singular purpose transformed a company—and
‘managers’—those who used traditional skills of organization and problemsolving to ensure that a company continued to function from day to day.89
Another prominent psychologist, Michael Maccoby, wrote about the importance
of leadership in the postindustrial corporation, asserting that inspiring, visionary
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leaders do not care about money or status but instead only care about making
their followers become as ‘self-actualized’ as possible. Maccoby’s works
delineated a motivational theory disguised as a discussion of leadership
characteristics: the best leaders ensured that their followers practiced selfleadership, such that they cared about their work because it led to personal
satisfaction and individual success. The tangible rewards of increased motivation,
however, went mostly to the leaders, whereas the psychological benefits could be
shared amongst the employees.
Both explicitly and implicitly, these management treatises from the 1960s
and 1970s made the assumption that motivation, leadership, and communication
skills were all related to a person’s personality profile. As a result, the use of
personality tests at all levels of the corporate hierarchy—from the ‘leadership
development’ and ‘executive search’ programs aimed at top management, to the
standard battery of personality tests given to lower-level job applicants—became
crucial to the functioning of large American companies. The expansion of the
industry for personality testing required a change in the status quo, however, as
the publishers of these instruments had become wary of their own products.
However, if in 1970 personality testing seemed passé, by 1980 it was impossible
to deny its impact on many aspects of corporate life.

VII. Discrimination and Shifting Views of Personality in Corporations
and Academia
In 1970, ETS was second only to The Psychological Corporation—founded
in 1921 by famous psychometrician James McKeen Cattell—as the largest test
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publishing company in the United States. As a consequence of its success, ETS
seems to have been unaware of the ways in which personality testing had gained
traction in corporate human resources at the time, instead choosing to focus its
efforts on publishing aptitude and skills tests for educational and clinical
functions. ETS’s conservatism was equally matched by that of The Psychological
Corporation: as Briggs Myers’s contract with ETS was coming to an end in the
early 1970s, she reached out to The Psychological Corporation, only to be told
that they too did not believe personality testing to be a viable business. The prior
success of both of these corporations seems to have insulated them from the
social and cultural changes going on in the late 1960s and 1970s, when the search
for identity and self-understanding led many individuals to focus on the
importance of personality.
Nevertheless, while the 1970s would see the resurgence of the MBTI and
the exponential growth of personality testing in corporations, the same could not
be said for testing in academic psychological research. This was due in large part
to Stanford psychologist Walter Mischel’s devastating critique of the idea of
personality—and the methods through which it was evaluated—in his 1968 book
Personality and Assessment. In his book, Mischel demonstrated that the
variability of human behavior was better explained by reference to environment
or situation than anything resembling stable personality or character traits; his
studies showed that cross-situational consistency for individuals rarely exceeded
40%, and as such it made more sense to consider behavior to be shaped by
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environment rather than personality.90 Mischel’s work marked a watershed and
had the effect of drying up a lot of government funding for personality research.
As a result, many psychologists moved into either social psychology—which was
experiencing enormous growth at the time—or into purely applied fields such as
industrial or educational psychology. Those who continued to conduct
personality research were often forced to find funding through corporate ties,
while others left academia entirely to do corporate consulting for business and
industry. As former IPAR member Ravenna Helson has recently remarked, from
the early 1970s to the early 1990s—during the height of the so-called ‘personsituation debate’—getting government funding was enormously difficult, such
that the only viable ways to fund personality research were through corporate
consulting, starting one’s own assessment firm, or being lucky enough to receive
a multi-year grant from the Rockefeller or Carnegie Foundations.91 All of this is to
note that while there was a 20-year lull in personality research and test
development in academia, personality psychologists redirected much of their
attention and effort towards making personality testing a respected and essential
part of the corporate environment.
One of the main reasons why personality testing became attractive to
human resources executives in the 1970s was the influx of new types of
employees—namely women and minorities—into white-collar jobs. Because of
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the need to comply with recently-passed equal opportunity and anti-nepotism
laws, many HR managers saw personality tests as a suitable way to screen for
viable candidates using characteristics other than race, gender, or family and
personal connections. Indeed, the MBTI was publicized as a gender-neutral test—
despite the fact that, as will be discussed shortly, women and men were scored
differently until 1998—that could especially help women find their niche within
corporate America. Personality testing was also thought to facilitate the creation
and maintenance of the ‘employee communications programs’ that popped up in
corporations in the 1970s; as the president of a prominent advertising and
human resources research firm noted, a ‘human resources revolution’ had swept
into business during the decade, ushering in a “new era of employee
communications…in which the company meets the work force directly…lets
everyone in on political or legislative issues that directly concern the company
and hence its workers, and presents management executives as people.”92
Although this description paints an overly rosy picture of corporate harmony, the
fact is that effective communication—both up and down the corporate ladder—
was now seen as integral to success, and personality tests were marketed as
facilitators of this type of feedback.
When Briggs Myers first released the MBTI in 1943, very few women
worked in corporate America, and it was only in the early 1970s that women
began to make up a significant portion of the white-collar workforce.93 There was
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only one significant difference between the original version of the MBTI, Form A,
and Form G, the version in use during the test’s rise to fame from 1977 to 1998.
This difference is that—in recognition of the fact that the test was being used
almost exclusively by corporations for human resources decisions—Briggs Myers
and the staff at the Center for Applications of Psychological Type shortened the
test from 192 to 94 questions, such that the test could be taken by a job applicant
in under 20 minutes. One of the more striking things that did not change,
however, was that on the Thinking-Feeling Scale, more weight was given to
women’s Feeling responses than men’s. As a result, it was possible for a man and
a woman to give the exact same responses on the test, but for the woman to be
labeled as Feeling whereas the man would be considered Thinking. Given the
preference for Thinking individuals in executive positions, this demonstrates one
way in which personality tests discriminated against women job-seekers.
The MBTI, like any technology—and in this case, an algorithmic
technology—puts into practice the values of its creators and users, and reifies the
social relations and cultural politics in which it was developed. As data scientist
Cathy O’Neil has recently delineated, the relatively simple algorithms that are
used by human resources departments to decide what types of personality scores
are acceptable—and thus what types of people will be hired, trained, and
promoted—are themselves the complex product of the interweaving of historical
social norms with stubbornly persistent corporate presumptions.94 The result was
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that many women were tracked into less desirable and less well-paying jobs in
the corporate hierarchy—such as, somewhat ironically, human resources itself—
because of their results on the Myers-Briggs. Similarly, because it is relatively
easy to fake one’s answers on the MBTI, many people who have been considered
for middle or upper management have crafted their answers so as to appear as
‘Intuitive Thinkers’ and thus be more likely to be hired or promoted. Although it
would seem as if these individuals were merely following William Whyte’s sage
advice from the 1950s—to disrupt the whole system of testing by providing false
answers—the result has in fact been to cement the idea that NTs are the best
higher-level executives, despite the fact that many successful people in these roles
have actually given false answers to conform to that standard.

VIII. Mary McCaulley, the Center for Applications of Psychological
Type (CAPT), and the Creation of a National Personality Standard
The rising fortunes of the MBTI in the 1970s can in large part be attributed
to the efforts of one woman: University of Florida psychologist Mary McCaulley.
Her research, which focused on the clinical evaluation and assessment of women,
led her to peruse the latest edition of the Buros Mental Measurements Yearbook
for any assessments created either by or for women. The only one she came
across was Isabel Briggs Myers’s MBTI. McCaulley ordered copies of the test from
ETS and distributed them to her introductory classes, in addition to taking the
test herself. She was immediately taken with the penetrating nature of the test,
concurring with the evaluation of one of her students who said of the Myers-
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Briggs that, “I feel like it X-rayed my soul.”95 From that point forward, McCaulley
would become one of the most forceful advocates for the MBTI, just as many
other research psychologists were moving away from personality psychology and
personality testing. McCaulley’s boosterism for the MBTI—and her institutional
affiliation with a major research university—was particularly fortuitous for Briggs
Myers, who had become increasingly pessimistic about her invention’s future,
given its lack of support at ETS, the waning status of personality psychology, and
the increasing marginalization of Jung’s literary and mythological approach
within academic psychology.
McCaulley convinced the University of Florida counseling center to start
using the Myers-Briggs with rising seniors who came in for career advice. In this
way, she procured several thousand dollars from the University of Florida for
MBTI research focusing on career selection and guidance within the student
population. At that point, she and Briggs Myers formed a partnership in order to
secure a grant from the American Medical Student Association (AMSA),
convincing them to support the creation of a Myers-Briggs research center by
displaying the data gathered during the 1950s on George Washington University
medical students. Opened in 1974 and named the Typology Laboratory, this
research center had the mission to “provide…guidance in the application of
current knowledge of Jungian types to practical problems, particularly education
and manpower.”96 By the beginning of the next school year, the Typology
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Laboratory had been renamed the Center for Applications of Psychological Type
(CAPT) and moved off-campus, having outgrown its original space on the
University of Florida campus. Despite moving off-campus, CAPT was still
associated with the University of Florida, and the majority of its staff were faculty
members from the school’s Department of Psychology.
In 1975, McCaulley and Briggs Myers went searching for a new publisher
for the MBTI. After both ETS and The Psychological Corporation had declined to
publish the test, they connected with Harrison Gough, IPAR faculty member and
co-founder of the test publishing company Consulting Psychologists Press (CPP)
in Palo Alto, CA. Gough had been using the MBTI for 25 years as a researcher at
IPAR, and saw this as a unique opportunity to procure the rights to a useful and
potentially lucrative technology. Gough and his business partner, Stanford
psychologist Jack Black, were enthusiastic enough about signing the MBTI that
they offered McCaulley and Briggs Myers a 12% royalty—the standard being 10%-on sales of the test, and wrote up a contract that split the duties and profits from
future MBTI consulting and training equally between CPP and CAPT.97 This
partnership catalyzed the exponential growth of the Myers-Briggs in the late
1970s and 1980s. By 1980, CAPT would become independent of the University of
Florida, although most of its members were still faculty in the Department of
Psychology. While sales of the test alone would bring in $250,000 in 1980, by the
late 1980s both CPP and CAPT were bringing in over $5 million from both sales
of the test and their joint training workshops (yearly sales figures, including
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MBTI training and consulting, now approach $30 million annually). Companies
such as Proctor & Gamble, General Motors, Transamerica, IBM, and McKinsey &
Company all began to use the Myers-Briggs extensively in the 1980s, as did
government agencies such as the State Department, the Internal Revenue
Service, and the Environmental Protection Agency.98
The network of businesses and government agencies that used the MBTI
was anchored by the transcontinental relationship between CPP in Palo Alto and
CAPT at the University of Florida. The Berkeley and University of Florida
psychologists who worked at CPP and CAPT respectively began consulting for
corporations and institutions across the country, organizing multiday training
seminars in most large cities in the United States. From the East Coast to the
West Coast, Ph.D. social scientists with university affiliations traveled throughout
the country giving the impression to human resources managers, business
consultants, and executive search directors that the MBTI was a well-accepted
and highly regarded instrument within academic psychology. The truth, however,
was that the marketing of the Myers Briggs to business and industry was
necessitated by a lack of acceptance of the instrument by a large proportion of
academic psychologists (even those who saw personality psychology and testing
in a favorable light were still largely skeptical of the MBTI). The proliferation of
the MBTI created a nationwide standard for personality types in organizations,
similar to the work that Isabel Briggs Myers’s father, Lyman Briggs, had done in
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the mid-twentieth century as the Director of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, where
he was tasked with setting the standards for the purification of uranium for both
civilian and military use, one of the direct offshoots of which was the Manhattan
Project.99
In 1981, at the 4th Annual MBTI Conference at Stanford University, a small
journal published at Mississippi State University called The Bulletin of Research
in Psychological Type became subsumed by CAPT and changed its name to the
Journal of Psychological Type. The journal was (and still is) dedicated to
publishing research done exclusively with the MBTI. Although no top-tier
psychologist has published in the Journal of Psychological Type, and only a
handful of well-known psychologists have published MBTI research in any
journal (the exceptions being a number of IPAR researchers, such as Harrison
Gough and Ravenna Helson), the existence of the Journal gives CAPT and the
MBTI a level of legitimacy among non-psychologists, particularly those HR
managers and businesspeople who believe an entire academic ecosystem
supports MBTI research. In creating a multifaceted network of research,
publishing, and consulting, the members of CAPT and CPP were able to profit off
of the push toward self-development in corporate America. The Myers-Briggs
capitalized on the ways in which the concept of personality became a means to
both self-understanding and corporate profit in the last three decades of the
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twentieth century. The test became the backbone of an entire industry of
developing and selling the self for the benefit of business.

IX. Conclusion
In a 1987 Fortune article titled, “Personality Tests are Back,” journalist
Thomas Moore wrote that personality tests had become indispensable in
corporate America as businesses had started “lapping up” the idea of
“psychological type.”100 The MBTI was well-suited for a corporate environment in
which ‘teamwork’ and ‘communication’ were crucial for productivity, given that
the goal of the Myers-Briggs, as stated in its accompanying manual, is to manage
conflict and increase human understanding.101 The MBTI has often been used in
management development programs, where it can “help executives better
understand how they come across to others who may see things differently,” and
in teambuilding exercises, where “talking about what type you are and what I
am…proves to be an unthreatening way for people to raise and resolve
problems.”102 Jungian type theory, which had been out of vogue in academic
psychology since the late 1960s, was booming in applied organizational
psychology, sometimes by being interwoven with more reputable theories; at the
global insurance company Transamerica, for example, the creator of their
management development program merged Harvard psychologist David
McClelland’s ideas about the motivating personality factors of the ‘need for
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achievement’ and the ‘need for power’ (two concepts that will be discussed in
depth in Chapter 3) with Jungian type theory in his attempt to hire, promote, and
train more productive managers.103
By the early 1990s, Harvard organizational psychologist Robert Benfari
wrote that “no self-respecting personnel officer could afford to be ignorant of this
instrument [the MBTI].”104 He made this statement, in part, because the MyersBriggs was being used to harness, evaluate, and develop the three things that now
seemed indispensable to American business: (1) teamwork, (2) communication,
and (3) leadership. These concepts had taken over the business world in the
1980s as corporations moved from less authoritarian management styles to those
that characterized executives as ‘mediators’ and ‘motivators.’ The goal of top
executives was to provide a vision for his or her subordinates, rallying them to a
cause which they could then take up as their own. As Luc Boltanski and Eve
Chiapello have noted, the leader’s vision “guarantees the workers’ commitment
without recourse to compulsion, by making everyone’s work meaningful,” and
that by giving up more authoritarian modes of control in favor of ‘charisma’ and
‘vision,’ executives were able to induce their subordinates to practice more
effective (and less costly) forms of self-control.105
Much of the intellectual underpinning for this changing conception of
leadership in the last three decades of the twentieth century was provided by
those authors associated with the ‘human relations school,’ such as Abraham
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Maslow, Frederick Herzberg, and David McClelland. Through his use of the
Thematic Apperception Test at Harvard University and with clients at his
consulting firm McBer & Company, McClelland came to believe that the ‘need for
power’ was the most important attribute of an effective manager. Those
executives who had a need for power (that is, the need to influence others)
coupled with high ‘impulse control’ were said to be able to turn all of their
followers into (self-) leaders; those who used the MBTI in corporate settings
argued that ‘Intuitive Thinkers’ (NTs) were most often these types of individuals.
Executives were also called upon to learn the personality types of all those who
worked for them, in order to facilitate better communication and thus increase
motivation.
By 1995, Consulting Psychologists Press had trademarked the slogan “The
Myers-Briggs Company,” despite the fact that it published over 400 different
types of assessments. Largely on the back of the success of the Myers-Briggs, the
company had revenues of $13.5 million in 1995 and employed close to 100
people. By the start of the 21st century, CPP’s revenue would climb to $30 million
a year.106 This revenue was derived not only from the licensing and distribution of
the test itself, but from the courses that CPP and CAPT offered all across the
country to HR managers, consultants, and career counselors who wanted to
become certified to score and assess the MBTI. The 4-day course, which currently
costs $1695, brings in over $20 million per year, which is then distributed equally
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to both CPP and CAPT. Myers-Briggs certification has, in many ways, become a
necessity for human resources managers and career counselors; as one HR
manager has recently said, “[companies] just want to see that you have it.”107
Because MBTI certification is a recognizable symbol of facility with personality
testing, even if a specific company does not use the test, having that credential
implies that you have the skills necessary to evaluate others. As a result, MBTI
training has become all but essential for many in the human resources field.
By the year 2000, the Myers-Briggs had become a test with which many
American adults were familiar, even if they had not taken it. This familiarity can
be attributed not only to its ubiquity in corporate human resources, but also to its
popularization on the internet. Alongside tests such as the Enneagram, the IPIP
(International Personality Item Protocol), and Daniel Goleman’s EQ (Emotional
Quotient) Test, the MBTI has popped up in various unlicensed forms across the
internet. In addition, bestselling books such as David Keirsey’s Please
Understand Me (1978) and Please Understand Me 2 (1998), as well as Isabel
Briggs Myers’s own Gifts Differing (1980) contained several modified, noncopyrighted versions of the MBTI that people could use to assess their own
personality types. As a result, many people who want to know their Myers-Briggs
personality type are now able to test themselves in the comfort of their own
homes. The popularization of the Myers-Briggs, coupled with the network that
has maintained its legitimacy as a serious research tool and corporate
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instrument, have secured the success and continued relevance of the MBTI in
America’s organizational society.
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Chapter 2
Self-Development and the Expansion of the California
Mindset: The Institute of Personality Assessment and
Research (IPAR), Consulting Psychologists Press (CPP),
and the California Psychological Inventory (CPI), 19492000
This chapter explores the networks of creation, distribution, and use of
one of the most popular postwar personality tests: the California Psychological
Inventory (CPI). Created by University of California, Berkeley psychologist
Harrison Gough in the late 1940s and early 1950s, the CPI took its inspiration
from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), one of the most
commonly used tests of personality disorder and psychopathology in the second
half of the twentieth century. However, whereas the MMPI was often associated
with psychiatric diagnosis, the CPI was dubbed the ‘sane man’s MMPI’ and found
its niche in educational and, especially, in corporate settings.108 Much like the
Myers-Briggs, a person’s CPI report focused on the “favorable and positive
aspects of personality rather than the morbid and pathological,” and was thus
suited to the identification of skills, interests, and potential ability rather than an
individual’s flaws or weaknesses.109
The CPI was designed to measure those “personality characteristics
important for social living and social interaction” and as such it has often been
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used to promote ‘adjustment’ to group situations, such as those found in
educational and organizational environments.110 However, by including scales
such as ‘Self-acceptance,’ ‘Sense of well-being,’ and ‘Self-control,’ the CPI also
capitalized on the humanistic push for self-actualization and individual
development that flourished during the 1960s and 1970s. Corporations used the
CPI and similar instruments in their attempts to foster ‘individual creativity’ and
‘personal efficiency’ which many executives and management theorists believed
were crucial determinants leading directly to greater group productivity and
higher profits.111 The ideology of self-development and self-actualization radiated
out from Northern California as personality tests and various other psychological
tools and therapies designed at places such as IPAR, Stanford, and Esalen
proliferated in the wider culture in general and in corporate America in
particular. Aided by assessments such as the CPI, human resources managers
tried to promote employee self-growth and self-management as the necessary
building blocks for a firm’s continued profit and growth.
Gough developed most of the scales of the CPI at the Institute of
Personality Assessment and Research (IPAR) during the first half-decade of its
existence. Endowed in 1949 with an initial grant of $100,000 from the
Rockefeller Foundation, IPAR was founded to “develop successful techniques to
identify the personality characteristics which make for successful and happy
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adjustment to modern industrial society.”112 The CPI was created with this same
goal in mind, but much like IPAR itself, it was also a product of the overlapping
milieux of the San Francisco Bay Area’s burgeoning military-academic-industrial
complex and the humanistic psychology of the nascent Human Potential
Movement. As a result, the test reflected the interests of academic and clinical
psychologists, self-seekers and proto-hippies, as well as corporate executives and
government officials who all hoped that such ‘technologies of the self’ would
promote and integrate individual and collective goals. The promise of the CPI’s
success on this front helped spread the assessment widely in research,
educational, and business settings, a proliferation facilitated by the creation of
Consulting Psychologists Press (CPP), a privately-owned publishing company
whose sole task, at least at the time of its creation, was the printing, distribution,
and marketing of the CPI.
Sociologist William Davies has documented how the effort to produce
happy, ‘well-adjusted’ individuals through the use of personality tests boomed
during the postwar decades, with the introduction of the CPI (1956), the Beck
Depression Inventory (1961), the Type A Scale (1971), and hundreds of similar
measures.113 These tests, while often created for the purposes of psychological
research and medical diagnosis, quickly found a home in the human resources
departments of large organizations, where they seemed capable of showing
individuals how to ‘grow’ and ‘change,’ while at the same time allowing HR
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managers to direct such growth toward company ends. As Barbara Ehrenreich
and a number of other scholars have demonstrated, however, the advocacy of
happiness and personal growth in the workplace has often led not to genuine selffulfillment or a greater enjoyment of work, but instead to a coercive type of
therapeutic environment in which employees are expected to demonstrate their
devotion to the organization and to their job by constantly signaling their
commitment to self-development. In addition, employees are prodded to share
the most intimate parts of themselves, including their wants, desires, and fears,
which are then put into their personnel files and trotted out during annual
reviews, promotion discussions, and salary negotiations.114 Of course, such details
are often used to convince employees that their own self-stated goals would be
better achieved through acquiring new tasks or a new job title rather than
through an actual promotion or raise.
This chapter delineates the network of individuals and institutions that
helped make the CPI one of the most popular assessments in management
consulting and training, leadership development, and executive search. As
previously noted, this network revolved around a dyad of institutions crucial to
the enterprise of postwar personality testing: the Institute of Personality
Assessment and Research (IPAR) at Berkeley and Palo Alto’s Consulting
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Psychologists Press (CPP). This network parlayed government monies for
psychological research into private hands in the form of a test publishing
company, which then sold its wares to corporations throughout the United States
and beyond. The history of the CPI and these institutions also reveals the broader
ways in which personality testing became an enterprise from which hundreds of
millions of dollars in revenue are derived annually.115 Like many other selfassessments, the CPI was promoted as a tool to help individuals become more
developed and self-aware, but its history highlights a more nuanced reality in
which tests of this sort were used to help individuals accept and value their place
within a new postindustrial, service-oriented economy and society.

I. Personality Testing and the Culture of Personality in the First Half
of the Twentieth Century
The status of psychological testing was bolstered in the early twentieth
century by the purported success of the Army Alpha and Beta Tests in identifying
potential soldiers and officers during World War I. Developed by psychologist
Robert Yerkes, the tests were supposed to measure “verbal ability, ability to
follow directions, and knowledge of information,” and were used to determine
not just a person’s ability to serve, but also his job classification and potential for
leadership.116 Although intelligence tests continued to be developed and
promoted as significant new inventions that measured a key aspect of the human
psyche, by the 1920s it had become clear to some that intelligence tests did not
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accurately predict one’s success or ingenuity in applied settings, particularly at
work. As Gordon Allport, the so-called ‘father of American personality
psychology,’ wrote in his 1922 Ph.D. dissertation, “the recent development of
mental tests has served to accentuate the need for methods for the measurement
of personality, for it is recognized that this aspect of a man’s nature, even more
than his intelligence, determines the success of his adjustments to his
environment.”117
Those psychologists who worked on the creation and administration of
mental tests often set up businesses to profit off of these new technologies of
evaluation and classification. As historian Joel Isaac has noted, “psychologists
involved in Army personnel selection considered mental testing an applied social
technology and later sought to convert their knowledge into profit through the
establishment of consultancies like the Psychological Corporation and the Scott
Company.”118 Although intelligence tests were a popular type of product for these
companies, they also increasingly created, licensed, and distributed personality
tests, at a time when the culture was shifting from one of ‘character’ to one of
‘personality.’ Historian Warren Susman has argued that a ‘culture of character’
that emphasized a person’s connection to family, place, and religion—
concomitant with a belief that the individual was constituted by social and
institutional forces outside of him or herself and which promoted such values as
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sacrifice, honor, and duty—was predominant up until the end of the 1910s.119
However, because of increased immigration and internal migration during the
previous three decades, coupled with the shift from a producer to a consumer
society and from industrial to finance capitalism, familial and geographic bonds
began to wane. The result was the growth of a more individualistic culture, one
that required judging people on their self-presentation and those more
immediately evident attributes that could be sussed out in a relatively short
amount of time.
The writings of such popular authors as Ralph Waldo Trine, Dale
Carnegie, and Norman Vincent Peale stressed the importance of a certain type of
self-development, one geared quite explicitly towards the ‘selling’ of oneself to
clients and employers in a world where there were fewer personal or familial
bonds on which to rely. As a result, personality testing boomed in the middle
decades of the twentieth century as organizations grew and were forced to hire
and promote a seemingly anonymous and increasingly heterogeneous workforce.
At the same time, employees were also interested in evaluating themselves and
using that knowledge to promote themselves and their traits in an effort to climb
the ladder of corporate success. Evaluating and judging oneself and others
became indispensable in the corporate culture of the middle decades of the
twentieth century, a culture that, while often criticized as a seemingly impersonal
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collection of ‘organization men,’ was, in fact, built upon the dream of knowing
people in their most intimate and personal details.120
This culture of personality found its scientific justification with the growth
of a distinctly American personality psychology in the 1930s, a field based
fundamentally on the practice of testing. Crucial to the development of
personality psychology was Harvard psychologist Gordon Allport, whose key
intervention was the cataloguing of commonly used terms which he believed
described all the qualities of human behavior. His goal was to group and
categorize the words people use to describe so-called ‘individual differences’ in
behavior, ranking them from most to least fundamental to human interaction and
conduct. The development of this repository of psychological ‘traits’ allowed for
the creation of much more specific and in-depth tests of variations in supposedly
inherent, universal, and genotypic characteristics of individuals. In contrast to
those psychologists who emphasized environment and the importance of
situation and circumstance, trait theorists believed that behavioral characteristics
were relatively persistent across time and could therefore by reliably tested.
These dispositions could, in turn, be used to classify individuals and put them
into positions where they would be more or less suited within an educational or
institutional structure. During his tenure at Harvard, from 1930 to 1967, Allport
would do his part to nurture the careers of two generations of the most
prominent psychometricians and personality theorists of the twentieth century,
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among them J.P. Guilford, Raymond Cattell, and Timothy Leary, as well as
Donald MacKinnon and Nevitt Sanford, the eventual founders of the Institute of
Personality Assessment and Research (IPAR).

II. Harrison Gough and the Development of Psychology and
Psychiatry during World War II
During World War II, psychologists and psychiatrists mobilized in large
numbers to help support the American war effort. As Ellen Herman has detailed
in her book The Romance of American Psychology (1995), 1,700 of the 4,400
members of the American Psychological Association (APA) worked directly for
the military during World War II, while thousands of other psychologists
consulted for war-related government agencies. In addition, the vast majority of
psychiatrists in the U.S. at the time were involved in wartime personnel
screening.121 These professionals were often able to continue the work they had
engaged in prior to the war: while clinicians were called upon to counsel ‘shellshocked’ soldiers, experimental psychologists interested in sensation and
perception might find themselves working in the area of man-machine
interaction, while those who focused on motivation could be found working on
national character studies or in the development of programs for morale
building. In addition, psychologists interested in the issue of personality were
often tasked either with the selection and screening of soldiers, or with the
identification of psychopathology in those returning from the front.
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The creator of the CPI, Harrison Gough, studied psychology as an
undergraduate at the University of Minnesota, joining the Air Crew Selection
Program after graduating in 1942.122 The head of the Personnel Research Unit to
which Gough was assigned within the Selection Program was J.P. Guilford, a
former protégé of Gordon Allport best known for his research into the nature and
assessment of intelligence. Despite having been assigned to Guilford’s unit,
Gough was not thoroughly acquainted with either psychometric or personality
testing. As a result, given the nature of the program, he was tasked with quickly
learning how to administer such assessments as the TAT, the Rorschach, the
Stanford-Binet IQ Test, and the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale. In 1943,
after a year in the Air Crew Selection Program, Gough moved to become a clinical
psychologist at an 1,800-bed military hospital outside of San Antonio, Texas, an
institution that was part of the Army Psychiatric Service.
The Army Psychiatric Service, organized in 1940 under a plan created by
psychoanalyst Harry Stack Sullivan, attempted to both identify those soldiers
most likely to break down on the battlefield, as well as treat those who eventually
did succumb to ‘combat fatigue’ or ‘shell shock.’ One of the core tasks for
members of the Army Psychiatric Service was to be able to administer
intelligence and personality tests and to keep abreast of any new assessments
approved for use on military installations. In 1943, the newly-created Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) was publicized in Army circulars
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across the country, having been approved for use only weeks after its
publication.123 In his new role identifying debilitated soldiers, Gough found
projective personality tests inadequate, and intelligence tests unsuitable; as a
result, he persuaded his superiors to order copies of the MMPI in order to start
administering them to soldiers on the base.124 Gough said that it was “apparent
that there was a good correspondence between the MMPI findings and those
from the interview and psychiatric examinations” and that “very often the MMPI
suggested something important that was either overlooked elsewhere or that was
not readily detectable in the other appraisals.”125
Gough was evidently not the only psychologist to have a positive
experience using the MMPI; by the end of 1943, the test, which was created to
identify such psychological conditions as depression, hysteria, paranoia, and
hypochondriasis, was the second most commonly used psychiatric test for the
diagnosis of psychopathology and personality disorder, after the Rorschach
test.126 Enamored with its predictive qualities, Gough chose to return to the
University of Minnesota after the war, where he studied with Starke Hathaway,
one of the creators of the MMPI. While at Minnesota, from 1945 to 1949, Gough
worked on a dissertation that used a modified version of the MMPI to assess the
same authoritarian tendencies as the F-Scale (the ‘F’ standard for ‘Fascist’), the
personality test being developed by Theodor Adorno and his colleagues at
Berkeley. At the same time, however, he was also trying to identify items in the
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MMPI that could help uncover either beneficial or detrimental traits in
educational or work settings during a postwar era of relative peace and
prosperity. Eventually, these 178 items would form the core of Gough’s 480-item
California Psychological Inventory (CPI).
Gough was hired as one of the first eight faculty members when IPAR
opened its doors in the fall of 1949, having impressed Nevitt Sanford and Daniel
Levinson, two of the founders of the Institute and co-authors of both the F-Scale
and the soon-to-be-released study The Authoritarian Personality (1950), during
a visit to the University of Minnesota to give a talk about their research. In
becoming one of the first members of IPAR, Gough got in on the ground floor of
director Donald MacKinnon’s postwar attempt to understand the personality
dynamics of individual adjustment to modern industrial society.127 This goal had
grown out of MacKinnon’s experience in the Office of Strategic Services (OSS),
the wartime precursor to the CIA, where he had observed the differences between
neurotic and non-neurotic soldiers and was intent on using the knowledge gained
during wartime to maintain postwar American stability and progress. IPAR’s
original mission, for which it received its initial funding of $100,000 from the
Rockefeller Foundation, was to “study effective and happy people [and] to study
what it is that makes them so.”128 The focus on non-psychiatrically disturbed
individuals and their ways of adjusting to modern, American life would underlay
much of IPAR’s research in the second half of the twentieth century, from its
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efficiency and productivity studies during the early 1950s, to the well-known
creativity studies with architects, artists, and writers of the late 1950s and early
1960s, to such endeavors as the decades-long Mills Study of the lives of American
women and a number of other longitudinal studies on problem-solving,
imaginative writing, and thinking in school settings.129 IPAR’s overarching goal of
understanding and creating happy and productive individuals dovetailed with
Gough’s own personal interest in measuring the “interpersonal and positive
aspects of personality.”130

III. Funding and Support for Psychology and the Social Sciences in
the Early Cold War
During the war, Harvard psychologist Henry Murray had spearheaded test
development for the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), the precursor to the
Central Intelligence Agency tasked with developing espionage tactics and
intelligence operations. Earlier, in 1935, Murray and his partner Christiana
Morgan had developed the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) at the Harvard
Psychological Clinic, an institution Murray would become director of two years
later. By the end of the 1930s, the TAT would become one of the most recognized
and used personality tests both in America and abroad, and was one of the
signature tests used at Station S, the rural Maryland farmhouse that functioned
as the assessment and training headquarters for the OSS. Many of the testing
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technologies developed or used at the Harvard Psychological Clinic, such as the
TAT, the Rorschach, and the Bernreuter Personality Inventory—as well as various
other real-world ‘situation’ tests—found their way into the military’s selection
and evaluation procedures. After the war, these tests filtered into academic
psychology departments across the country and into the toolkits of psychiatrists
and clinical psychologists as the therapeutic professions expanded in order to
treat soldiers returning home, overburdened wives and mothers, and
‘organization men’ struck with a general feeling of ennui and malaise in an
otherwise prosperous and peaceful era.
The landscape of psychology in the early postwar era reflected that of the
social sciences as a whole, the result being that, despite intense disagreement
among scholars with different approaches, interdisciplinarity was prized above
all else, especially by those holding the purse strings. Historian Jamie CohenCole has stated that, during the early Cold War, “American academics,
administrators, and foundation officials saw [interdisciplinary social science] as
paving the road both to better theory and also the production of practical and
useful results.”131 Within the discipline of psychology, psychoanalysis,
behaviorism, humanistic and cognitive psychology all made legitimate claims to
explaining facets of the human mind. And to the benefit of psychometricians,
personality theorists, and testing companies, none of these approaches conflicted
with the central goals of testing, which were to evaluate current dispositions and,
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more importantly, predict future behavior. Even behaviorists, who may have
questioned the validity of the notion of persistent, inalterable personality traits,
nevertheless saw testing as a way to quantify a person’s present state of ability
and his or her adjustment to a specific environment’s reinforcement stimuli.
As historians of science Stuart Leslie and Daniel Kleinman have noted, the
military-academic-industrial complex as a whole—including the discipline of
psychology, which was funded in large part by the Office of Naval Research and
various corporate research foundations—exploded after World War II, with
California receiving more funds from the federal government than any other
state.132 These funds went to researchers in so-called Federally Funded Research
and Development Centers (FFRDCs) in both private corporations and the
expanding universities of the San Francisco Bay Area, particularly Stanford and
Berkeley. Leslie describes how academics at elite universities in Northern
California (and elsewhere, such as Boston’s ‘Route 128’ technology corridor) were
encouraged by foundations and government officials to turn their governmentfunded research into profitable ventures by setting up privately-owned
businesses. The lower barriers to setting up new private enterprises—coupled
with a cultural milieu that valued entrepreneurialism, individual freedom, and an
ideology of limitless expansion—meant that money and resources were more
likely to be plowed into an entrepreneurial operation, and much earlier on in the
process, than on the East Coast. Many scientists and academics moved to
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California in the 1940s and 1950s as universities expanded to meet the needs of a
booming population. However, because of the ties that many researchers in the
West continued to have with elite institutions back on the East Coast (such as
MIT, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, and the National Institutes of Health), funds that
were allocated to one institution would end up circulating back-and-forth across
the country, building up the West but in a different cultural and geographic
ecosystem than in the East, one in which flexibility, privatization, and scalability
were paramount virtues.
Harrison Gough joined IPAR, itself an FFRDC, in late summer 1949 as one
of the eight original faculty members. IPAR had been established earlier that year
by Donald MacKinnon and Nevitt Sanford, both of whom had received their
doctorates working with Gordon Allport and Henry Murray at the Harvard
Psychological Clinic. In addition, MacKinnon had been director of the OSS’s
Station S (the ‘S’ standing for ‘Schools and Training’) during the war, where he
“helped single out those he believed would make good spies and leaders of
European resistance forces.”133 IPAR took many of the psychological tests that
had been used during the war and in the OSS and applied them to both
psychological research and to the practical assessment needs of business and
industry, consulting companies, and clinical psychologists. In addition, IPAR’s
initial prestige and ability to receive generous funding was in large part due to
positioning itself as the successor institution to the work done on the
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authoritarian personality at Berkeley a few years prior by Sanford and his
collaborators Theodor Adorno, Else Frenkel-Brunswik, and Daniel Levinson.
During the first five years of IPAR’s existence, its research focused on
issues of human effectiveness. This interest in studying the ‘highly effective
individual’ followed both from MacKinnon’s interest in individual adjustment to
modern industrial society and from the desires of the funding sources that kept
IPAR afloat.134 The Rockefeller Foundation and the Department of Defense
provided the vast majority of IPAR’s funding from 1949 to 1955, while after 1955
funding was procured mainly from the Ford and Carnegie Foundations, as well as
the numerous businesses and industries that commissioned proprietary studies
and bought test sets from IPAR (many individual researchers also received ONR
grants). As one author has recently noted, “The common denominator amongst
all these organizations was the conviction that ‘effectiveness’ led to higher
performance, which in turn meant higher profits for the companies financing the
studies.”135 Taking place at the heart of the military-academic-industrial nexus
that would eventually become Silicon Valley, IPAR’s studies were funded in large
part by the technology and aerospace companies that dotted the area. Even as
IPAR began to focus more on the concept of ‘creativity’ in the late 1950s and
1960s, this interest grew out of a belief that creativity was the most important
attribute of effective individuals in pursuits ranging from the sciences, to
business, to the arts.136
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IV. The Development of the California Psychological Inventory (CPI)
and the Birth of Consulting Psychologists Press (CPP)
As a graduate student at Minnesota, Gough had developed the Capacity for
Status (Cs) Scale, which would become one of the 18 scales to be integrated
together to form the original CPI. The Cs Scale had been created out of a number
of items found on the MMPI; indeed, as previously noted, 178 of the CPI’s
eventual 480 items were recycled from the MMPI. The Cs Scale was supposed to
determine which individuals would be recognized as leaders by others and who
would in turn be able to provide charismatic direction and guidance for large
groups of individuals. The 32 items that made up the Cs Scale were supposed to
measure a person’s self-confidence, capacity for independent behavior, and poise
in stressful situations.137 This interest in leadership, originally reinforced by the
need for top-down discipline in military settings, burgeoned in business as
corporations became increasingly more complex, requiring different types and
levels of command and control at an increasing number of rungs along the
corporate ladder.
Gough spent much of his early career at Berkeley focused on developing
the CPI as a so-called ‘MMPI for sane people.’ By 1951, Gough had completed 15
of the 18 scales of the CPI, funded in large part by grants from the National
Institute of Mental Health and the Office of Naval Research. As noted earlier, the
1950s were a heady time for the psychological profession: clinical psychology was
expanding greatly to meet the needs of veterans as well as the increased demand
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from housewives and businessmen for therapy during the ‘age of anxiety’ of the
early Cold War.138 Additionally, many academic psychologists had their wartime
contracts extended after 1945 when the Office of Naval Research came into being,
“employ[ing] psychologists in areas of personnel and training (test design and
measurement)” as well as in areas of group dynamics, human factors engineering,
and physiological psychology.139 Not only did the U.S. government fund a large
percentage of the psychological research carried out in the early postwar era, but
California in particular was both an outsized recipient of funds and a strong
supporter of the psy-disciplines and the technologies that accompanied their
growth. California’s growth post-World War II, coupled with the expansion of the
University of California system and the flourishing aerospace, defense, and
electronics industries, meant that scientific assessments used for hiring,
selection, and promotion were in high demand.140
In the early 1950s, Jack Black, founder and director of Stanford’s oncampus Counseling and Testing Center, started a private consulting firm called
Consulting Psychologists Associated. Black used psychometric and personality
tests—chiefly the Strong Vocational Interest Blank and the TAT—with his clients,
almost all of which were the technology and electronics companies scattered
around the San Francisco Bay Area. In 1955, shortly before the completion of the
CPI, Gough contacted Black, also a former graduate student at the University of
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Minnesota, to ask him which company he thought should publish the CPI. After
perusing the test, Black convinced Gough that, instead of publishing the CPI
through an already existing company such as the Psychological Corporation or
the Educational Testing Service, they should collaborate to start a new company
to publish and distribute the CPI assessment. By the end of 1956, their new
company, Consulting Psychologists Press (CPP), had been established in Palo
Alto, its sole product being the CPI.
The first official version of the CPI was published in late 1956. It was
supposed to measure 18 dimensions of personality such as Dominance (Do), Selfcontrol (Sc), and Psychological flexibility (Fx), on the basis of 480 true-false
statements. Intended for use with ‘normal’ populations, the bulk of the items in
the CPI were tested on 5000 high school and college students in and around the
Berkeley area. Shortly after its introduction, the CPI began to be used in
educational settings (such as at Stanford’s Counseling and Testing Center), in the
creativity studies that would soon begin at IPAR, and with managers and
executives at the companies for which Black consulted. Although Gough had
originally developed the CPI to be used in cross-cultural personality research—
believing that he had identified 18 universal dimensions of personality—almost
immediately the test became restricted to the “assessment of behavior patterns
relevant to functioning in educational and industrial settings.”141
Four months after the creation of CPP, Black and Gough received a
contract to publish all of Stanford Psychology Press’s psychological assessments—
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including the popular Strong Vocational Interest Blank—in perpetuity. CPP’s first
clients were two companies that had already given funds to IPAR and were
staples of the Bay Area corporate scene: technology company Hewlett-Packard
and defense company Lockheed. As one psychologist has noted, the CPI was
introduced in the right place and at the right time: “the CPI had fertile soil in
which to grow” as California was “home to many of the chief aerospace and
electronics industries” and experienced “Unprecedented population growth
following World War II [which] forced rapid expansion of the educational system
at all levels.”142 The military-industrial complex, as President Eisenhower
famously dubbed it in his farewell address to the nation in 1961, along with the
expanding higher education system, were the most enthusiastic supporters of
personality assessment in the postwar era.
IPAR and CPP formed a symbiotic relationship within the larger
ecosystem of Silicon Valley. Government and foundation monies flowed from
cities like Washington, D.C. and New York to IPAR for psychological research
and test development, after which these tests would then be marketed and sold
by CPP to the same government agencies and corporations that had funded
IPAR’s research. The government and corporations, flush with money during the
prosperous era of organizational expansion during the 1950s and 1960s, were
willing to fund IPAR’s research and buy assessments from CPP because they saw
themselves as, on the one hand, supporting America’s preeminent scientific
establishment, and on the other, receiving the benefits of individual productivity
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and efficiency that the psychological sciences could provide. Psychological testing
provided an air of objectivity for these institutions in their hiring and promotion
practices, even as the studies from which the tests emerged were specifically
commissioned by these companies to identify and develop certain predetermined
types of individuals.
From CPP’s birth in 1956 until the mid-1980s, all of the company’s
executives were members of IPAR, and their research most often focused on the
psychology of corporations and managerialism. Their contacts within both
government and industry helped disperse IPAR’s research and CPP’s instruments
across the institutional spectrum, from schools to companies to the government
and military. The result was that much of what was distinct about Northern
California’s psychological culture permeated into the American organizational
landscape writ large during the 1960s and 1970s. This went hand in hand with
the dissemination of countercultural ideas within the wider culture through
popular media outlets that sold San Francisco and its environs as a mecca for
youth culture and new ways of living freely in an increasingly organized society.
For those who were asked to take them, personality tests often looked like tools
for the fostering individuality in a society that increasingly tried to tamp it down;
however, the facts of their creation and distribution show how they often helped
collapse the distinction between the individual and the group in such a way that
working towards organizational goals was often held up as the surest path to
individual development and self-realization.
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V. The Career Assessment Center and the Proliferation of Personality
Testing in Corporate America
In the mid-1950s, a new type of institution also came into being, one that
played an outsized role in expanding and normalizing the use of personality and
psychometric assessments in American business. The Corporate Assessment
Center, first established at Michigan Bell in 1956 as part of a long-term study of
the lives of managers and executives, was modeled after Henry Murray’s
assessment regimes at the Harvard Psychological Clinic and Station S. Although
the original Corporate Assessment Center used proprietary instruments in the
evaluation of middle managers and executives, these assessments were modeled
after ones used by the OSS and focused on a number of key performance factors,
especially those related to “oral communications” and “interpersonal influence
(variously labeled as ‘leadership,’ ‘impact,’ [and] ‘persuasiveness’.”143 The virtue
of the assessment method, as asserted by those who worked at Station S and in
Corporate Assessment Centers, was its ability to “tap individual differences in
[such] core abilities” as to “influence, communicate, and administer tasks”
effectively to others.144 In other words, the personality tests that comprised the
assessment method—derived from military applications but used most
extensively in human resources management—helped to identify those
individuals who possessed the qualities most important to organizational growth:
leadership, motivation, and communication skills.
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That said, the Corporate Assessment Center was not used merely to obtain
accurate descriptions of current employees and teams. Instead, it was often used
in an effort to predict, change, and control the future behavior of individuals and
groups; it was this feature that made it particularly appealing to hiring managers,
corporate consultants, and those in leadership and talent development who
wanted to be able to know that those they hired would be productive for years to
come. The CPI itself was built from the outset to be a predictive device: Gough’s
interest in psychological testing was originally piqued by the forecasting abilities
of the MMPI, a test that seemed able to identify which soldiers and veterans
would need extensive therapeutic counseling and which would not. As noted
earlier, Gough’s experience during the war taught him that tests could be used to
“forecast complex and important outcomes” that were not obvious using other
methods, such as in interviews or through clinical observation.145 The implication
was that tests had the ability to get at some ingrained quality through a
structured form of self-revelation, one that had been created by experts to
understand and predict individual behavior in an organizational context and of
which the test-taker would be largely unaware. As a result, a person ‘revealed’ a
select part of him or herself to the psychologist, manager, or human resources
officer, which they would then claim represented a significant part of that
person’s identity, personality, or worldview, despite the fact that the tests had
been engineered to uncover only a limited number of qualities relevant to work
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within large, hierarchical organizations. That a large percentage of people
continue to use personality tests such as the CPI to understand themselves at a
fundamental level points to the prevalence of the ‘managerial mode of control’
that scholars such as Fred Turner have argued we both live under and replenish
through our ways of understanding and surveilling ourselves.
When one tries to predict talent or ability as early as possible in the hiring
process—which is, of course, the goal—it is more likely that sorting will be based
on qualities such as credentials, class, status, or connections, rather than on a
person’s actual acquisition of on-the-job skills or knowledge. The result is that
those ‘individual differences’ that are uncovered through testing, whatever they
may be, are less the result of actual differences in inborn personality than in the
habits of behavior that have been acquired through one’s sociocultural
environment and which are then selected for by those executives and officials
who have also been ‘disciplined’ to value similar styles of behavior and thought.
As Jill Morawski and Kenneth Gergen have both argued, one of the oftunacknowledged ways in which psychological tests that are used to screen and
hire employees are exclusionary—even producing forms of discrimination that
managers and executives would consider counterproductive were they aware—is
that the norms for these tests are almost always based on small, homogeneous
populations. If the norms for the personality types that correspond to charismatic
leadership, communication, and motivation are based on small populations that
are relatively uniform in gender, age, geographic location, or any of a number of
key attributes (such as, e.g., a group of 18-to-22 year olds from Northern
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California in the early 1950s), it is much more likely that dissimilar populations
will be disadvantaged without reason.146 Thus the irony of corporate personality
tests: although they have often been introduced and justified as objective tools
that do away with more patently unfair or inefficient methods that capitalize on a
person’s connections or status, the same people will often be hired because the
tests used them as the norm for exemplary corporate behavior. As Kurt Danziger
aptly notes, “The categories with which the new psychology of personality
operated were always highly dependent on a particular social context…There are
all kinds of culturally sanctioned preconceptions about who is likely to succeed in
what institutions…the main social function of psychologic procedures will be the
affirmation of the particular cultural values that have been built into them.”147
By the late 1960s, the CPI had been introduced into dozens of Corporate
Assessment Centers, such as those at J.C. Penney, Sears, IBM, Mobil, and
General Electric. Alongside the TAT, the Myers-Briggs, and the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank, the CPI was mainly used to assess potential middle managers,
those individuals who represented the archetypal ‘company man’ who was
expected to grow and change (i.e., adjust) to conform to the wants and needs of
the corporation and to his superiors, while at the same time seeing the
“opportunity for self-expression” as his most valuable asset.148 Managing people
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through their expectation that work could aid in their quest for selfdetermination or self-realization was the hallmark of the postwar corporation,
although this worker ‘freedom’ was often based on the ability of the individual to
evince a personality or identity that had been revealed to them by the company,
with very specific tasks or duties in mind. The success of the Corporate
Assessment Center method, undergirded by the massive amounts of data that it
generated, ensured that the middle manager (most often white, male, and middle
or upper-middle class) remained the normative research subject for applied
personality psychology in the postwar era. Even as women and minorities
increasingly took on managerial and executive roles in the 1970s and 1980s, the
data sets on white, male middle managers from the 1950s and 1960s created the
norms by which all subsequent employees would be measured and evaluated.
By the early 1970s, most Career Assessment Centers had transformed into
so-called Early Identification Programs, designed to “prepare as rapidly as
possible those who show good potential to assume a management assignment
and thus, hopefully, reduce turnover of employees who show promise.”149
MacKinnon said that the goal was “not to screen people out but rather to identify
and develop employees who seem to have managerial potential.”150 The fact, of
course, is that screening and selection are two sides of the same coin: as there are
only a limited number of managerial and executive positions in any organization,
to develop some people implies a lack of employment or training for others.
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Those who demonstrate potential through tests and assessments will be the ones
to advance, at the expense of those who, for whatever reason, do not match the
norms of leadership, communication, motivation, and self-realization that the
tests are built around. However, by arguing (perhaps disingenuously) that tests
are not used to screen people out but are instead used to identify those who will
be expected to stay with the company long-term, MacKinnon and others
advanced a standard view of the corporation as a type of family—an idea that
proved increasingly popular in the 1970s and 1980s—even as more people than
ever were being downsized or denied promotions while many others experienced
stagnant incomes.151
It is also clear that the increased emphasis on identifying and developing
employee ‘potential’ early on was partially an attempt to maintain corporate
stability in the face of two broader socioeconomic trends during the 1970s: (1) an
increasingly diverse workforce, both in terms of gender and race, and (2) the
ascendance of neoliberal governance and the move towards deregulation and
free-market principles on a global stage. Corporations looked to manage the
rapid changes caused by demographic shifts and new post-Keynesian ideologies
of political economy that stressed worker (and capital) freedom, flexibility, and
individuality by hiring only those who fit the characterological mode of those
already successful in the corporate environment. That companies were interested
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in mitigating the upheaval caused by these changes should not obscure the fact
that the changes in fact produced increasingly large profits for American firms
and executives through both (1) the depressive effect of an expanded labor
market on wages and compensation, and (2) the expansion of global markets for
American goods and services. That a not inconsequential number of women and
minorities shared the personality types and traits that corresponded to those
preferred by human resources departments and talent development staff allowed
both test developers and the corporations that used these instruments to deflect
accusations of bias in their hiring and promotion practices, despite the fact that
these valued managerial attributes were explicitly based on the archetype of the
upper-middle class white male. Thus, while the corporation looked more diverse
in one sense, this diversity obscured a homogeneity in personality and behavior
that the corporation was dedicated to maintaining—and which workers were
forced to conform to in order to find work or be promoted.

VI. Abraham Maslow and Humanistic Management Theory in
California and Beyond
Back in 1943, Abraham Maslow published what could be considered the
founding document of the humanistic psychology movement, his piece “A Theory
of Human Motivation.” It was in this paper that he elucidated his ‘hierarchy of
needs’ and, drawing on the work of German neurologist Kurt Goldstein, posited
that self-actualization—the realization of one’s highest potential—was the
ultimate goal of every human being. This paper, alongside the book length
exposition that followed a decade later, his 1954 work Motivation and
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Psychology, proclaimed humanistic psychology as the ‘third force’ in American
psychology, alongside the stalwart forces of psychoanalysis and behaviorism.
Although humanistic psychology was, from the start, a diverse movement of
theorists and practitioners (including, e.g., Maslow, Carl Rogers, and Rollo May)
who took the goals of self-realization and self-actualization down a number of
different paths, Maslow very early on marketed his vision of humanistic
psychology to the business world, particularly to executives and management
theorists interested in the possibility that employee fulfillment at work could be a
stimulus to corporate efficiency and, thus, higher profits.
Whereas other well-known luminaries of the humanistic psychology
movement such as Carl Rogers and Rollo May were focused, respectively, on the
clinical and societal applications of humanistic principles in an attempt to foster
creativity, authenticity, and growth in individuals, Maslow and his close
colleagues in humanistic management found themselves focused on “the use of
group processes to promote self-awareness and self-development in workers—
thereby generating human capital that would in turn serve as a corporate
asset.”152 These group processes, such as communications training, leadership
seminars, group therapy and feedback, as well as group personality testing, found
their most significant reception in the milieu of California in the 1950s and 1960s
where psychologists interested in the humanistic movement found themselves
housed both in psychological research institutes (such as IPAR) and in business
schools at Berkeley, Stanford, and UCLA, among others. Drawing on ideas from
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heterodox industrial psychologists on the East Coast such as MIT’s Douglas
McGregor, management theorists such as Fred Massarik, James Clark, and Bob
Tannenbaum proposed that since work was the single place where the majority of
people spent most of their waking time, it should be a place where people are
encouraged to self-actualize.153 As with McGregor, the goal for Maslow, Massarik,
and others was to find “that degree of integration in which the individual can
achieve his goals best by directing his efforts toward the success of the
organization.”154
The support that Abraham Maslow and humanistic psychology received
from businesspeople and management theorists in California was widespread.
Maslow was hired by Andrew Kay, the owner and chief executive of electric
instruments company Non-Linear Systems and the inventor of the digital
voltmeter, to provide recommendations for how to institute humanistic
principles throughout the company. It was on the basis of this experience that
Maslow wrote Eupsychian Management (1965), his main work on industrial
psychology in which he argued that companies should be organized such that,
“highly evolved individuals [can] assimilate their work into the identity, into the
self” such that “work actually becomes part of the self, part of the individual’s
definition of himself.”155 Historian Jessica Grogan notes that, “Kay’s enthusiasm
for Maslow proved to be evidence of more than just a personal affinity. Almost
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everywhere Maslow went in the world of California business and management
theory, he encountered enthusiasm.”156
The fact that many of Maslow’s contacts and boosters were in California
should not come as a surprise: California’s “physical and spiritual distance from
the ‘Freud-bound’ approaches of the East Coast and Midwest made it home to an
astonishing array of self-growth practices making up the ‘human potential
movement’ and inspired largely by humanistic psychology.”157 As Nadine
Weidman shows in her work, however, there was a “continuous circulation and
exchange of humanistic psychological ideas, practices, and practitioners between
the counterculture and what we might call the ‘Establishment’” that was
facilitated by people like Maslow, Carl Rogers, Fritz Perls, and Timothy Leary, all
of whom spent significant amounts of time in California’s regional humanistic
subculture, but also moved in and out of the mainstream through their public
appearances, popular articles, and promotion of humanistic organizational
practices.158 For Maslow, this interest in the management of people and his
experience as a consultant for a number of corporations in the 1960s eventually
convinced him that self-actualizers might be biologically and genetically superior
to others, and that there should be ‘freedom-maximizing’ governing structures
for these highly evolved individuals, and more ‘authoritarian’ systems for those at
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the bottom of the motivational hierarchy.159 In this sense, Maslow’s ideas
resembled, influenced, and integrated with the ideas of other organizational
psychologists during the 1960s and 1970s (such as Douglas McGregor and David
McClelland) whose work on organizational behavior led them to posit that
efficiency, productivity, and profits would be achieved by offering high-level
employees a type of freedom that could not be given to those at the bottom of the
corporate ladder.
Although those who called themselves ‘humanistic management theorists’
were by no means the majority in business schools in the 1960s—nor are they the
majority today—their ideas seeped into the mainstream of business thinking
relatively seamlessly. By the mid-1960s, orthodox management theorists such as
Rensis Likert, Chris Argyris, and Frederick Herzberg promoted ‘participative’
ideas about how to convince workers to see their fortunes as aligned with those of
their company; management was to be seen not as an imposition but instead as a
type of therapeutic relationship in which both manager and employee could
become more fulfilled, “developing [themselves] via the community, the team,
the group, the organization.”160 The flood of new people into the workplace in the
late 1960s and 1970s convinced many theorists and executives of the importance
of these types of ideas. For example, Robert Townsend, acolyte of Douglas
McGregor and former CEO of Avis Rent a Car, gave participative management
ideas nationwide appeal with the publication of his bestselling 1970 book Up the
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Organization in which he was “adamant that leaders can’t motivate anyone—they
can only create the environment where individuals motivate themselves.”161
The notion that motivation is something that the leader infuses into an
environment is the flip side of the notion that workers must develop themselves
or perish. Conflating leadership with the ability to stimulate self-motivation in
one’s employees, Townsend’s work became popular in the 1970s as a widespread
interest in self-development melded with the perennial goal of employeeemployer integration in American business. It is not coincidental that
participative management ideas entered the mainstream at the same time that
the use of personality tests and other psychometric assessments boomed in
corporate human resources after two decades of relative stagnancy.162 Influenced
by the countercultural emphasis on self-understanding, many of the new workers
who entered into business in the late 1960s and 1970s saw the use of personality
tests and assessments as a sign of the organization’s dedication to take its
employees’ individuality into account, and not what an earlier generation of
social critics had argued were efforts to predict and control workers’ personalities
for the benefit of the executives and the prerogatives of management.
One reason for the success of humanistic psychology and its affiliated
management practices is that they came to prominence during an era in which
“conceptions of human nature that had been thick with context, social
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circumstance, institutions, and history gave way to conceptions of human nature
that stressed choice, agency, performance, and desire” and at a time when “Selves
became more flexible and less unitary.”163 Humanistic psychology was not
necessarily the catalyst for this change—indeed, this ideology emerged hand-inhand with massive postwar social, cultural, and economic shifts during the late
1950s and 1960s that worked to individualize and disaggregate the populace from
once strong bonds of family, community, and long-term employment with one
firm or organization. But humanistic psychology suffused into the cultural
landscape—through media, therapy, and self-help technologies—in such a way
that what was big in California became big everywhere, and ideas about selfactualization, self-development, and personal liberation transitioned from
regional obsession into national pastime.

VII. Personality Tests in Total Institutions in the Countercultural and
Post-Countercultural 1970s
The CPI proved particularly popular during the resurgence of personality
testing in large corporations during the 1970s. This was in large part due to the
influx of college-educated women (and minorities) who needed to be slotted into
positions in the existing corporate environment during a years-long economic
downturn, as social upheaval made executives all the more interested in
repackaging the status quo as something that would appeal to a new generation.
As Beth Bailey notes, “the economic crisis of the 1970s—along with better job
opportunities for women—was a powerful catalyst for change. In 1970, 30
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percent of women with children under six years of age held paid jobs. That total
jumped to 43 percent in 1976 and then to 50 percent in 1985.”164 To understand
and motivate this new workforce, many of whom had countercultural leanings,
the CPI and other personality tests proved quite suitable: assessments that were
used to try to understand people on an individual level, and that could be used to
match an individual with a seemingly tailor-made position, appealed to the
widespread distrust of large-scale hierarchies and belief in creative
nonconformity that were the deeply-held values of the ‘generation of ’68.’165
These assessments and the management procedures that followed from them
gave many employees the feeling of freedom and self-determination at work,
even as they in fact narrowed their paths of development to those already welltraveled within corporate America.166
This revamped personality testing movement also aligned in the 1970s
with the birth of the not-yet-named positive psychology movement, heralded in
by psychiatrist Aaron Beck and psychologist Martin Seligman, both at the
University of Pennsylvania. Although these two movements are not often
connected by historians, their roots are in fact deeply intertwined: both have their
origins in the early postwar attempt to understand how and why some soldiers
and veterans proved extremely resilient under the harshest of conditions, while
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others suffered deep and lasting mental trauma. At IPAR, Gough, MacKinnon,
Barron, and much of the rest of the staff took this interest in resilience (which
they considered a type of ‘efficiency’) and applied it to their studies of scientists,
businessmen, and artists, analogizing the stress and strain of such endeavors in
the 1950s and 1960s to those experienced by men on the battlefield in the 1940s.
Funded by government and military grants, and by war contractors-cumelectronics and aerospace corporations, IPAR’s personality studies reimagined
the ‘organization man’ as a ‘corporate soldier,’ someone who worked for the
benefit of the group by cultivating self-discipline and self-development.
In this way, personality testing exceeded the bounds of the workplace and
became a hallmark technology of the total institution in the postwar world. As
Donald MacKinnon notes, with reference to the assessments and
recommendations of the Career Assessment Center, “the candidate with help
from his manager constructs a planned program for self-development which
typically includes things to be accomplished in the office, in outside activities,
and in formal and informal education.”167 It was the management of a person’s
self-reflection and self-investment in all aspects of life, born of the postwar
interest in soldier resilience and sustained by a concern for business productivity,
that led to the ‘entrepreneurialization’ of the American workforce, encouraging
even those in low-level positions in massive corporations to see themselves as
entrepreneurs, constantly investing in themselves and their development in order
to become better workers and, at the same time, more developed individuals.
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This type of self-surveillance often began during the hiring process, when a
battery of personality assessments would be distributed to candidates to help
them understand who they were, how they could improve, and where they would
fit within a group or organization. This amounts to saying that personality, at
least since the 1950s, has been a corporate concept that has come to dominate
many people’s lives and worldviews, to such an extent that what is often
considered to be self-improvement and self-actualization has in fact been
developed with organizational and group productivity in mind.
A number of critics noted how personality tests were being used in other
total institutions not merely (or even principally) to understand people but to
surveil and develop the populace. In 1979, critic Susan Vogel published an article
in which she criticized Gough’s suggestion that personality questionnaires be
given to all first graders in the United States, with the intention of developing
children from their earliest moments in order to take advantage of their relative
talents and interests. She characterized Gough’s endeavor as an attempt to “pinpoint at age seven, potential troublemakers, future talented specialists.
Specialized training and surveillance could then be instituted from the earliest
years.”168 The utilitarian aspect of this proposal demonstrates that personality
testing was not, in the main, about reflection and development for the benefit of
the individual, but instead for the group, institution, or organization of which the
individual was a part. Personality testing may have seemed like a corrective for
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the ‘adjustment’ ideology of the early postwar years, but it instead used the focus
on individual development in order to benefit the organization, those who
developed the assessments, and those who capitalized on the monitoring and
management techniques that followed.
The interest in and use of personality tests by corporations in the 1970s
was in part fueled by their connection to countercultural ideas, specifically the
resurgence of interest in Carl Jung and his ideas about the collective unconscious
and the universal human archetypes that supposedly emerged from this
wellspring. Businesses capitalized on an interest in New Age ideas to convince
workers that they were not organized around authoritarian principles and had no
interest in doing away with their workers’ individuality, but were interested in
letting people tap into the non-rational, less ‘scientific,’ more ‘emotional’ parts of
themselves. Concerns about the prevalence of hegemonic, inhuman systems led
many educated, middle and upper-middle class Americans in the 1970s to turn
towards ideologies, theories, and technologies of personal liberation. Much like
the 1890s and the 1920s, the 1970s was an era of appreciation of Eastern ideas,
such as yoga and meditation, as well as mystical or mythic ideas that expressly
tapped into non-rational sentiment. However, unlike either the 1890s or 1920s,
these ideas became widely appropriated by large businesses (as opposed to
smaller esoteric publishers, advertisers, or mystics) in an attempt to staunch
unrest and backlash against corporations, capitalism, and work itself.

VIII. The Growth of the CPI and CPP in the 1980s and 1990s
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In light of the success of the Myers-Briggs in the 1970s and 1980s (a test
that CPP also began to publish at this time), Harrison Gough and a number of
other CPI experts began to remodel the test to give results that looked similar to
the MBTI. Thus, instead of giving feedback that measured a person on twenty or
more disparate personality traits, these indices were consolidated into a four-fold
system of personality types labeled Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta. Although this
was fewer than the 16 types that could be sussed out with the Myers-Briggs, the
move from ‘traits’ to ‘types’ allowed test-takers to be labeled in a way that was not
possible previously, and to be given a readymade path for improvement that
would have been much harder to glean from the original system. On top of this
four-fold system of personality types introduced in the 1987 revision of the CPI, a
scale from 1 to 7 was also included to indicate whether a person had ‘actualized’
or ‘realized’ their personality type most fully. The goal for the test-taker would be
to achieve a 7, indicating that he or she had become the best version of his or her
type. Of course, the interpretation of one’s CPI results was always done with the
help of a staff psychologist or human resources professional, a person who was
certified by CPP and could tell that person what he or she needed to do to be not
only the best type of employee, but also the most developed type of individual
outside of the workplace.
Gough labeled the four CPI personality types ‘lifestyles,’ emphasizing that
no type was better than the others, but also that they were not merely limited to
work but could explain behavior in all aspects of a person’s life (or, indeed, that
one’s lifestyle and workstyle were one inextricably linked). Management
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consultants Pierre Meyer and Sandra Davis wrote in the official CPI Applications
Guide (1992) that “One of the most potent uses of CPI results is to help
individuals look at their own strengths and limitations…Persons who understand
themselves and who recognize the need for change are most likely to effectively
modify attitudes and behaviors” and that “The psychologist can use the CPI
results to help educate the individual and outline ways in which that person can
work differently.”169 They described the four lifestyles this way: Alphas were
externally oriented and rule-abiding, assertive and dominant in leadership style;
Betas are reserved, introspective, and rule-abiding, goal-focused and taskoriented; Gammas are externally oriented but challenge rules and procedures, are
assertive, independent, and self-assured; and Deltas are reserved and private but
constantly challenge mores and rules.170 These styles were identified on the basis
of a factor analysis of the original CPI which had distilled the 21 scales into just 2
primary continuums of human behavior: introversion—extraversion and
individualism—communalism. Depending on where one landed on each of these
2 continua, one would be given a type label and recommendations for how to
become the best version of that type. In this way, individual behavior was labeled
and managed for the benefit of the organization, and was couched within a
rhetoric of inclusion such that it was said to not matter who one was, so long as
one strived to develop oneself to the best of one’s abilities.
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During the 1980s, Gough created five new scales for the CPI, each one
specifically aimed toward industrial and corporate settings, fitting the way in
which the CPI was predominantly used. These five scales were ‘Managerial
potential,’ ‘Work orientation,’ ‘Leadership,’ ‘Creativity,’ and ‘Social maturity.’ The
first three scales were created to implement the research that a number of
management theorists had done in the 1970s, most notably Abraham Zaleznik
and Warren Bennis, who had tried to distinguish between ‘leaders’ and
‘managers,’ believing that the organizational “psychologist must be able to
distinguish between those individuals who transform organizations and those
who offer more organized and transactional management.”171 Those who received
an Alpha label were thus groomed for top leadership, whereas those who received
a Beta label were given work that would not lead to the top of the corporate
ladder. Although the CPI was created as a supposedly universal personality test,
its use from the 1980s on was restricted almost entirely to business, and the new
scales made it clear that it was being marketed as a corporate development tool.
It might reasonably be said, therefore, that it was during the 1980s that
personality explicitly became a corporate concept as the CPI and other tests
linked a person’s lifestyle and psyche with one’s abilities at work.
The CPI Applications Guide (1992), which came out five years after the
Alpha-Delta revision, noted that “CPI results can also provide rich information
about managerial characteristics and tendencies—for both executives and
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managers.”172 Demonstrating how the business world had been organized into
‘leaders’ and ‘followers,’ Meyer and Davis said that CPI results “can be applied to
issues of interpersonal effectiveness, achievement drive, organizational
orientation, social responsibility, work style, and other personal characteristics.
They can address leader and follower behaviors in a manner that can assist an
individual or a team to better themselves and to better use strengths and
counteract limitations.”173 The obvious distinction between Alphas and Betas was
that Alphas were given the freedom to move the company in the directions that
they chose, while Betas were given positions where they had to do what the
leaders asked of them. This distinction is quite similar to one made by David
McClelland in his use of the TAT (which will be explained in Chapter 3), in which
the leader was identified by a high need for power, whereas the good manager
was said to have a high need for achievement.
The main function of the CPI was to get corporate employees to accept a
certain path of development that corresponded to their supposed personality type
and to the wants and needs of the corporate leadership. Personality tests were
used to create predictable employees, predictability being the foundation upon
which long-term growth was built. Although these tests were sold as exercises
that could help employees understand themselves, it may be more accurate to say
that these tests were used, first and foremost, to give human resources managers
and executives the ability to understand and control their workforce. CPP’s
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website advertises their 4-day, $2095 CPI certification program to managers,
career counselors, and organizational development specialists to help them “gain
insight into individuals’ interpersonal style, values, and motivation—as well as
into strengths and blind spots in their leadership approach.”174 Thus, the test—
and the sociotechnical system of which it is a part—is not about self-development
per se, but about self-development in the sense that it is a conduit for otherdevelopment and group development.
In the 1990s, the CPI started to be administered electronically, using
computer software created by IPAR and CPP and marketed by new testing
companies, the vast majority of which were based in Silicon Valley. These
computer platforms incorporated many tests, including both the Myers-Briggs
and a new type of assessment, 360 Analysis, that gave people feedback based on
other employees’ impressions of them. The introduction of 360 Analysis made
explicit the reinvigoration of the ‘organization man’ ethos of the 1950s, where
employees were encouraged to adjust themselves to be pleasing to the group,
even though it was marketed as an attempt to develop the personality and
abilities of the individual. Like 360 Analysis, the CPI and other corporate
personality tests attempt to convince the test-taker that by changing his or her
pattern of behavior and interactions at work, he or she can change and unlock his
or her unique potential. As a result, the tracking of these test scores in one’s
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personnel file becomes a potent form of soft authoritarianism (which, in this
case, is merely self-manipulation by another name).

IX. Conclusion
The CPI became popular in the 1960s and 1970s because its focus on
creativity, flexibility, and communication fit with a new mode of thinking in
which individuality and self-directed self-change overshadowed the model of the
‘organization man’ that had been dominant (although perhaps only superficially
so) since the 1940s. However, as Thomas Frank describes in his book The
Conquest of Cool, it is not in fact the case that the focus on the individual and the
hegemony of the corporation were at odds; instead, it would be more accurate to
say that corporations and the military-academic-industrial complex used the
critique of organizations and the increasing interest in the self to blunt dissent
and bring potential critics of business and industry into the fold. Personality tests
such as the CPI—as well as the therapeutic and developmental procedures that
were put in place to follow up on their results—gave employees a sense of
investment in their own development, a type of development that conflated
personal goals with those of the larger group. This is why the metrics of the test
often centered around the three particular industrial concepts considered integral
to postwar white-collar business: leadership, motivation, and communication.
One of the central assumptions of psychology in general, and personality
testing in particular, has been that mental categories can be treated in a similar
manner to the physical properties of the natural world. As Kurt Danziger has
remarked, in reference to the psychological tests of the early 20th century, “The
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question of how terms like ‘ascendance’ or ‘dependence’ functioned in the
language games characterizing certain social relationships was not the kind of
question that motivated these investigative practices. Instead…[they] were
treated as unambiguous properties of the natural world that were to be
investigated much as a nineteenth-century physicist might have investigated
electrical resistance.”175 For Gough and the human resources managers and
applied psychologists who used the CPI, social context was often stripped from
categories such as motivation, leadership, communication, self-control,
flexibility, etc., as if these were properties solely of the individual and not of
continuous interaction between person, group, situation, and institution. While
certain individuals at IPAR (such as Frank Barron) noted that their research
often just described the optimal psychology of a middle-aged, upper-middleclass, white male professor in the summer months on the California coast (i.e.,
themselves), most others saw personality psychology as describing human
psychology writ large and not perhaps a very particular type of norm.176 The
contingency of these tests was easy to ignore when the situations in which these
technologies were used were very often the same, that is, in the large corporations
that were increasingly important to the functioning of American society in the
second half of the twentieth century.
Researchers at IPAR had been obsessed with the concept of effectiveness
from the 1950s through the 1970s; although this “distinctive emphasis came
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through MacKinnon himself and his lifelong engagement with the concept of
‘effectiveness’ in personal functioning,” it was also the result of a need for
effective soldiering during the Second World War and which manifested itself in
the postwar period in the need for effectiveness in organizational behavior, itself
modeled after the top-down, command-and-control structure of the military.177
Unlike the armed forces, however, corporations had to achieve a sort of ‘consent
of the governed,’ especially during the critiques of organizational culture that
proliferated in the 1950s and 1960s. The result was that so-called ‘selfdevelopment plans’ were introduced, first in Career Assessment Centers and then
across the corporate world, in which the “candidate with help from his manager
constructs a planned program for self-development which typically includes
things to be accomplished in the office, in outside activities, and in formal and
informal education.”178 The assessments that emerged in the 1950s and that have
flourished increasingly since attempted to give individuals a complete plan for
their lives, not merely at work but outside of it as well. In addition, these
assessments bolstered the idea that the corporation exists for the benefit of the
employee, to help him or her achieve self-development and his or her own
personal goals, rather than as a way to extract maximum profit from labor.
Nevertheless, sociologist Nikolas Rose is correct when he notes that:
“The individualizing techniques embodied in the psychologies of
development and personality are not linked to a repressive project.
On the contrary, they enable one to construe a form of family life,
education, or production that simultaneously maximizes the
capacity of individuals, their personal contentment, and the
177
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efficiency of the institution. The very languages, assessments, and
techniques supported by the critics of ‘adaptationist’ psychology
have made it possible to conceive of a way of managing institutional
life that could forge an identification between subjective fulfillment
and economic advancement, family contentment, parental
commitment, and so forth.”179
And indeed, Harrison Gough and the rest of the staff of IPAR in the 1950s, 1960s,
and 1970s were trenchant critics of so-called ‘adaptationist’ psychology, but by
using their techniques for the management of corporations built on a top-down,
military model of management, the humanistic psychology they promoted
produced a version of self-development that had group (and elite) interests at its
core. Subjective fulfillment has thus been defined by a sociotechnical system that
promotes a very limited number of pathways of thinking, behaving, and living.
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Chapter 3
Organized Projections and Managed Bodies: David C.
McClelland, McBer & Company, and the Business of the
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), 1962-1985
“What accounts for the rise in civilization? Not external resources (i.e.,
markets, minerals, trade routes, or factories), but the entrepreneurial spirit
which exploits those resources—a spirit found most often among
businessmen.”180 Thus began Harvard psychologist David McClelland’s 1962
Harvard Business Review article, “Business Drive and National Achievement,” in
which he argued that foreign development would best be attained—and foreign
aid money best spent—by stimulating the ‘need for achievement’ in small
businessmen and entrepreneurs in the Third World. The need for achievement, a
personality trait first described and explored by Henry Murray at the Harvard
Psychological Clinic in the 1930s, was identified by the amount of time a person
spent thinking about improving upon the status quo, imagining how to attain
one’s goals with greater efficiency. For McClelland, the need to achieve and its
underlying psychological drive, achievement motivation, were the hallmarks of
the successful entrepreneur; as such, they were what made businessmen tick,
companies grow, and nations prosper. McClelland concluded his 1962 HBR
article by arguing that the main pillar of U.S. foreign policy should be to, “harness
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some of the enormous reserves of achievement ideology and skill in American
business to the gargantuan task of developing poor countries.”181
McClelland posited that structured, progressive economic development
would lead to stable, democratic social and political institutions in the
decolonizing nations of the Third World. In this belief, McClelland was
influenced by modernization theory, the dominant theory of social development
in the behavioral sciences in the 1950s and early 1960s. Influential modernization
theorists such as Seymour Martin Lipset and Walt Rostow argued that societies
progressed from ‘traditional’ to ‘modern’ on account of the adoption of industrial
technology and consumer capitalism, and that in turn these societies would
become liberal, Western-style industrial democracies.182 McClelland added one
more step to the beginning of this sequence, emphasizing the need to cultivate
and modify certain psychological and personality traits in order to make people
receptive to—and willing agents of—economic development. Like Alex Inkeles
and a number of his other colleagues at Harvard’s Department of Social
Relations, McClelland emphasized the interplay between personality
modification and economic success, for both individuals and nations.183
Historian Ellen Herman has noted that attempts to use psychology to
foster global economic development were popular in the early Cold War period.
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For example, McClelland’s doctoral advisor at Yale, Carl Hovland, was central to
the Rockefeller Foundation’s efforts to use persuasion and attitude change to
stimulate economic performance in underdeveloped areas.184 In addition,
McClelland’s statements about the psychological foundations of modernity
echoed those of psychologist Leonard Doob, who argued that “civilization”—i.e.,
Western-style industrial and cultural development—had more to do “with the
state of affairs ‘within people’ than with such external, material realities as
economic infrastructure, raw materials, population growth, or the character and
extent of political institutions.”185 Such sentiments were also quite common
among anthropologists at the time, finding expression in the work of scholars
such as Margaret Mead, Alfred Irving Hallowell, and others affiliated with the
Culture and Personality School.
Many early postwar behavioral scientists, dedicated to the holistic analysis
of social phenomena, rejected the traditional division of the social sciences into
discrete disciplines and instead posited that, “Reality…could be deciphered by a
unified theory of human action.”186 As such, “individuals, rather than formal
groups or institutions, were the proper units of analysis,” and “Groups, whatever
their size, shape, or social origins, were approached as collections of autonomous,
self-seeking individuals.”187 Pushing this idea to perhaps its limit, McClelland
analyzed each social group as if it were analogous to an individual personality.
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Whether a corporation, a nation, or the world itself, every “body” could be
described as an amalgam of needs, motives, and traits, much as one might
describe a single individual. Using a shortened version of the Thematic
Apperception Test (TAT), a 31-image projective test designed by Henry Murray
and his partner Christiana Morgan at the Harvard Psychological Clinic in the
1930s, McClelland tried to measure in individuals and groups the three
personality traits he considered most important for economic behavior: the needs
for (1) achievement, (2) power, and (3) affiliation.
These traits corresponded, respectively, to the overriding motivations of
the entrepreneur, the executive, and the laborer. While everybody was supposed
to have more or less of each need, McClelland said it was the dominant need that
determined what type of person (or company, or nation) one was and indicated
one’s potential for success in a given role. In light of this, the question that
motivates this article is: why did McClelland, after spending the 1950s and 1960s
touting the importance of achievement motivation for individual prosperity and
the success of businesses and nations, shift his emphasis to highlight the
importance of power motivation in the early-to-mid 1970s? In other words, at the
start of what has variously been termed the ‘postindustrial’ or ‘neoliberal’ era,
and which Daniel Rodgers has provocatively dubbed the ‘age of fracture,’ why did
McClelland begin to downplay the importance of individual small businessmen
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and entrepreneurs and instead stress the value of large, hierarchical corporations
and the virtues of top-level managers and leaders?188
I suggest that McClelland’s metamorphosis was the result of trying to
apply the lessons of his earlier national uplift projects to the rapidly changing
American corporate environment of the 1970s. During a decade in which, for the
first time, a majority of women had paid work outside the home, and as a bevy of
civil rights laws were enacted to protect women and minorities in employment,
companies were particularly concerned with integrating and making productive a
new generation of potentially disruptive employees.189 These fears were
compounded by the fact that millions of seemingly individualistic baby boomers,
influenced by the discourse on self-fulfillment and self-actualization, were also
trying to enter corporate America.190 Thus, McClelland argued that just as the
United States had had a moral obligation to provide economic aid and
commercial guidance to developing nations around the world in the 1960s, so
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executives had a duty to manage and provide direction for this new cohort of
employees from the 1970s on.
For McClelland, promoting a certain type of managerial power and
influence became his solution to fostering economic growth while at the same
time integrating a generation of self-seeking individuals into the new corporate
environment. In order to further his particular vision of social justice, one that
held that a strong, prosperous America—and concomitantly, large, profitable
American corporations—were the greatest force for global good, McClelland
began to focus chiefly on identifying and developing the ‘need for power’ in
white-collar executives. Although he had started a private consulting firm, the
Human Resources Development Corporation (HRDC), in 1962 to provide
achievement motivation training for small businessmen in places such as India,
Tunisia, and Uganda, by the mid-1970s his business (renamed McBer &
Company) focused mainly on training high-level corporate executives and U.S.
government officials. Drawing on Max Weber’s theory of charismatic leadership,
and resonating with the axioms of humanistic business theorists such as
Abraham Maslow and Douglas McGregor, McClelland argued that a new
‘socialized’ power elite (that is, leaders with high levels of maturity and ‘impulse
control’) would “turn all of [their] so-called followers into leaders…[making
them] feel powerful and able to accomplish things on their own.”191 In the early
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1970s, at the start of the current era of globalization and deregulation, when
corporate America feared for its existence but was in hindsight starting a fourdecade march to greater influence and ever-increasing market share,
McClelland’s power motivation training was directed at creating a corporate hive,
constructing a corps of managers and executives who would inspire their
subordinates to practice self-motivation and self-leadership in the service of
company productivity and profits.192

I. Between Yale and Harvard: David C. McClelland, Henry Murray
and Christiana Morgan, and the Development of the Thematic
Apperception Test (TAT)
David McClelland received his Ph.D. in experimental psychology at Yale in
1941, working principally with Carl Hovland, Leonard Doob, and Robert Sears.
Quintessential liberal cold warriors, Hovland and Doob emphasized the benefits
that could amass to both the United States and the developing world by
managing and directing the psychological capacities of the world’s people.193 Well
known for his Experiments in Mass Communication (1949), one of the core
volumes of The American Soldier series that marked the first major project of the
postwar behavioral sciences, Hovland instilled in McClelland a lifelong interest in
attitude change as a prerequisite for behavioral modification. At Yale in the 1930s
and 1940s, McClelland was also influenced by the experimental behaviorism of
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Clark Hull, doyen of the psychology department and the Institute of Human
Relations.194 Hull’s desire to describe behavior in a rigorous, quantitative way,
evidenced by the formal, mathematical learning theory underpinning his study of
motivation, would echo on in McClelland’s work. However, while Hull’s
behaviorism may have influenced his methods, McClelland’s interests hewed
closer to the applied social and cognitive concerns of his mentors Hovland and
Doob.
A devout Quaker (despite his Methodist upbringing), McClelland secured a
2-A ‘essential occupation’ classification during World War II and began a parttime position in Philadelphia in 1943 as Assistant Personnel Secretary of the
American Friends Service Committee.195 While in Philadelphia, McClelland was
called upon to teach a number of courses for Donald MacKinnon who was at that
time a psychology professor at Bryn Mawr but had taken a leave of absence in
early 1944 to join Henry Murray at the Office of Strategic Services (OSS). Vera
French, one of Murray’s doctoral students—as well as a full-time professor at
Swarthmore—had quickly filled in to teach MacKinnon’s personality course in the
spring of 1944. However, with McClelland taking over MacKinnon’s classes for
the academic year 1944-45, he and French met over dinner to discuss the course
and the subject of personality psychology (with which he was mostly unfamiliar).
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It was here that French introduced McClelland to the TAT, which would become
his preferred investigative tool for the remainder of his career.
As previously noted, Henry Murray and his partner Christiana Morgan
developed the TAT at the Harvard Psychological Clinic in the 1930s. The
projective test consisted of 31 images, many of which had been taken from
popular magazines such as Life and Ladies’ Home Journal. Depending on the
subject’s age and gender, a subset of 20 of these images would be administered to
the individual, who would then be asked to tell a short, imaginative story about
each scene. The stories would then be coded and scored based on the presence of
either 28 ‘needs’ (i.e., innate motivations) or 20 ‘presses’ (i.e., environmental
factors) and then synthesized to create a personality profile of the individual.
Devoted to Jungian analysis and the concept of personality archetypes, Murray
and Morgan were interested in exploring the range of actions an individual might
take under a given set of circumstances.
Murray and Morgan developed the TAT while working on Explorations of
Personality (1938), a multi-dimensional assessment of the personalities of fifty
Harvard undergraduates.196 Murray was enthusiastic about the TAT because it
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supposedly measured not only perception, or what the subject actually saw in an
image, but apperception, the unconscious processes that led a viewer to imbue an
image with multiple connotations.197 If perception were sensory, apperception
provided “additional, internal meaning.”198 While similar in many ways to the
Rorschach and other projective tests, Murray and Morgan believed the TAT’s
depiction of human actors in common scenes would elicit more personally
meaningful stories than the unstructured images of the Rorschach.
For Murray, the TAT was supposed to give insight into an individual’s
particular life story; although trained as a medical doctor, he was devoted to
seeing a person’s case history as sui generis, having unique importance and
meaning for that individual.199 Based mainly on psychoanalytic principles,
Murray’s work had either been ridiculed or ignored by much of the Yale faculty
during McClelland’s time there. However, while in Philadelphia, McClelland not
only received a sympathetic introduction to Murray’s TAT from Vera French, but
he also drew on the library and notes of MacKinnon, an eclectic psychologist
steeped in psychoanalysis. McClelland would later note that, after his year at
Bryn Mawr, his whole career became an attempt to “deal with Freudian
psychodynamics in the rigorous quantitative way characteristic of a modern
behavioral scientist like Hull.”200 However, whereas Murray used the TAT to
explore the uniqueness of individuals, McClelland instead used it to explore what
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he believed were the deep homologies between people, businesses, and
nations.201

II. Harvard’s Department of Social Relations (DSR) and the Creation
of the Human Resources Development Corporation (HRDC)
McClelland served as professor of psychology at Wesleyan from the end of
the war until 1956. During this time, he also spent a sabbatical year (1949-50) at
Harvard’s Department of Social Relations (DSR), and was deputy director of the
Ford Foundation’s Behavioral Sciences Division (1952-53). However, in 1956
McClelland decamped to Harvard full-time, joining Henry Murray at the
Department of Social Relations. Historian Joel Isaac notes that the DSR was
founded in 1946 by a group of social scientists, including Murray, Clyde
Kluckhohn, and Talcott Parsons, who had attended the seminars of biochemist
and sociologist Lawrence Henderson and had been inculcated with the ideas of
Italian economist and sociologist Vilfredo Pareto. Keen to apply the concepts of
physical and biological regulation to social systems, Henderson had instilled in
this ‘Pareto Circle’ the lesson that action was often motivated by irrational
sentiments that derived, ultimately, from biological or physiological realities.202
The attempt to use biology, sociology, and psychology to explain seemingly
irrational behavior would thus become a model for the interdisciplinary
behavioral science of the nascent DSR.
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Two other principles that drove the work of the DSR faculty were (1) a
focus on the study of individuals and their adjustment to the environment, and
(2) a dedication to the practical application of their scientific endeavors.203 Often
realized in the environs of government and politics (Murray and O.H. Mowrer
had, e.g., worked at the OSS, and Kluckhohn was affiliated with the Office of War
Information), McClelland fulfilled his applied ambitions by using his research on
personality and motivation to promote economic development and business
enterprise. In this venture, he was greatly influenced by Talcott Parsons’s reading
of Max Weber’s The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.204 He recalled
that when he “began trying to understand the role of the achievement motive in
society, I was reminded of Max Weber’s description of the entrepreneur under
the influence of the Protestant ethic, because Parsons had translated Weber’s
book…into English, and it was very much part of the general knowledge of the
department.”205 However, he faced a similar dilemma to many other liberal social
scientists in the middle decades of the twentieth century: figuring out how to
transform Weber’s sociological insights, many of which had originated from a
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conservative political agenda, and put them to work for the purposes of bolstering
projects of social uplift, minority engagement, and global development.206
McClelland’s solution was to start his own private consulting firm, the
Human Resources Development Corporation (HRDC), in 1962. He believed that
Harvard’s administration was becoming more reactionary and that, as such,
“social action research could not readily be carried out within the context of the
university” in the early 1960s.207 Thus, he insisted that starting a private business
dedicated to motivation training would be the most effective way of putting his
scientific research to practical use and promoting global social and economic
development. After holding a small pilot program in the Boston area to assess the
feasibility of the concept, McClelland and HRDC co-founder David Berlew started
to do research and training abroad with struggling small businessmen.208
HRDC’s first achievement motivation course was held in India in 1964 and
consisted of 52 businessmen from Kakinada, a port city in Andhra Pradesh on the
east coast of the country. Traveling to Hyderabad, more than 300 miles to the
west, these men participated in a 10-day course led by McClelland at the Small
Industries Extension Training (SIET) Institute. He and his staff chose
participants from the relatively faraway city of Kakinada, believing that the
willingness to complete a 300-mile journey indicated at least a modicum of
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achievement motivation. After administering a shortened 4 or 6 image TAT
protocol to each participant, McClelland and his staff, “explain[ed] the
‘achievement motivation syndrome,’ initiate[d] self-study to determine how
closely one’s motives matched the model [of achievement motivation], and
practice[d] goal setting and planning around one’s own business.”209 The
achievement motivation syndrome could be identified in those businessmen who
told stories about the TAT images that had elements of: (1) “outperforming
someone else,” (2) “meeting or surpassing some self-imposed standard,” (3)
“doing something unique,” or (4) “advancing one’s career.”210
For McClelland, one of the primary goals of the course was to modify the
self-conceptions of the participants. He chose India in part because he believed
business there was “still locked in the patterns and the fatalism of the past,” and
that Indian businessmen were “set in their ways and resistant to change.”211 Thus,
he wanted to instill in these businessmen a belief that they were agents of their
own destiny, able to modify their actions and attitudes to make their businesses
more profitable and their lives more fulfilling. If successful, such training was
supposed to have an outsized effect on national development, turning struggling
small businessman into successful entrepreneurs. McClelland hypothesized that,
on account of their success, these entrepreneurs would each be able to hire at
least eight more workers and provide them with achievement motivation
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training.212 Eventually, McClelland hoped to set up permanent motivation
training centers around the globe run by national government agencies. HRDC
was merely to be the private catalyst for getting these programs off the ground,
demonstrating the effectiveness of achievement motivation training for
promoting economic growth in developing nations.
Between 1964 and 1969, HRDC (renamed McBer & Company in the mid1960s) provided achievement motivation training in a number of countries
around the world, including Uganda, Tunisia, Ireland, Papua New Guinea,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Iran, and Poland, as well as the United States. During this
time, well over half of its revenue (which in 1969 was approximately $1 million)
came from public sources of funding, including grants from U.S. federal agencies
and foreign governments.213 And much of the rest of its income came from
private foundations such as the Carnegie Corporation and the Ford Foundation.
In other words, during the 1960s, HRDC/McBer had only a few contracts with
private businesses, none of which were particularly lucrative. In other words, by
the end of the decade, McBer resembled a public-private partnership, much like
the Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) that
proliferated in the mid-to-late 1960s.214 However, for reasons that will be
explained below, McBer would be transformed into a standard management
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consulting firm by the early 1980s, one that derived a majority of its revenue
(which had grown to over $5 million by the mid-1980s) from private contracts
with large corporations.215

III. The Need for Power, Charismatic Leadership, and ‘The Curacao
Intervention’
As previously noted, McBer’s interventions during the 1960s were geared
toward bolstering achievement motivation, creating entrepreneurs with the goal
of sparking the engine of business development around the world. Although
McClelland occasionally hinted that successful entrepreneurs might have a
different psychological profile than successful executives, this point was not
initially belabored. However, by the end of the 1970s, and in light of both sociopolitical developments and the results of their own research, McClelland and his
colleagues stressed the importance of ‘power motivation’ for successful
management. The services that McBer offered followed suit, transitioning from
achievement motivation training for small businessmen to power motivation
training and consulting for senior executives at large, multinational corporations.
The rehabilitation of the concept of leadership provided the backdrop for
this change. With the assassinations of John F. Kennedy in 1963 and Martin
Luther King, Jr. in 1968, many scholars, including McClelland, began to
reevaluate the importance of charismatic leaders for successful—and perhaps
even progressive—governance. Whereas American society had been circumspect
about the concentration of power since the rise of fascism and Nazism—a
215
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sentiment reinforced by the publication of Theodor Adorno et al.’s The
Authoritarian Personality in 1950—the uncertainly and turbulence of the midto-late 1960s offered plenty of fuel for the reevaluation of leadership. Perhaps
best elucidated by John Gardner in his much-publicized article, “The AntiLeadership Vaccine” (1965), the former OSS psychologist—and President
Johnson’s Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare—pointed out that a
considerable number of people lamented the lack of leadership in contemporary
America and had begun to think of ways to relieve this deficit through
educational or institutional reform.
Much of the social scientific discussion of charismatic leadership in
America in the 1960s piggybacked off of its application in research on foreign
development. As Robert Tucker noted, scholars such as Edward Shils and David
Apter had “tended to approach the phenomenon of charisma in the context of a
study of modernization and political development in ex-colonial ‘new states,’”
resulting in a conviction that charismatic leadership was the “fulcrum of the
transition from colonial-ruled traditional society to politically independent
modern society.”216 This valorization of leadership made its way back into the
mainstream of American scholarly discourse in the mid-to-late 1960s, influenced
in large part by the uncertainty surrounding the handling of the Vietnam War
(and the Johnson administration’s ‘credibility gap’), the numerous protests and
sit-ins on college campuses, and the rapid rise of the New Left and Black Power
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movements.217 In aggregate, these developments led scholars and laypeople alike
to wonder whether American society was suffering because of its ‘allergy’ to
leadership, authority, and power.
These developments provided the backdrop for McBer’s 1969 consulting
assignment for the Curacao Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Their work on
the Caribbean island nation was indicative of the changing fortunes of the
concept of power, and acted as a catalyst for McBer’s long-term transition away
from ‘achievement’ and towards ‘power’ motivation training during the 1970s.
The Chamber, a semi-public organization consisting predominantly of white
businessmen and industrialists, entered into a contract with McBer in October
1969 to provide achievement motivation training in hopes of encouraging
business activity on the island.218 A few months prior, a labor dispute (involving a
group of plumbers at a Shell Oil contractor) had escalated into large
demonstrations, resulting in a number of incidents of burning, looting, and
violence, as well as the shooting of several politicians. The fear that this type of
violence would reoccur, coupled with the importance of Shell Oil for the nation’s
economy, prompted the Chamber to hire McBer.219 They were told to focus on the
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Antillean (i.e., black) community: despite being the majority group and holding
the lion’s share of political power, those of African descent were
underrepresented in professional and managerial positions compared to those of
Dutch descent. As such, the President of the Chamber of Commerce had four
objectives for McBer’s intervention: “(1) to encourage Antilleans to become
associated with existing businesses, (2) to increase the amount of commercial
activity on Curacao by encouraging Antillean business activity, (3) to create new
jobs, and (4) to give Antilleans a sense of participation in their community.”220
McBer’s intervention consisted of a number of interrelated parts. Focused
on providing a “heightened sense of efficacy and independence among black
Antilleans,” McBer combined its standard achievement motivation training with
“group dynamics training” that emphasized, “participative leadership, conflict
management, and the dynamics of competition and collaboration.”221 Taken from
the work of humanistic psychologist and leadership guru Warren Bennis and
management professor—and ‘coercive persuasion’ (i.e., brainwashing)
researcher—Edgar Schein, group dynamics training was supposed to motivate
those already affiliated with industry, in this case those directly or indirectly
employed by Shell Oil.222 In addition to this, another element of McBer’s
intervention was the design of an ‘outlet program’ to prevent future social unrest
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or violence; the program was supposed to provide educational and job
opportunities to “ensure socially and economically productive outlets for
individuals whose aspiration level was raised by motivation training.”223
McBer’s consultants wanted both to intervene in the psychology of black
Antilleans, and to modify the material conditions on the island, ensuring that
increased ambition was not squandered and turned into frustration, despair, and
violence. Such a program, whether well-intentioned or not, resembled the
modification efforts that business owners and corporations have used for well
over a century to staunch labor unrest and try to create more pliable, efficient
workers.224 In the same vein as Elton Mayo’s Hawthorne Studies in the 1920s and
1930s, the consultants at McBer drew on ideas from human relations theory and
its offspring, Organizational Development, to try to increase motivation and
worker satisfaction by making it seem as if the economic and political elites
shared the same needs and interests as the workers. Given Curacao’s economic
dependence on the multinational behemoth Shell Oil, McBer’s usual focus on
cultivating small businessmen and entrepreneurs seemed out of place. Instead, as
the introduction of group dynamics training and the outlet program to staunch
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labor unrest made clear, McBer’s intervention was not merely about improving
the fortunes of the Antillean community, but also about finding a way to better
integrate the populace into what was essentially a ‘company island.’
The consultants were aware of the controversial nature of their work. They
were ambivalent about the fact that the group that hired them (the Chamber of
Commerce) was not the group they were there to influence (the black Antillean
community), and asked skeptically whether the Chamber was “seeking ideas and
collaborators, or just approval to run ‘their’ program of community attitude
adjustment.”225 They also wondered about the ethics of their reforms, insofar as
they resembled therapeutic interventions. The lead consultants, David Berlew
and William LeClere, worried about the fact that their assignment, much like a
therapeutic encounter, might reveal problems that could not be fixed before the
end of the ‘session’ (i.e., contract), whether for lack of funds, loss of will, or
failure to achieve their goals. Berlew and LeClere thus asked:
“Is social intervention like the Curacao case business or therapy? Is
it ethical or professional to contract to do a piece of work for a
certain amount of money, knowing that you cannot anticipate all
that may happen or the amount of treatment that may be required
to work through problems that surface? Is it even professional to
start a job you are not certain you can finish?”226
Their solution to this dilemma was to select and train a cadre of native
consultants, consisting of “businessmen, social workers, youth leaders,
behavioral scientists, civil servants, and labor leaders.”227 The goal was to ensure
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that motivation training could continue for years, even after McBer’s departure.
These residents were supposed to be the island’s teachers and leaders; as such,
they were supposed to care more about exerting influence over others and
helping them to succeed rather than in their own personal achievement.
Unsurprisingly, the people that McBer selected to become consultants—because
they were those believed to have significant ‘power motivation’—were the ones
who already wielded significant influence on the island. Thus, the selection
process served to reify Curacao’s existing social structure, where a small group of
people, many of them affiliated with Shell Oil, exerted power and influence,
supposedly for the benefit of the entire community. In recognizing the economic
importance of Shell and trying to better integrate the interests of the community
with those of the company, McBer also legitimated the top-down corporate
structure that mapped onto Curacao’s social hierarchy.
Unlike many of the prior locations in which McBer had consulted, Curacao
was a relatively developed country with a dominant industrial concern and a
visible socio-racial stratification. In addition, the consultants noted that, on
account of the “cross-mixture of the voodoo culture and the Dutch educational
system,” Curacao residents (of all ethnic groups) were (1) concerned with
controlling their lives and the lives of others, often through magical power, but
also (2) deferential to authority and expertise.228 Such an environment proved
ideal for McBer’s Harvard-trained Ph.D. consultants to offer the populace control
over the “powerful new change technologies” of the TAT and its associated
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motivation training program; the consultants noted that “the magical power of
trainers was a continual theme throughout the intervention.”229 Although this
magical power was originally associated with the Curacao’s voodoo culture, it
would soon be applied to American corporate culture as well, bolstering the
notion that consultants had an uncanny ability to create change by cultivating the
abilities of managers and executives.
The concern with power that the Curacao intervention sparked in the early
1970s became a standard part of McBer’s stable of programs. They began to train
people in exerting ‘socialized power,’ which, as opposed to ‘personalized power,’
was described as having an interest in changing others for their own sake rather
than for oneself. Those trained in socialized power were supposed to become
institution builders and pillars of their community, rather than authoritarians
with a winner-take-all mentality. They were also said to increase feelings of
agency and participation in those under them on socio-corporate ladder.230 The
blurring of the line between community and company, so easy to do in Curacao
because of Shell’s dominance on the island, became the general model for many
of McBer’s interventions in the 1970s and 1980s; they goal was to achieve
community uplift and an increased sense of group participation by devoting
themselves to creating leaders with socialized power motivation. McBer’s
attempts to engage in social action by developing top-level managers led to a
normative understanding of a community as best modeled after a corporation,
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with powerful leaders on top, achievement-oriented professionals in the middle,
and laborers at the bottom (similar in many ways to the CPI’s distinction between
Alphas, Betas, and Gammas). In the estimation of McClelland and his colleagues,
training those at the top in the correct use of power had become the most
effective way to ensure a productive, fulfilling, and harmonious society,
corporation, or nation.

IV. Power and Self-Reflexivity in the Social Sciences and Corporate
Management
In 1970, shortly after the Curacao intervention, McClelland published an
article in the Journal of International Affairs titled, “The Two Faces of Power.”
In this piece, McClelland first put into print one of the primary lessons that
McBer’s consultants had learned during their assignments in the late 1960s: that
the need to achieve did not prepare people for leadership positions. McClelland
remarked that:
“…it is fairly clear that a high need to Achieve does not equip a man
to deal effectively with managing human relationships…I shall not
forget the moment when I learned that the president of one of the
most successful achievement-oriented firms we had been studying
scored exactly zero in n[eed for] Achievement! Up to that point I had
fallen into the easy assumption that a man with a high need to
Achieve does better work, gets promoted faster, and ultimately ends
up as president of a company…there is now little doubt that it was
a dramatic way of calling attention to the fact that stimulating
achievement motivation in others requires a different motive and a
different set of skills than wanting achievement satisfaction for
oneself.”231
For McClelland, the concern for achievement on a grand scale, in corporations
and nations, had led to an overriding interest in power. Since McClelland’s
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research had “shifted in focus from the individual with high n[eed for]
Achievement to the climate which encourages him and rewards him for doing
well,” he and the staff at McBer were now interested in finding out what types of
social and group dynamics allowed those with a high need to Achieve to succeed
in organizations.232 Unlike a number of scholars—such as C. Wright Mills, David
Riesman, or Daniel Bell—who wrote extensively about the postwar corporate
form, McClelland did not criticize organized, (post-) industrial society and its
effect on the personalities of its denizens or on the American tradition of liberal
individualism. Instead, more in line with the beliefs of Peter Drucker and
Abraham Maslow, McClelland accepted that hierarchical management was
necessary to motivate those who found themselves (as an increasing number of
Americans did) working in large organizations.233 Since the “man with high n[eed
for] Achievement seldom can act alone” and is often “caught up in an
organizational context in which he is managed, controlled, or directed by others,”
McClelland said that he and his colleagues had to “shift our attention to those
who are managing him, to those who are concerned about organizational
relationships—to the leaders of men.”234
The first group of leaders that McClelland theorized about was his own
staff at McBer. Having worked for years to raise the achievement motivation of
thousands of people across the globe, McClelland felt compelled to understand
his and his colleagues’ own actions as typical of those who were motivated by
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power. Like a bevy of postwar psychologists who were “led to a reflexive position
by their practical scientific investigations and interventions,” McClelland’s selfreflexive turn was instigated by his interest in being a facilitator of psychological
change.235 In particular, the McBer staff noted that, in those cases where they had
been most effective at raising achievement motivation, they had also been
accused of ‘brainwashing’ their clients.236 Thus, McClelland said they needed to
learn how to arrest this backlash so that their clients—and the communities in
which they lived and worked—would accept McBer’s change efforts. Their way of
doing this was to model their interventions on humanistic or person-centered
therapy: the consultants said they experienced less resistance when they made
their subjects feel like agents (or in their terms, ‘origins’) of self-change.237 Like
humanistic clinical interventions, McClelland emphasized the benefit of letting
clients feel like they were developing themselves into the businesspeople they
wanted to become.
McClelland also believed he needed to rehabilitate the notion of power
itself in America. He said that if McBer’s consultants could project an image of
responsible leadership, they would experience little to no resistance to their
motivation training programs. Stating that leaders and educators were in fact one
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in the same—basing his argument on the etymology of the word ‘education,’ from
the Latin educare meaning to ‘lead out’—McClelland said that a leader was
someone (like himself and his staff) who helped people to “set their goals, by
communicating them widely throughout the group, taking initiative in
formulating means of achieving the goals, and finally, by inspiring the members
of the group to feel strong enough to work hard for those goals.”238 By making
power respectable again, he looked to convince others to try to attain leadership
and executive positions instead of being satisfied with careers as achievementoriented professionals. Thus, he saw his own efforts as a demonstration of, and a
step towards realizing, “the ultimate paradox of social leadership and social
power,” which was that “an effective leader…turn[s] all of his so-called followers
into leaders.”239
McClelland’s self-reflexive turn at the start of the 1970s stimulated
McBer’s change into a more traditional management-consulting firm, providing
executives and top-level government officials with power motivation and
leadership skills training. The transition happened gradually, however, by
integrating some aspects of power motivation training into their existing
programs for struggling small businessmen. For example, McBer set up a
Business Leadership Training (BLT) course in the Twin Cities in 1972, sponsored
by the Minneapolis Metropolitan Economic Development Association and funded
by the Office of Minority Business Enterprise. Based on imagination exercises
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and game playing facilitated by the TAT, the BLT course integrated achievement
and power motivation training to help African-American businessmen and
women learn skills such as problem solving, goal setting, long-term planning, and
responsible risk taking.240 One of the core exercises of the BLT course was to help
individuals “learn how to effectively […] motivate others to produce desired
results” by roleplaying a consultant or manager and directing an ‘employee’ to
build a tower out of blocks.241 The goal of the exercise was to help participants
“determine their motivational styles—how well they motivate (or de-motivate)
subordinates in a stress situation.”242 One participant, having learned from the
course that individual success and social action could be intertwined, went on to
state that, “[BLT] helped me gain self-confidence, to believe in myself and what I
could accomplish if I really wanted to. I have become involved in community
affairs, not only as a participant, but as a leader.”243
The transition to cultivating the need for power was also evident in
McClelland’s work with Massachusetts Achievement Trainers (MAT), a minorityowned business located in Roxbury, a predominantly African-American
neighborhood in Boston. The founders of MAT, having participated in a number
of courses McClelland had designed for minority businesspeople in the
Cambridge area, proceeded to start their own achievement motivation training
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business.244 From its inception in 1966 until 1969, MAT focused primarily on
working with the so-called ‘poverty population,’ helping un- or under-employed
Hispanic and black workers transform themselves from “disillusioned men into
constructive, high-need achievers,” by (1) increasing their awareness of their own
needs, wants, and potential, (2) helping them cultivate a positive self-image, and
(3) encouraging them to “articulate and inter-relate their personal and career
objectives.”245 MAT reorganized in 1969, however, bringing McClelland onto its
advisory board, and changing its name to Motive Acquisition Technology
Corporation (MATC), in recognition of its expanded service providing both
achievement and power motivation training. Having worked on projects for such
companies as the Aviation Corporation of America, the Boston Gas Company, the
Hotel Corporation of America, and the New England Merchants National Bank,
the revamped MATC no longer advertised its services—which now included
executive search and organizational development—to struggling minority
businesspersons, but instead to national and international corporations.246
In 1975, McClelland consolidated his and his colleagues’ research on
power motivation into the popular book Power: The Inner Experience. This book
served as McClelland’s extended manifesto in favor of rehabilitating the
reputation of power in American society, politics, and business. He opened the
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book by recounting a study by his doctoral student David Winter, who found that
those who watched a film of JFK’s inaugural address and then wrote seemingly
unrelated stories afterward—in a sort of thematic apperception test sans TAT—
wrote more about strength, power, and confidence than those who had watched a
film about lab equipment.247 Making the case that powerful leaders produce
powerful citizens, he reiterated that Winter “did not find that the students
exposed to the Kennedy film thought more afterwards about submission,
following, obedience, or loyalty,” but were instead “apparently strengthened and
uplifted by the experience; they felt more powerful, rather than less powerful or
submissive.”248 For McClelland, this result was further vindication of Max
Weber’s analysis of charisma, insofar as effective charismatic leaders did not
force their followers to submit, but instead “obtained their effects through
Begeisterung,” a word often translated as ‘inspiration’ or, more precisely,
‘inspiritation.’249
In Power, McClelland also began to make explicit his case against certain
liberal political policies of the 1960s. For instance, borrowing explicitly from the
arguments of the Black Power movement, McClelland said that charity and
welfare programs for minorities were in fact subtle forms of domination. He
noted that white liberals were surprised to find “their efforts to help blacks
proudly rejected” when “The blacks recognized eventually that the more help they
accepted, the more they were acknowledging their weakness or their inferior
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position.”250 McClelland used the Black Power movement’s radical critique of
welfare to bolster his own position that those in power were most munificent
when they showed others how to cultivate and wield that power, rather than
relinquishing it or trying to share it. This belief went hand-in-hand with his
increased interest in selling his services, helping executives in large corporations
learn how to empower themselves and their many subordinates rather than
setting up public programs to try to raise the achievement motivations of
struggling entrepreneurs.
In 1976, shortly after the publication of Power, McClelland and the new
CEO of McBer, David Burnham, published an article in the Harvard Business
Review titled, “Power is the Great Motivator.” Writing for a receptive audience of
managers, executives, and business scholars in what is generally considered to be
“the most influential publication on the theory and practice of management,”
McClelland and Burnham continued to critique the “bogeyman of
authoritarianism” in business, reminding their sympathetic readers that, after all,
“management is an influence game” and that, at its base, management should be
about “helping [one’s subordinates] to get things done.”251 Although they
reiterated the idea that a manager’s need for power had to be ‘socialized’ so that
his or her actions benefitted the organization and not merely the individual, they
also noted that the most effective (and most respected) leaders were those who
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had “a high need for power and an interest in influencing others, both greater
than their interest in being liked.”252 At the end of the article, hammering home
to the readers of HBR the idea that socialized power motivation was necessary
not only for good management but also for good political leadership and personal
relations, they noted that with socialized power motivation, countries could
“control their destinies beyond their borders without being aggressive,” and that
individuals could “control their subordinates and influence others around them
without resorting to coercion or to an authoritarian management style.”253
In essence, McClelland and Burnham were telling executives that the skills
that made them successful in business were transferable to many domains of
human endeavor, such that leaders should naturally find themselves at the top of
most social hierarchies. They argued that the display of power was really nothing
more than a type of “disinterested statesmanship” which had a “vital role to play
at the top of both countries and companies.”254 The consummate postwar
behavioral scientist, McClelland continued to argue for the deep homology
between individuals, companies, and countries, making the case that power
motivation was the vital executive function necessary to maintain and grow any
complex body.
By the end of the 1970s, McClelland took on a more limited role at McBer,
having turned his attention to health psychology and the relationship between
power motivation, stress, and illness. Despite his decreased role, McBer
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continued to expand under the leadership of David Burnham and, later, Richard
Boyatzis. Although he would eventually become a management professor at Case
Western and one of the leading lights of the emotional intelligence (or EQ)
movement, Boyatzis spent much of his early career as a consultant and, later,
President and CEO of McBer & Company. Boyatzis solidified McBer’s previously
tacit move away from helping small businesspersons, acknowledging in a new
mission statement that McBer was “in the management consulting business” and
that its “goal [was] to help managers improve effectiveness through increasing
the return on human assets.”255 Boyatzis also revised McBer’s pricing policy,
noting that their prices should reflect the two ultimate objectives of the firm:
profit and growth.256
As Barbara Ehrenreich has pointed out, the dual objectives of profit and
growth are the main objectives of all corporations—and perhaps all ‘bodies’—in
the era of late capitalism.257 And for Boyatzis, management seemed even more
crucial to the achievement these objectives in the emerging postindustrial age
than in earlier periods. In his 1982 book The Competent Manager: A Model for
Effective Performance, he argued that the increased centrality of the service
sector to American business meant that managers—and management
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consultants—had to be that much more effective in organizing and motivating the
human capital under their control. This human capital, which he defined
(following a number of other scholars) as the “skill, dexterity, and knowledge of
the populace,” was said to be the, “critical input that determined the rate of
growth of the economy and the well-being of the population.”258 At a time when
the service industry accounted for 66% of U.S. GDP, Boyatzis said that it was “the
competence of managers that determines, in large part, the return that
organizations realize from their human capital, or human resources.”259 The
focus on the competence of managers, as opposed to the skills of the workforce,
was part of the broader turn towards devoting an increasing amount of resources
to the top of the organizational hierarchy, and was central to the belief that the
increased fortunes of executives would, in time, ‘trickle-down’ to the rest of the
working population.
Boyatzis argued that the best leaders achieved the objectives of the group
by forging alliances, creating networks and coalitions to work towards shared
ends. In other words, leaders were those who could collapse the distinction
between personal and group success. Boyatzis and McClelland reiterated this idea
in a co-authored article published in 1982 in the Journal of Applied Psychology
titled, “Leadership Motive Pattern and Long-Term Success in Management.”
They noted that the most effective managers, although keenly able to make
subordinates feel as though working for the group furthered their own personal
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interests, had unexpected results on a scale of ‘emotional maturity,’ scoring
surprisingly low on ‘mutuality’ (i.e., caring about the group more than oneself)
but had quite high scores on ‘autonomy.’ In other words, the best managers had
indeed collapsed the distinction between person and group, not by seeing
themselves as part of the larger whole, but instead by perceiving the success of
the group as really their own personal triumph. At this point, in the early 1980s,
the distinction between achievement motivation and power motivation had been
minimized, such that the accumulation of power by leaders could be seen as an
achievement in itself, something to be valued by any complex organization. Thus,
it is perhaps unsurprising that managers and executives began to take home an
increasingly higher percentage of the rewards for corporate success, part of the
trend towards increasing income inequality that started in the mid-1970s and
accelerated exponentially in the 1980s and 1990s. The devotion of resources and
income to those at the top became increasingly acceptable as power and
leadership began to be seen as ends in themselves.260

V. Conclusion
In the early 1980s, with Boyatzis at the helm, McBer was sold to Saatchi &
Saatchi, a global advertising agency. Shortly thereafter, in 1984, Saatchi & Saatchi
acquired the Hay Group, a multinational management consulting firm. As a
combined entity, Hay/McBer had become, by the late 1980s, a global
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management consulting firm with revenues of over $150 million.261 This was
quite a change for a company that, only two decades prior, had been started as a
protest against the conservatism of Harvard’s administration, as a way to engage
in social action to help struggling businessmen in the Third World.
The Thematic Apperception Test was the rock upon which the house of
McBer—and McClelland’s career—was built. Although Henry Murray and
Christiana Morgan developed the TAT to plumb the depths of human personality,
to explore the fantasies of individuals (and dyadic relationships), McClelland
turned it into an easy-to-use tool for assessing people’s needs and motives in the
realm of business. McClelland’s shortened TAT protocol (renamed the McBer
Picture Story Exercise) was not used to understand the full individual, but
instead focused on those needs and motivations that McClelland believed were
most important for work: the needs for power, achievement, and affiliation. It
should thus come as no surprise that the relationship between Murray and
McClelland became increasingly acrimonious during their time together at the
DSR: Murray railed against McClelland’s “perfunctory, mechanical use of the
TAT to make reductionist interpretations,” and was furious that his invention,
which he had intended to help people in their quest for self-fulfillment, was
instead being used to help companies improve their bottom line.262
Nevertheless, even if the TAT was the technological substrate for
McClelland’s career, it was his staunch adherence to the project of the postwar
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behavioral sciences that pushed him to dedicate his psychological research to
applied ends. He took the central tenet of the postwar behavioral sciences—that
every group was actually a collection of self-maximizing individuals and could be
analyzed as such—and turned it on its head, arguing that every ‘body’ could be
described as if it were an individual personality, with a particular set of needs,
motives, and skills.263 Corporations and nations thus became conceived as
holistic units, with the economic success and growth of the entire entity of
paramount importance; as with the intervention in Curacao, conflict between the
needs of the parts (individuals) and the needs of the whole (corporation or
nation) were minimized and adjusted through psychological intervention.
McClelland’s academic and financial interest in the success of his
corporate clients led him to focus on managers and executives, the so-called
‘leaders of men’ that he said created the environment in which growth could
occur. Whereas he had originally been interested in small-time entrepreneurs
with a high ‘need to achieve,’ he became increasingly enamored with leaders and
their need to influence others. McClelland’s interest in power was not only the
result of his research, but also a consequence of his self-reflexive turn, trying to
understand his and his colleagues’ motivation for helping others in their business
endeavors. Conceiving of themselves as archetypal leaders motivated by the need
to influence others, it was a short leap to try to develop these characteristics in
executives, believing that leaders were the drivers of success in any group.
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The context for McClelland’s transition from an interest in achievement to
an interest in power was the broader rehabilitation of the concept of leadership in
American society. If the 1950s and 1960s were characterized by a fear of all things
authoritarian, the 1970s and 1980s brought charismatic leadership back in vogue,
with a bevy of motivational speakers, televangelists, and actor-politicians leading
the way. McBer & Company bolstered this trend in the business world, providing
management consulting services to corporations as they moved away from large
hierarchies and transitioned to leaner, more flexible organizational structures
during the postindustrial era. With the trend toward ‘de-layering,’ firing midlevel professionals and spreading their assignments to remaining employees,
there were increasing calls for the types of leaders who could motivate overburdened employees and make them feel more successful, fulfilled, and
‘inspired.’ As sociologist and historian Rakesh Khurana has documented, the
CEO as ‘corporate savior’ came into favor in the late 1970s as large managerial
bureaucracies were blamed for declining productivity.264 McClelland, McBer, and
the burgeoning industry of management consulting were integral to this
development, convincing executives to accumulate as much power as possible, for
the sake of their companies’ success and the wellbeing and happiness of their
subordinates.265
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Chapter 4
The Making of Burnout: The Stanford Prison Experiment,
the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), and the Shift from
Social Change to Self-Awareness in the Postwar United
States, 1967-1991
The human services flourished during the late 1960s and 1970s.266 Free
health clinics, halfway houses, crisis hotlines, and consciousness-raising groups
proliferated in response to the perceived shortcomings of the medical and social
establishments.267 These alternative institutions were premised on the idea that
caring for “youth, minorities, women, and others pushed to the margins of the
modern economy” could be a path to both self-help and social change.268 As such,
they attracted not only the sick, the needy, and the displaced, but also many
young, idealistic volunteers and professionals influenced by the counterculture
who wanted to help others and in so doing achieve a level of personal satisfaction.
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However, beginning in the early 1970s, a number of people who worked in these
intimate and emotionally charged environments began to complain about
becoming ‘burned out.’
Workers in human service institutions and ‘hippie’ free clinics in San
Francisco and New York City were the first to be identified as suffering from
burnout.269 In 1974, Herbert Freudenberger, a psychoanalyst and former
volunteer at the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic in San Francisco, became the first
person to describe burnout in print. Although he did not give a precise definition,
he described it in numerous places as a work-related syndrome characterized by
emotional and physical exhaustion, cynicism about one’s co-workers and clients,
inflexibility in thought and action, and decreased efficacy on the job.270 He
indicated that free clinic and human service workers were especially vulnerable to
burnout because they were “fighting a battle on at least three fronts…contending
with the ills of society, with the needs of the individuals who come to us for
assistance, and with our own personality needs.”271 Having himself burned out in
1971 while setting up a free clinic in New York City, Freudenberger suggested he
and his colleagues had been too committed to social change and needed to start
protecting themselves by becoming more self-interested.272
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This chapter explores the development and proliferation of the burnout
concept, focusing on the work of Herbert Freudenberger and University of
California, Berkeley social psychologist Christina Maslach. These two most
prominent burnout researchers believed the syndrome was caused mainly by
chronic emotional arousal, a problem that could only be solved by developing
more effective communication strategies, better interpersonal skills, and a
renewed commitment to self-awareness. As burned out individuals were said to
be either completely unmotivated to do their jobs or stuck in a cycle of trying
harder and harder but accomplishing less and less, Freudenberger and Maslach
looked to develop strategies to help individuals manage their burnout and thus
become more productive and effective workers. By the early 1980s, the fear of
burnout—and the attendant focus on the benefits of self-awareness for better
communication and increased motivation—escaped the bounds of the human
services. Through the efforts of Freudenberger, Maslach, and a number of other
popularizers, anyone who “work[ed] with people in some capacity” was seen as
susceptible to burnout.273
This enlarged group of ‘people-workers,’ which included white-collar office
workers, entrepreneurs, and corporate executives, represented a large percentage
of the American population, considering the service sector employed close to 70
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percent of the American workforce.274 Burnout’s extension from the health and
human services into the broader discourse on corporate America pointed to
anxieties about how well workers were meeting the demands of a post-industrial
society. In order to buoy a business civilization that many saw as in crisis, and to
harness a newly diverse and increasingly individualistic workforce, a renewed
emphasis was placed on the selection and cultivation of employees with
interpersonal skills and the ability to resist stress on the job. Whereas these skills
had often been valued in salespeople and those who worked in the human and
social services, they became increasingly valued (and assessed) in managers who
needed to understand and motivate an expanded and increasingly heterogeneous
labor force. Thus, the job of manager was itself redefined as a type of human
service role, one in which the goal was to help employees become self-motivated
and engage in self-leadership.
Burnout was in many ways the ultimate pathology of a postindustrial,
service society. In an economy that depended upon interpersonal interaction,
effective communication, and an agreeable demeanor, burnout’s symptoms of
exhaustion, cynicism, and avoidance were seen as an existential threat to the U.S.
way of life in the closing decades of the twentieth century. The solution to this
state of affairs was not, however, to modify the dominant institutions in which
people spent many of their waking hours, but instead to reinforce (and reinvest
in) the self-help techniques and stress reduction measures that could help people
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continue to communicate and interact with others, join teams, and integrate
themselves into organizations in ways that were necessary to the continuing
function of American society’s postwar status quo. The free clinic and other
human service institutions served as models of the intimate, familial
organization, one that Freudenberger and Maslach would then map onto much
larger corporate entities. The relatively easy-to-use self-help techniques and
assessments that they used in their preliminary interventions in the early 1980s
would, in time, become ubiquitous in both mass-market self-help books and in
the HR practices and wellness seminars of corporate America.

I. From California to New York and Back Again: Herbert
Freudenberger, the Free Clinic Movement, and the Origins of
Burnout
Dr. David Smith founded the first free clinic, the Haight-Ashbury Free
Clinic, in June 1967 during San Francisco’s so-called ‘Summer of Love.’ Smith
started the clinic to provide “free medical, dental, and psychological treatment for
members of the ‘hippy’ community” who were dealing with issues stemming from
drug use, unprotected sex, and poor nutrition.275 The free clinic was free not only
in the monetary sense, but also in the sense that it was free in every way from
establishment medicine: “no probing questions, no ‘morality trips, no red tape,
no files.”276 The Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic was the first of dozens of free clinics
to be established across the country during the late 1960s and 1970s in cities such
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as Oakland, Seattle, Atlanta, Philadelphia, and New York.277 As historian Gregory
Weiss has noted, many who worked in these free clinics saw them as a “gateway
to working for significant change in the overall health care system, so that their
focus was on sociopolitical change as well as patient services.”278
The majority of people who worked in the free clinic movement were
volunteers without medical or other sorts of official credentials. In addition,
many who joined the movement were members of the counterculture interested
in helping others with issues resembling their own. For instance, Robert Conrich,
the co-founder of the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic, “envisioned starting a private
medical facility that would treat adverse reactions to hallucinogenic drugs” after
quitting his job as a private investigator, joining the counterculture, and
beginning to take LSD.279 As a result, the lines between professional, volunteer,
client, and patient were often quite blurry. These boundaries were made only
more porous by the fact that “many self-help groups encourage[d] their members
to live in the geographic area of the institution…in an attempt to promote the
atmosphere and feeling of ‘family.’”280 Physical and emotional proximity were
integral to the ‘one-to-one personal relationship’ that human service
professionals tried to cultivate with their clients, especially the countercultural
youth who depended on alternative institutions as surrogate families.281
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In the summer of 1968, psychoanalyst Herbert Freudenberger travelled
from his home in New York City to the San Francisco Bay Area to lend his
services to the nascent free clinic movement. An analyst in private practice as
well as an adjunct professor of clinical psychology at New York University, he
took a leave of absence to spend the summer in Haight-Ashbury, providing
psychological counseling and treatment to the hippie community. A refugee from
the Nazi regime in the 1930s, Freudenberger “identified with the ‘flower
children,’ imagining great similarities between their plight and the nightmare of
[his] childhood in Germany.”282 Their transient lifestyle and search for meaning
reminded him of his own search for a safe haven as a 12-year-old boy, having fled
his hometown of Frankfurt and stopping in Zurich, Amsterdam, and Paris on the
way to his eventual destination of New York City.283
Freudenberger tried to act like a surrogate parent for his young clients in
the free clinic and his young patients in analysis. He assumed this role out of
concern for the state of the family in the 1960s. In particular, he was critical of a
corporate society in which men spent a majority of their waking hours working
outside the home. For Freudenberger, the demands of white-collar work in the
postwar era had made men both physically and emotionally distant from their
children, unwilling or unable to “make their feelings and thoughts known, and in
turn, to pick up the thoughts and feelings of their children.”284 He thus took it
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upon himself to parent his clients, curing their ‘emotional deprivation’ and
‘communication deficiencies’ by “spending a great deal of time actually ‘bringing
[them] up’ in the use of words and how to communicate.”285
Freudenberger’s thoughts on the matter resonated with the fears about the
loss of male authority that pervaded the works of C. Wright Mills, William Whyte,
and David Riesman. Ian Nicholson has noted that these authors “gave voice to…a
wide and deeply felt anxiety over a masculinity seemingly besieged at every turn”
in the 1950s and 1960s; Riesman’s The Lonely Crowd (1950) had, for example,
“pointed to the ‘demise’ of the strong, self-made, ‘inner-directed’ American
‘character’ and the subsequent rise of a feminized, ‘other-directed’ organization
man” who was no longer master of himself or his environment.286 Freudenberger
called upon these fears in his critique of the family and social structures of the
late 1960s and early 1970s, asking rhetorically whether “juvenile delinquency,
street gangs, drop-outs, and the hippie phenomenon can be explained in part as a
young man’s venting his anger on society because the reality-and-value giving
man had not been available to him in his childhood.”287
As a result, although he found the “treatment of the young difficult” and
indicated that they were “extremely demanding of my time, my energies, and my
thoughts,” he was committed to creating spaces where young people could find
medical and psychological care as well as a substitute family structure.288 Thus,
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soon after returning from Northern California in 1968, he started to work on
setting up a free health clinic in New York City. The St. Mark’s Free Clinic opened
in January 1970 in the East Village, at the time the epicenter of the
counterculture in New York. From 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., 5 nights a week, he and his
staff would provide medical, therapeutic, and counseling services to a mostly
young, often transient clientele.289 After the clinic opened, Freudenberger would
run his private practice uptown from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., travel downtown to work at
the clinic until 11 p.m., and then hold staff meetings and training sessions until 1
or 2 a.m. before heading home each night.290 As director of psychological
services, he “had to become aware of the needs and problems of the many young
people coming in,” such that he found it hard to leave the clinic at night because
“there was just too much to do.”291 After more than a year of working 16-hour
days, meeting one-on-one with patients in independent analysis during the day
and spending his nights at the free clinic treating clients and training volunteers,
Freudenberger experienced a complete breakdown. He “found [himself] in a state
of physical exhaustion, too tired [even] to go on vacation with [his] family, [and]
easily irritated,” such that he had to temporarily “leave the free clinic entirely in
order to get [himself] together again.”292
Upon returning to the clinic a month later, he noticed that his particular
set of symptoms—exhaustion, cynicism, rigidity, and a loss of efficacy—was
common among those who worked in free clinics and other alternative
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institutions. Although he recognized that his long hours had contributed to his
problems, Freudenberger did not believe this was the primary cause of his
breakdown. Instead, he blamed it on being overly dedicated to helping other
people, insisting that “the population which we help is often in extreme need, and
because of this they continually take, suck, demand…requir[ing] continuous
giving on our part.”293 The result was a depletion of emotional and physical
energy: because human service workers were “the dedicated and the committed”
who “feel a pressure from within to work and help and feel a pressure from the
outside to give,” they were developing a condition that Freudenberger and his
colleagues began to refer to as ‘burn-out.’294
Burnout has since entered the general lexicon as another name for stress
caused by overwork. Nevertheless, as Mark Jackson elucidates in his book The
Age of Stress, the modern stress concept has been informed by fears of overwork
and occupational hazards since its ‘discovery’ in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries.295 Indeed, both Jackson and Dana Becker have noted how stress, its
antecedents, and its allied conditions have often been associated with certain
types of workers (e.g., neurasthenia with intellectuals, or PTSD with soldiers).
These scholars also show how the concept of stress solidified in the middle
decades of the 20th century as Claude Bernard and Walter Cannon’s work on
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homeostasis became the foundation for physiological and hormonal studies of
stress in the 1930s and 1940s.
The incorporation of burnout into the stress paradigm in the early 1980s
demonstrates just how fluid the stress concept continued to be after its
popularization by endocrinologist Hans Selye in the 1950s. Although originally
rooted in studies of physiological and hormonal adaptation to the environment,
the postwar popularity of stress was due in large part to the emergence of
psychological understandings of stress. This trend was bolstered by the
contemporary emphasis on self-help and humanistic psychology, which worked
to convince individuals that stress could be managed with new types of coping
mechanisms, affirmations, and assertiveness training (in addition to psychoactive
drugs). These techniques helped individuals adapt intellectually and emotionally
to an increasingly complex, organized industrial society. Although Freudenberger
and Maslach did not originally place their work within the stress paradigm, by
the early 1980s both asserted that burnout was a type of job stress. Indeed,
although they originally saw burnout as a competing concept, one that focused
more on the interpersonal and environmental causes of exhaustion and cynicism,
their increasingly individualistic style of self-help rhetoric brought burnout into
the stress paradigm and helped popularize burnout as a synonym for job stress
from the 1980s on.
In the early 1970s, however, Freudenberger and other human service
providers used the term as a way of pointing to their over-commitment to
society’s neediest members. This over-commitment, Freudenberger insisted,
164

caused professional helpers to develop problems that mimicked those of their
clients. Thus, he noted that the therapist “who is working among drug
addicts…become[s] something of a con man as he ‘requisitions’ pills from the
institution’s pharmacy and doctors.”296 Indeed, the term ‘burnout’ was borrowed
from “the illicit drug scene where it colloquially referred to the devastating effect
of chronic drug use.”297 Similarly, much like the therapist who worked with drug
users, Freudenberger wrote that the “risk-taking behavior in counseling with
speed freaks, psychotics, homicidal people and other paranoids sometimes
borders on the lunatic,” as if by becoming too familiar with their clients, the staff
were imitating their thoughts and actions.298
The burnout syndrome pointed not only to the pathologies of emotional
interaction, but also the pathologies of the environment. Just as the intimate
space of the free clinic might lead to burnout, so too could decaying surroundings
lead to feelings of exhaustion, cynicism, and inefficacy. To wit, the East Village
neighborhood itself was ‘burning out’ at the time, impacting those who lived
there in devastating ways.299 During the 1960s, many of the older Italian and
Jewish immigrants who had called the neighborhood home for decades were
dying or moving away. As a younger generation of mostly Puerto Rican
immigrants moved into the neighborhood, both the New York City government
and real estate developers stopped investing in the area, and in some cases
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abandoned their properties entirely.300 The result was that, by the early 1970s,
the neighborhood had become a shell of its former self. Compounded by a dearth
of semi-skilled jobs for new immigrants, the build environment of the East
Village was burning out and rubbing off on its residents. This included the many
countercultural youth who lived in the disused buildings as well as the volunteers
who were encouraged to live in the neighborhood as well.301 The structural
decline of the East Village had thus translated into the psychological burnout of
those associated with the St. Mark’s Free Clinic.
It is not clear whether Freudenberger himself coined the term ‘burnout’ or
whether he was merely the first person to delineate a concept that human service
workers had already begun to use. In either case, Freudenberger’s writings lent
legitimacy to the idea and promoted the use of the term within the human
services. From his first article on burnout in 1974 until the publication of his first
mass-market book in 1980, Freudenberger wrote about the syndrome mainly in
clinical journals and others aimed at caring professionals (e.g., the Journal of
Drug Issues and Psychotherapy: Theory, Research and Practice). As a result,
burnout may not have gained widespread recognition as quickly as it did were it
not for the work of University of California, Berkeley social psychologist Christina
Maslach, who looked to expand its relevance beyond psychoanalysis and the
counterculture. Writing in scholarly journals, professional publications, and
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popular magazines, Maslach turned burnout from a relatively obscure syndrome
into one with which many people could identify.

II. The Impact of the Stanford Prison Experiment (SPE) on Burnout
Research: Christina Maslach, Philip Zimbardo, and the Nexus of
Social and Personality Psychology between Berkeley and Stanford
In 1973, Christina Maslach and researcher Ayala Pines began a number of
studies in which they tried to understand how professional helpers dealt with the
emotional impact of their clients on their own mental health. They found that
their subject group, consisting of more than 200 social welfare workers,
psychiatric nurses, poverty lawyers, prison personnel, and childcare workers,
tried to moderate their emotional arousal by engaging in ‘detached concern.’
Maslach and Pines defined detached concern (somewhat tautologically) as an
attempt to “balance…the handling of clients in a more objective, detached way”
while “maintaining a real human concern for them.”302 These professional
helpers noted, however, that detached concern was often unattainable, and that
the techniques they used to keep their clients at a distance often led them to “lose
all concern…for the persons they work[ed] with” such that they “treat[ed] them in
detached or even dehumanized ways.”303 Maslach and Pines also noticed that,
during the three years of their initial study (1973-5), many of their subjects began
to use the term ‘burnout’ to describe their negative feelings about clients and
emotional exhaustion at work.304
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For Maslach, the dehumanization of clients by those who were ostensibly
supposed to serve them was exactly what this research had been set up to
uncover. The impetus for the study had been Maslach’s involvement with the
Stanford Prison Experiment (SPE) in August 1971, and specifically her
observation of the mock prison guards in the experiment. In summary, the SPE
was designed by Stanford psychologist Philip Zimbardo to study the
“interpersonal dynamics in a prison environment…in which subjects role-played
prisoners and guards for an extended period of time.”305 There were 21 collegeaged males who were selected to roleplay guards and prisoners in a mock prison
erected in the basement of the Stanford psychology department. Out of the 75
individuals who responded to the call to participate in the two-week experiment,
the 21 who were chosen were considered to be, on the basis of questionnaires,
interviews, and personality tests, the “most stable (physically and emotionally),
most mature, and least involved in anti-social behavior.”306
Zimbardo and his graduate student colleagues, Craig Haney and Curtis
Banks, wanted to know how the social and interpersonal environment of the
prison affected the behavior of those who lived and worked inside its walls.
Would the mock prisoners and guards exhibit pathological or otherwise unusual
behavior during the experiment, or would they remain stable, mature, and
sociable even under adverse circumstances? The first serious indication that the
prison environment was having a negative effect on the experiment’s participants
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was when one of the mock prisoners, Doug-8612, had to be removed from the
experiment after 36 hours because of “extreme stress reactions of crying,
screaming, cursing, and irrational actions” after attempting to lead a failed
‘prisoner rebellion.’307 The researchers initially suspected that there had been a
flaw in their screening process and that Doug may have had a personality defect
that accounted for his inability to adapt to the simulated prison. Only upon
reflection after the experiment did they come to believe that Doug’s breakdown
revealed more about the pathological nature of the prison environment than it
did anything about his personality. As Haney has noted, “It was only later that we
appreciated this obvious irony: we had ‘dispositionally explained’ the first truly
unexpected and extraordinary demonstration of situational power in our study by
resorting precisely to the kind of thinking we had designed the study to
challenge.”308
Maslach’s involvement with the SPE would come after Doug’s breakdown,
when Zimbardo asked her to conduct interviews with the participants at the
halfway point of the originally two-week experiment. Months earlier, Maslach
had received her doctorate in psychology at Stanford under Zimbardo’s tutelage,
and had also become involved in a romantic relationship with him. Maslach had
not been part of designing the experiment, however, nor had she participated in
the first days of the simulation, from Saturday the 14th to Wednesday the 18th of
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August. On the 19th, the night before her interviews were to be conducted, she
decided to visit the prison to become familiar with the environment and observe
the participants. While there, she had a conversation with one of the guards
waiting to start his shift, a man she described as “very pleasant, polite and
friendly, surely a person anyone would consider a really nice guy.”309 However,
once his shift had started, it became clear that he was the “meanest and toughest”
guard in the simulation, the so-called ‘John Wayne’ guard who would “go out of
his way to be rude and belligerent,” “yelling and cursing at the prisoners.”310
While watching this situation unfold, not only was Maslach surprised by the
change she had witnessed in ‘John Wayne,’ but she was also disturbed that
Zimbardo, a man who was normally “gentle and sensitive to the needs of others,”
was not upset by the treatment the prisoners were receiving.311 After hours of
arguing about the ethics of the experiment, Zimbardo agreed to stop the
simulation early the next morning, having come to the realization that he and his
colleagues had “internalized a set of destructive prison values that had distanced
themselves from their own humanitarian values.”312
The prison environment and the standard human service institution might
not seem comparable. And yet, the lesson that Maslach took away from the SPE
was that caring and sociable people, such as ‘John Wayne’ and her husband-to-be
Zimbardo, could easily dehumanize those who depended on them for assistance.
Although prison guards may not have been called on, then or now, to care for
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their clients in the same way as social workers or nurses, the prison experiment
demonstrated to Maslach that situational and interpersonal stress in intimate
environments could stifle anyone’s humanistic inclinations. Thus, in her
subsequent research with caring professionals, she focused her gaze on how such
environments and the relationships that formed within them caused workers to
dehumanize their clients. And, as previously mentioned, she borrowed the term
‘burnout’ from her subjects who used the term to describe their feelings of
exhaustion and contempt for clients, a state Maslach believed resulted from
chronic emotional arousal.313
The first publication to emerge from Maslach’s research with professional
helpers in the San Francisco Bay Area was an article titled ‘Burned-Out,’
published in the September 1976 issue of the popular social science magazine
Human Behavior. Reprinted in the Washington Post and various other news
outlets, Maslach’s article argued that being “intimately involved with troubled
human beings” over an extended period of time led to burnout, such that its
causes were “located not in the permanent traits of the people involved, but in
certain specific social and situational factors.”314 This conclusion resembled those
of the SPE, in which Doug-8612’s breakdown and John Wayne’s aggression were
said to have resulted not from their personalities but from the prison
environment. The irony of this claim, however, was that by supposing a flexible
type of personhood, burnout remedies could focus on changing the individual,
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even though burnout’s causes were said to be social or situational. And indeed,
Maslach’s proposed interventions did not focus on modifying the structure of the
human services, but instead highlighted the ways that individual workers could
reduce their emotional arousal, either by taking temporary ‘time outs’ from the
institution or engaging in administrative work for part of the day.315
Instead of focusing on broader social interventions that might have
reduced the prison population, or trying to identify the social determinants of
drug use or mental illness, Maslach’s ‘social’ psychology focused on ways to
protect service workers by erecting emotional and physical barriers between
them and their clients. This type of ‘social change’ was, of course, quite different
from the social change that countercultural figures had been calling for in the
mid-1960s when they started the alternative health movement. Maslach clearly
believed her research on the social and situational determinants of behavior was
a rejoinder to the seemingly conservative idea of fixed personality traits during
the reinvigorated ‘person-situation debate’ of the 1970s and 1980s.316 However,
even this flexible, situationally contingent notion of behavior did not preclude
criticizing individuals for their actions. In this case, it was the clients of the
human services who were often disparaged, while human service workers were
urged to find individual solutions to deal with the ‘environmental’ problems
indigenous to their workplaces.
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This uneasy combination of blaming the environment (read: clients) for
burnout and looking for individual solutions to the problem was on display in
Maslach’s 1978 article “The Client Role in Staff Burn-Out.” Maslach began the
piece by noting that “clients can dehumanize staff just as staff can dehumanize
them” but that “changes in the structure of the staff-client interaction and
changes in client expectations about staff can alleviate staff burn-out.”317 Thus,
Maslach proposed that staff members should correct the “unrealistic ideas about
the extent of personal growth and caring [clients] can legitimately expect,” since
“[n]o such history of personal caring exists with strangers to whom one turns for
aid.”318 This claim, however, was false: the human services explicitly were
designed as surrogate family structures for marginalized individuals and
members of the counterculture. Fearful that these intimate spaces had inspired
“passivity and dependence” on the part of the client, a result which the “staff
themselves had done much to encourage,” Maslach focused on how staff
members could moderate clients’ expectations of them, and how they could
similarly reduce their own expectations of their clients and the institution.319
Maslach published numerous articles about burnout in the mid-to-late
1970s, often in professional journals or popular magazines (e.g., Barrister, Public
Welfare, and Psychology Today). Although she almost always started these
pieces by noting rhetorically that social, situational, and environmental factors
were the primary cause of burnout, she almost exclusively provided self-help
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advice to professionals on how they could modify their own perceptions of their
co-workers and clients in order to reduce the risk of burning out. As Elizabeth
Siegel Watkins has noted with regards to the topic of stress in the 1970s, most
interventions focused on how individuals could change themselves in order to
cope with stress or control their response to it.320 In line with this, Maslach and
Pines suggested that mental health workers should, for example, come to work
expecting “a mundane and uneventful job that lacks opportunity for selfexpression,” and that they could find some relief by “chang[ing] some of their
focus from the patients to themselves.”321 While noting that this may have
seemed foreign to the cherished ideals of the helping professions, they wrote that
“focusing only on the patient is self-defeating both for staff members and for
patients and may contribute to the process of burnout.”322 In this way, Maslach
and Pines reinforced the notion that self-interestedness was not only suitable, but
perhaps an even more effective way of helping others than engaging in more
demanding forms of social change.

III. Putting Critique to Work: Sociological Theory and the Rise of
Humanistic Management and Popular Management Literature
The increasing popularity of the topic of burnout in the 1970s must be
understood, in part, as a reaction to managerial capitalism and the fears of mass
society that pervaded the postwar era. As business historian Alfred Chandler
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wrote in his 1977 book The Visible Hand, the management profession emerged at
the start of the twentieth century to provide stability and growth for newly
emerging large corporations. As companies grew, managerial hierarchies also
expanded, becoming increasingly more technical and acquiring a large degree of
independence from their small groups of owners. The ‘visible hand’ of
management, preferring long-term stability to short-term profits, helped large
corporations dominate an increasing number of sectors of the American
economy.323
It was in this context that C. Wright Mills, David Riesman, and William
Whyte wrote their jeremiads lamenting the rise of the ‘organization man’ and the
increasing homogenization of middle-class life in America. In the 1950s and
1960s, these authors and others wrote scathing critiques of the shift from
entrepreneurship and independent enterprise to the ‘bureaucratic rationality’ of
big business.324 Despite the fact that many Americans still clung to an ethos of
individualism, such tools as personality tests and even consumerism itself were
seen to be making mass society inevitable, aiding in the “vain quest for a utopian
equilibrium” and the “soft-minded denial that there is a conflict between the
individual and society.”325
However, at the end of the 1960s, and certainly by the 1970s this view of
the power and homogeneity of white-collar management started to change.
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Millions of newly college-educated workers (many of them women and
minorities) started to enter the labor force. Spurred on by social movements
emphasizing the rights of marginalized groups to live and work as equals in
America, and also by new laws enacted to protect women and minorities from
discrimination in the workplace, the staid corporate structure that had existed
since the end of World War II started to crack.326 Management thus faced a new
set of pressures. On the one hand, they needed to find ways of integrating a large
and diverse group of workers into the corporate structures of American
capitalism. On the other hand, women and minorities were increasingly
becoming lower and middle managers in America’s companies, despite the
continued existence of a ‘glass ceiling’ that kept many from reaching the highest
rungs of the corporate ladder. In order to ensure the productivity of this
expanded and newly diverse workforce, an emphasis was placed on the selection
and cultivation of employees with ‘interpersonal skills’ and the ability to resist
stress on the job.
The apparent transition from a hierarchical corporate structure to the socalled ‘flexible firm’ during the 1970s meant that an increasing number of
responsibilities were placed on these new lower and middle level managers. As
profits (and wages) stagnated and an increasing number of college-educated baby
boomers entered the workforce with anti-authoritarian views and a penchant for
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self-development, white-collar workers were increasingly obliged to manage
themselves for their own benefit and the benefit of the company. In such an
environment, humanistic management, with its roots in the self-actualization
theories of Abraham Maslow, became an increasingly popular and widespread
management philosophy.
Most theorists of participative or humanistic management looked for the
best ways to integrate the needs of the individuals with the goals of the
organization.327 In their estimation, the best way of achieving this was for
managers to develop ‘self-awareness’ of their own personalities; as well-known
business theorist Chris Argyris stated, “it is impossible to understand others
unless we understand ourselves and we cannot understand ourselves unless we
understand others.”328 These ideas, bubbling up from the works of Argyris,
University of Michigan organizational psychologist Rensis Likert, and Abraham
Maslow in his book Eupsychian Management, found their most popular
expression in Douglas McGregor’s 1960 book The Human Side of Enterprise,
perhaps the landmark text of the humanistic management movement. In this
work, McGregor espoused his ‘Theory Y’ of management, which had as its core
principle the attainment of “that degree of integration in which the individual can
achieve his goals best by directing his efforts toward the success of the
organization.”329
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A professor at MIT’s Sloan School of Management, McGregor and his
followers insisted that Theory Y was a revolutionary idea, one that would not be
readily accepted by workers or other scholars. This was a bit of false modesty, as
it not only resonated with the popular humanistic psychology McGregor drew so
heavily upon, but also meshed with the functionalist and systems theories that
were prominent in the postwar social sciences. Nevertheless, while McGregor
insisted that laborers would probably be hostile to his ideas, he proposed that “a
number of applications of Theory Y in managing managers and professional
people are possible today.”330 For McGregor and the other theorists of humanistic
management, this attempt to ‘manage managers’ was seen as the first step toward
the integration of all workers with the organization, as the “development of
management by integration and self-control begins with an individual who
develops his own strategy…Soon, his subordinates are following his example.”331
Although these ideas gained traction during the 1960s, it was the flood of
new groups of people into the corporate workplace at the end of the decade that
precipitated their eventual public acceptance. Robert Townsend, acolyte of
Douglas McGregor and former CEO of Avis Rent a Car, gave Theory Y nationwide
appeal with the publication of his bestselling 1970 book Up the Organization. As
one of his friends and colleagues Bob Davids recalls, Townsend was “adamant
that leaders can’t motivate anyone—they can only create the environment where
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individuals motivate themselves.”332 Tying the role of leadership to the
promotion of self-motivation, Townsend’s work became quite popular in the
1970s as the widespread interest in self-development melded with the goal of
integration in American business. Townsend, McGregor, and Theory Y entered
the mainstream of the management world at the same time that personality tests
and other forms of psychometric assessment reemerged in human resources
management after two decades of relative stagnancy.333 Influenced by the
countercultural emphasis on self-understanding, many new workers saw the use
of personality tests as the organization’s new humanistic attempt to become more
aware of, and responsive to, its employees’ needs, wants, and desires, instead of
what an earlier generation of critics had argued were efforts to manipulate
workers’ personalities for the sake of profits and to make the job of management
easier.
As “the well-spring of nearly every element of the corporate ideology,”
giving “businesspeople their jargon, their concerns, [and] their personal
aspirations,” the popular management literature of the last four decades has
focused much of its energy on the importance of leaders and the devastating
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consequences of ineffective or uncharismatic leadership.334 Reflecting the
increasingly orthodox notion that bureaucracy was stifling not only for
individuals, but also for corporations and profits, Harvard Business School
professor Abraham Zaleznik published an article in 1977 arguing that businesses
needed to train more ‘leaders’ and fewer ‘managers.’ Zaleznik took to task the
managerial viewpoint that had been espoused by such midcentury luminaries as
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. and Pierre du Pont, the two foremost designers of the postwar
corporate structure.335 Ensconced in that line of thought popularized by Abraham
Maslow and Douglas McGregor in the 1960s and reinvigorated by Robert
Townsend in the 1970s, Zaleznik’s denunciation of the ‘cult of the group’ and call
for ‘personality’ and ‘individualism’ in business were well-received by readers of
Harvard Business Review, so much so that it often considered the most
influential article ever published in HBR. Sociologist Rakesh Khurana notes that
“Zaleznik’s resuscitation of the Weberian notion of charismatic leadership…found
a receptive audience in the economic environment of the late 1970s, when
managerialism had come to be blamed for the poor performance of American
corporations.336
Although seemingly a call for individuality in the face of bureaucracy,
Zaleznik’s goal was in fact to reinvigorate the corporate hierarchy by establishing
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mentoring relationships between senior executives and the most promising
junior employees. As leadership was something that needed to be cultivated,
Zaleznik called for fostering a ‘culture of elitism,’ one that would “arise out of the
desire to identify talent and other qualities suggestive of the ability to lead.”337 Of
course, for those chosen to lead, this new corporate emphasis seemed both like an
affirmation of their individuality and a recognition of their skills. In addition,
leadership looked like a remedy for burnout because it put executives above the
demands of ‘people-work:’ their vision and charisma could substitute for the
interpersonal skills and emotional demands that had become increasingly
important to management. However, for every person chosen to lead, a much
larger number were forced to take on the responsibilities that they had been left
behind. Thus, for the vast majority of people in management roles, the job
increasingly took on the trappings of a service role, and the problem of burnout
became that much more relevant to the experience of the middle manager.
Harvard Business School professor Harry Levinson noted as much in his
1981 article, “When Executives Burn Out.” He said that the “manager must cope
with the least capable among the employees, with the depressed, the suspicious,
the rivalrous, the self-centered, and the generally unhappy,” and that he or she
“must balance these conflicting personalities and create from them a motivated
work group.”338 Levinson saw the frustration of managing people, when carried
to extremes, as the root of the burnout phenomenon. This, however, had become
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the norm for many, as “participative management, quality of work life efforts,
and matrix structures all result in a proliferation of the number of people that a
manager confronts face to face.”339 In 1981, Levinson said that the increasing
experience of burnout among managers should be a call to change the structure
of American management. In this plea, he echoed the early Freudenberger, who
saw burnout as a critique of a bureaucratic society that did not respect its
individual members or account for their unique needs. However, as the 1970s
morphed into the 1980s, the flavor of burnout changed from liberal to neoliberal,
from a plea for respecting individual differences to a call for personal
responsibility. Every manager was told to act more like a leader, but few were
given the power that went with that role. The remaining managers, told to think
of themselves as leaders but given more responsibility and less power than toplevel executives, found their feelings of exhaustion and inefficacy turned into
cases of burnout.

IV. Burnout Goes Mainstream: The Maslach Burnout Inventory
(MBI) and the Management of the Individual in a Postindustrial
Service Society
Maslach and Freudenberger found a number of ways to expand their
purview beyond the human services and into corporate America. By the early
1980s, the ‘service society ethos’ with its ‘greater sensitivity to issues relating to
personal existence and style of life’ had filtered into the broader world of work,
and the problem of burnout migrated along with it.340 For example, an interview
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with Christina Maslach formed the core of an article titled “Burn Out: When You
Can’t Do Your Job—And Don’t Know Why,” in the January 1980 issue of
BankAmerican magazine, the Bank of America employee magazine. The author
quoted Maslach as saying that “people react differently to the same work
situation” such that burnout is triggered by individual factors such as a “lack of
work fulfillment rather than such external factors as salary or environment.”341
Indicating that burnout was on the rise because of a “growing shift from the work
ethic to the ‘worth’ ethic in which “people expect more personal fulfillment from
their job than ever before,” the author told Bank of America’s employees to keep
popular stress researcher Hans Selye’s dictum in mind: “The crucial thing is not
so much what happens to you, but the way you react to it.”342
Followed by the article “Six Unidentified BankAmericans Talk Frankly
About Burn Out,” these pieces provide a glimpse into the way one of America’s
largest corporations tried to address the growing problem of burnout in the early
1980s. This second article included bold-type quotes from employees stating such
things as, “I brought a lot of agony on myself,” “It’s basically me,” and “When
they said I’d be fired, I snapped right out of it.”343 The focus on the individual
employee as both cause of, and solution to, his or her own feelings of burnout was
indicative of the broader corporate trend of shifting risks and responsibilities
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onto employees, one that had been ongoing since the early 1970s.344 It also
exemplified individualizing trends in stress research, which increasingly
emphasized combating the problem through the modification of a person’s
perception (or ‘cognitive appraisal’) of the environment.345
The individualizing trends in burnout research—much like that of stress—
were reinforced by the creation of a number of self-help books, self-report
inventories, and questionnaires by Freudenberger and Maslach. For example,
Freudenberger and Richelson published a mass-market, self-help book in 1980
titled Burn-Out: The High Cost of High Achievement. The book was marketed to
a general audience, especially those white-collar employees who worked with
people on a daily basis. Like Maslach, Freudenberger emphasized that the
individual could rely only on himself or herself to remedy burnout, even if the
problem originated with society or the institution. Thus, he insisted that while
“we can’t always change the structure” of work, which often “sets people up for
frustration and despair,” it is frequently the case that we “can do a lot about the
way we react to it.”346 The proper way of reacting to work and society,
Freudenberger suggested, was to engage in self-awareness and self-protection. To
aid in that quest, Freudenberger included in the book a 15-question survey that
asked people to consider changes in themselves or in the world around them.
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Reprinted in publications such as Nation’s Business, the magazine of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the ‘Freudenberger Burnout Scale’ asked generic
questions such as “Is joy elusive?” “Does sex seem like more trouble than it’s
worth?” and “Are you too busy to do even routine things like making phone calls,
reading reports, or sending out Christmas cards?”347 Such broad questions about
work and life, found under the heading of a burnout questionnaire, cemented the
idea that burnout was something that anyone could experience, that selfassessment and self-monitoring were the first step in remedying the problem,
and that change was more likely to come from self-modification than it was from
advocating social or institutional change.
In the conclusion to Burn-Out, Freudenberger made these points explicit.
He advised his readers that the “single biggest gift we can give ourselves during
our lifetime” is “a quiet, readily-available commodity known as selfawareness.”348 He also argued that, instead of raging fruitlessly against society or
the organization, we should instead “strengthen ourselves…by learning to
acknowledge that the world is the way it is and accepting that fact as one of the
conditions we have to live with.”349 The effect this had was to forward the notion
that while organized, industrial society was the cause of frustration, exhaustion,
and burnout, the solution could be found only in the individual, through practices
of self-awareness, self-monitoring, and self-modification. Freudenberger called
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on his readers to stop agitating for social change, and instead find fulfillment
through changing their perception of the environment.
Like Freudenberger, Christina Maslach also created a burnout assessment
to help people identify and manage their risk of burning out. However, unlike the
more rudimentary Freudenberger Burnout Scale, the Maslach Burnout Inventory
(MBI) was the product of years of psychological research and analysis by Maslach
and her colleague Susan Jackson. It was based on studies of police officers,
teachers, nurses, social workers, psychiatrists, and psychologists. Maslach and
Jackson created the 22-item inventory to measure three hypothesized aspects of
the burnout syndrome: (1) emotional exhaustion, (2) depersonalization, and (3)
lack of personal accomplishment. Three representative items from the original
MBI were: “Working with people directly puts too much stress on me,” “I’ve
become more callous towards people since I took this job,” and “I feel frustrated
by my job.” Rating each item on two scales for frequency of occurrence and
intensity of feeling, responses to the 22 statements were compared with a
theoretical norm for each of the three aspects of burnout. A test-taker would then
receive a score of low, medium, or high burnout on each of the three subscales.
Maslach and Jackson asserted that “No special qualifications or
procedures are required of the examiner who is administering the MBI,” although
they noted that this person “should not be a supervisor or administrator who has
some direct authority over the respondents because this could cause respondents
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to be less candid in their answers.”350 In most cases, it seems, employees and
research subjects self-administered the test and were asked to return their
inventories to the HR office or by mail. Maslach and Jackson thus tried to serve
both the interests of the individuals who took the test, and the prerogatives of the
institutions that distributed it. Although test-takers would hopefully feel more
comfortable and secure, this arrangement also rendered invisible the power
differential between those who took the tests and those who used the data, either
for the creation of an individual personnel file or the study of the organization as
a whole. Continuing to straddle the line between individual and organizational
benefit, the test was supposed to take little time to complete (20-30 minutes),
and group scores could be “treated as aggregate data” to be “correlated with other
information obtained from respondents, such as demographic data, job
characteristics, job performance, personality or attitude measures, and health
information.”351
The Maslach Burnout Inventory has been, by far, the most popular
instrument for social and organizational psychologists to assess burnout in
various occupational settings. In part this is because the test’s availability and
ease of use made burnout a more widespread topic of interest among clinical
psychologists, management theorists, and human resources professionals.
Between 1981 and 1996, of the 963 dissertations written about burnout, 626 of
them used a psychometric test to assess burnout, and the MBI was the tool of
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choice in 91% of those studies. In addition, during the same time period, an
average of over 200 journal articles and other types of literature were written
about burnout every year, and 93% of those articles that were based on research
using a burnout measure used the MBI.352
The MBI also became the psychometric test of choice for measuring
burnout in the 1980s because it could conceivably identify burned out staff
members who posed a danger to the continued health and productivity of their
company or organization. In fact, the way the MBI is constructed ensures that
every person who takes the test can be seen as a possible threat to herself and her
company, and thus in need of self-monitoring or treatment. As Maslach and
Jackson state, “Burnout is conceptualized as a continuous variable, ranging from
low to moderate to high degrees of experienced feeling. It is not viewed as a
dichotomous variable, which is either present or absent.”353 Although ostensibly a
measure of experienced burnout, this conceptualization of burnout makes the
MBI more of a diagnostic tool for assessing one’s state of risk, not one’s actual
state of being. As every worker will fall somewhere on the burnout continuum, it
becomes the duty of each employee to continue monitoring herself, keeping her
risk low for her own benefit and for that of the entire organization.
Maslach’s work on the MBI led her to focus on solutions to burnout that
resided in the individual. This shifting emphasis seems also to have been
accelerated by her ongoing relationship with the Stanford psychology
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department. In particular, her acquaintance with Richard Lazarus’s work on the
cognitive appraisal of stress influenced her own research; in fact, the MBI’s
frequency and intensity rating scales were based on Lazarus and J.B. Cohen’s
unpublished 1977 ‘Hassles Scale.’354 In addition, the entire discipline of social
psychology was becoming influenced by the social cognition paradigm and the
attempt to study social phenomena by investigating the cognitive mechanisms
that were supposed to underlie them.355 As a result, social psychologists such as
Maslach were increasingly interested in studying individual differences in the
representation of and response to social phenomena as opposed to studying the
social phenomena or group processes that gave rise to specific psychological
states.356
Maslach’s focus on individual coping was evident in her first mass-market
book, Burnout: The Cost of Caring (1982). Although she again started by
averring that “burn-out is best understood (and modified) in terms of situational
sources of job-related, interpersonal stress,” she almost immediately refocused to
discuss the ways individuals could manage their own risk for burnout, rather
than discussing possible modifications to the work environment or society.357
Thus, she focused on the types of “interpersonal skills” people could learn to
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make work more bearable, including learning how to talk to people about
uncomfortable topics and how to start, continue, and end conversations.358 As
sociologist Richard Sennett has noted, however, such ‘interpersonal training’ is
often emphasized only when ill-defined organizational circumstances require
individuals to be proactive, and when resources are not forthcoming at an
organizational level.359 Thus, even the focus on interpersonal skills implied that
burnout remediation would be the responsibility of the individual worker and not
the organization.
In her conclusion to Burnout, Maslach stated that the book was in fact an
extended attempt to teach people how to engage in detached concern, and that
“[m]any of the skills and coping techniques discussed [herein] can be considered
as a means toward that end.”360 As part of this undertaking, Maslach included an
appendix in which she described a number of stress management skills that
individuals could learn, such as deep muscle relaxation and mental imagery
training, in order to reduce feelings of stress and burnout. Like much of the stress
literature that proliferated at that time, this focus on self-management made it
seem as if social engagement could cause people to ‘lose’ themselves, whereas the
human services had originally been shaped by the notion that helping others was
the best path to self-knowledge. In other words, from the early 1970s to the early
1980s, the quest for social change had morphed, such that helping others was
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now seen as a dangerous activity, one that often led not to self-fulfillment but to
frustration, exhaustion, and burnout.

V. Conclusion
The specter of burnout transformed the human services’ quest for social
change into a more widespread belief that society was dangerous and that new
forms of self-management and self-awareness were necessary for protection. Like
the broader concept of stress that gained enormous traction during the 1970s,
burnout could be used to critique the “unnatural effects of modern industrial
civilization” but was more often used to focus energy on how individuals could
adapt themselves to prevailing social and institutional relations.361 At the same
time that burnout was becoming widely recognized, sociologist Arlie Russell
Hochschild highlighted the way the modern service economy put increased value
on self-awareness and self-management. In her book The Managed Heart
(1983), she coined the term ‘emotional labor’ to describe the ways in which
service workers “induce or suppress feeling in order to sustain…the proper state
of mind in others—in this case, the sense of being cared for.”362 Likewise,
discussions of burnout often paired resignation over the interpersonal demands
of work with suggestions for how to manage or mitigate negative emotions. As a
result, burnout interventions focused mainly on the self, while organizations,
institutions, and society were often shielded from calls for change.
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It is no coincidence that the concept of burnout, along with the
psychological discourse that supported it and the psychometric technologies that
have been used to investigate it, emerged out of the countercultural self-help
institutions of New York City and the San Francisco Bay Area. Dedicated to selfdevelopment and the care of others, these institutions embodied the 1970s
conflict between liberal social change and neoliberal self-modification. As
burnout expanded out from the helping professions and into the wider business
world—often through the dissemination of self-assessments and self-help
literature—social change and caring for others became subordinated to the care
of the self. As a seemingly necessary practice for overworked employees in a
service economy, popular business literature would begin to focus on burnout
remediation and stress reduction in order to staunch absenteeism and loss of
productivity in the post-industrial workplace.
Throughout the 1980s, burnout self-assessments, many of them modeled
on the MBI and Freudenberger Burnout Scale, flourished in popular periodicals
aimed at every type of professional. Found in such outlets as Executive Female, a
magazine for women managers, the New England Journal of Medicine, and
Registered Representative, a magazine that claimed on its cover that it was
“requested and read by over 90% of the nation’s stockbrokers,” these
questionnaires (and the self-help articles that accompanied them) gave currency
to the notion that preventing burnout was the duty of the employee and not that
of the organization. Popular burnout articles and quizzes bolstered the idea that
caring for oneself was a person’s primary duty to society, a notion that has
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become something of a truism in contemporary western culture. As the fear of
burnout spread from the human services into the wider business world, the focus
on social change as a path to self-development became reversed, such that caring
for the self became seen as a necessary prerequisite to engaging and
communicating effectively with others. The result has been a society where an
increasing number of people believe that social change can best be achieved
through self-modification and self-awareness, a development that the fear of
burnout has done its part to foster.
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Chapter 5
A Self-Imposed Prison of the Mind: Philip Zimbardo and
the Development of Shyness Research, 1971-2000
In August 1971, Stanford social psychologist Philip Zimbardo organized
the Stanford Prison Experiment (SPE) alongside graduate student colleagues
Curtis Banks, Craig Haney, and David Jaffe. Although it was intended to be a
two-week experiment to “assess the power of social forces on emergent behavior”
in a prison-like environment, the experiment was halted after only six days
because of seemingly unexpected and disturbing behavioral changes in both the
students roleplaying prisoners and guards, and in the psychologists
themselves.363 Although the SPE has since become one of the most famous
psychological experiments of the twentieth century—perhaps second only to
Stanley Milgram’s obedience experiments—and has spawned much
psychological, sociological, and philosophical research and reflection, one of its
most surprising and enduring effects has been the birth of a new era of shyness
research. Asserting that, after only a couple days of adjustment, the mock
prisoners in the SPE began acting like shy people—speaking less, averting their
gaze, becoming overly deferential to authority—Zimbardo began to equate
shyness with a “self-imposed psychological prison,” noting that “The kinds of
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things shyness does to people are really comparable to the kinds of experiences
people have in prisons.”364
Zimbardo’s penological metaphor for shyness was particularly appropriate
for American audiences in the early 1970s. In the wake of the Prisoners’ Rights
Movement of the 1960s, the ‘law and order’ presidency of Richard Nixon, and
rising rates of crime and incarceration, comparing shyness to a psychological
prison gave it a political currency it might not otherwise have had. At the same
time, a concern with prisons—whether real or metaphorical—ran parallel to an
ongoing national conversation about the authority and legitimacy of bureaucratic
institutions and their effects on the individual. Informed by postwar social and
organizational critiques by authors such as C. Wright Mills, Davis Riesman, and
William Whyte, and fueled by a broad focus on self-development and individual
rights in the late 1960s and 1970s, the attack on bureaucracy crossed ideological
lines and informed attempts to reform institutions such as corporations, schools,
hospitals, and government.365 For Zimbardo, whose research indicated that more
than 40% of Americans self-identified as shy, the ‘epidemic’ of shyness was the
result of the suppression of human individuality by these increasingly powerful
and totalizing institutions.
And yet, Zimbardo did not forcefully advocate for the restructuring of
social institutions or argue that the power of these institutions over the individual
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should be restricted. Instead, he more often than not suggested that it was
individuals who needed to change—their opinions, attitudes, and behaviors
needed to be reformed so that they could become more receptive to social
interaction but also able to resist society’s more coercive or dangerous elements.
In other words, Zimbardo enjoined the shy to modify themselves for the good of
the community. He drew upon Erich Fromm’s Escape from Freedom (1941) to
argue that shy people—much like those who supported authoritarian
governments—had been induced to trade freedom for security; he said that the
shy “abhor freedom with its lack of structure, its individual responsibility, and its
many demands to act and initiate.”366 In this way, Zimbardo characterized
shyness as not merely a nuisance or even as a serious psychological disorder, but
instead as an existential threat to American society. Shyness threatened to
disrupt the natural ‘market’ of human relations: shy individuals were either
unwilling or unable to relate to people as others did, by “bargaining and
negotiating—for services, commitments, time, security, love, and so on.”367 If
shyness had once seemed a relatively minor issue, or perhaps even a desirable
personal characteristic, Zimbardo and the psychologists, psychiatrists, and
journalists who followed his lead linked it to violence, a weakened democratic
system, and even the decline of the free market.
Zimbardo and a number of other researchers and writers ventured to
transform shyness from a topic of relatively minor interest into one of national
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concern, plausibly implicated in some of the most pressing issues of latetwentieth-century American society. The first step in this transformation was the
creation, distribution, and analysis of the Stanford Shyness Survey, a modified
self-assessment given to 800 high school and college students in the San
Francisco Bay Area, in order to gauge their experience of shyness. It was from the
results of this relatively small survey that the so-called ‘epidemic’ of shyness in
America was first identified by Zimbardo. These findings set the stage for a
national media campaign warning the country about the personal and societal
dangers posed by shyness. During this media blitz, Zimbardo and others
publicized shyness research and treatment as a remedy for the most salient fears
of many Americans in the 1970s and beyond: loneliness and loss of community,
narcissism and self-involvement, and more broadly, the effects of
postindustrialism and the burgeoning service economy.
Each of these specific fears was a manifestation of more widespread
concerns about the lack of effective communication and dearth of leadership in
American society. As Patricia McDaniel has noted, communication became the
“new gospel of success” in the 1970s and 1980s, bolstering an atmosphere in
which getting ahead meant “manipulating a complex array of verbal and
nonverbal communication skills.”368 As part of this trend, a number of
psychologists followed up on Zimbardo’s work by creating new inventories,
scales, and self-assessments to measure such things as shyness, sociability, and
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communication apprehension. This era also saw the rehabilitation of the concept
of leadership: during the “malaise and mayhem-filled years” of the 1970s—and in
contrast to the overarching sentiment of the 1960s—Americans became
increasingly comfortable with the idea that strong leaders were integral to
functioning institutions.369 In the wake of the deaths of such luminaries as John
F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr., Americans were searching for new
charismatic leaders to take up their mantle and guide the nation out of despair.
Zimbardo proposed that rampant shyness was a leading cause of America’s lack
of strong leadership: shy individuals in politics, business, and the military often
had the best ideas, but were too afraid to speak up. As a result, Americans had a
responsibility to combat shyness on all fronts so that a new generation of leaders
could emerge.
Philip Zimbardo and other social psychologists brought the ‘epidemic’ of
shyness into public view, attempting to convince Americans that the cure for
many late-twentieth-century social ills was the remediation of shyness at the level
of the individual. Zimbardo’s research, both before and after the Stanford Prison
Experiment, focused on the ways people ‘individuate’ or ‘de-individuate’
themselves from others and the circumstances in which people either feel control
over, or controlled by, their environments. For Zimbardo, shyness was the result
of a dynamic in which a person had been de-individuated by outside forces, and
now feared the consequences of becoming a person again. In other words, after
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someone had become part of the faceless, nameless masses, the burden of
interacting with people again had become too much to bear. As a result,
Zimbardo tried to replace the mass with the hive: producing a group of
individuals who could be managed in and through their individuality. By being
taught how to re-engage with others, shy individuals might be able to plot their
own course of self-development, but do so toward group—and ultimately, elite—
ends.

I. Shyness Research Before the 1970s
Zimbardo’s research and popularization efforts reignited an interest in
shyness among scholars and the public in the 1970s. Nevertheless, a small but
continuous stream of scholars from the mid-19th century on have commented on
shyness as a characteristic worthy of psychological and physiological
investigation. These earlier discussions set the stage for the reemergence of
interest in shyness in the late 20th century; as a result, many scholars who write
about shyness feel obliged to mention their forbears from the 19th and early 20th
centuries, if only to legitimate what they believe has been an unfairly neglected
subject of inquiry in the more recent past.
The most prominent 19th century scholar to provide an extended
discussion of shyness was Charles Darwin. In his 1872 work The Expression of
the Emotions in Man and Animals, Darwin remarked on the seeming universality
of shyness and, like many contemporary authors, linked it to excessive selfconsciousness and fear of the judgment of others. He wrote that shyness was:
“…an odd state of mind…chiefly recognized by the face reddening,
by the eyes being averted or cast down…Shyness seems to depend
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on sensitiveness to opinion, whether good or bad, of
others…Shyness…is closely related to fear; yet it is distinct from
fear in the ordinary sense. A shy man dreads the notice of strangers,
but can hardly be said to be afraid of them; he may be as bold as a
hero in battle, and yet have no self-confidence about trifles in the
presence of strangers. Almost every one is extremely nervous when
first addressing a public assembly, and most men remain so
through their lives.”370
Contemporary historians of science have often focused on Darwin’s interest in
blushing as an overt physical reaction to an internal emotional state; they rarely
mention, however, that Darwin’s interest in blushing was part of a much larger
discussion on the phenomenon of shyness.371 In addition, scholars rarely note
that Darwin collected much of his data on shyness from questionnaires given to
his acquaintances and fellow researchers. Much as the self-assessment
questionnaire was Darwin’s preferred tool for investigating shyness in the late
19th century, so it would be Zimbardo’s instrument of choice in the late 20th
century.
William James also believed shyness to be a topic of psychological and
philosophical importance. In his 1890 work The Principles of Psychology, he
remarked on Darwin’s discussion of shyness, delving further into the relationship
between human and animal emotion. James noted that the instincts (such as,
e.g., averting one’s gaze while passing a stranger) were as much a part of the
human experience as they were for animals, and that we needed to understand
animal instincts if we were to understand human emotion. He echoed Darwin in
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stating that shyness was a very strange, seemingly non-adaptive trait:
“Apparently, they [shyness, stage fright, and fear of not pleasing others] are pure
hindrances, like fainting at the sight of blood or disease, sea-sickness, a dizzy
head in high places…They are incidental emotions, in spite of which we get
along.”372 For James as for Darwin, shyness was a biological trait that had
evolved over time and was related to instinctual animal behavior. Other late 19th
century physicians and psychologists—such as prominent American
developmental psychologist James Mark Baldwin—took the biological basis of
shyness as a given.373
There was a relative death of interest in shyness research from the late 19th
century up until the start of World War II. At that time, a number of prominent
psychoanalysts turned their attention to the problems of shyness, social anxiety,
and their physiological correlates. These psychoanalysts provided the blueprint
for how more recent scholars have talked about shyness: researchers such as M.
Ralph Kaufman and Hilde Lewinsky claimed that shyness was an unfairly
neglected topic of interest, that it should be considered both an individual and
social phenomenon, and that it was associated with negative self-conception.
Lewinsky, for example, wrote in the early 1940s that:
“The phenomenon of shyness has received very little systematic
attention…Shyness is mainly a social phenomenon…The meaning of
the word ‘shy’ is vague. We find shyness described as a character
trait, as an attitude, or as a state of inhibition…It is a state of hyperinhibition, usually accompanied by physical symptoms like
372
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blushing, stammering, perspiring, trembling…The mental state is
described by the individual as a feeling of inferiority, of not being
wanted…It is coupled with an inability to say the right thing at the
right moment…”374
The topic of shyness again fell out of favor in the postwar period, only to
reemerge in the late 1960s and early 1970s as personality and social psychologists
increasingly came into conflict during the so-called ‘person-situation debate.’
At that time, a number of prominent psychometricians and personality
theorists made the case that shyness was an in-born personality trait, one that
ran in families and was largely inalterable.375 Raymond Cattell, perhaps the most
prolific personality psychologist of the twentieth century, proposed that shyness
was a constituent part of the so-called ‘threctic’ personality, a demeanor
characterized by a lack of ‘social boldness:’ timid, hesitant, sensitive to threat,
and easily intimidated. However, Cattell’s most dedicated work on shyness and
the ‘H-negative’ personality factor (lack of social boldness) came during a period
of crisis in personality psychology, from the late 1960s to the early 1990s, when
social, situational, and contextual explanations of behavior—and the discipline of
social psychology as a whole—were ascendant, and personality theorists found
funding and institutional support increasingly scarce. The catalyst for this
situation was Stanford psychologist Walter Mischel’s devastating critique of inborn personality traits in his 1968 book Personality and Assessment. In this
work, Mischel, a fellow Stanford faculty member with Zimbardo at the time,
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argued that human behavior was too variable across time and situation to be
reliably ascribed to stable personality traits, and that similar situations elicited
similar types of behavior from people who had very different profiles on
personality assessments. This period of crisis within personality psychology, and
the concomitant rise of credibility and interest in social psychology, set the stage
for Zimbardo’s particular brand of shyness research to flourish.

II. The Psychology of Philip Zimbardo: Attitude Change, Cognitive
Control, and Neoliberal Governance
Philip Zimbardo received his doctorate in psychology from Yale in 1959,
working under the supervision of Carl Hovland, Neal Miller, Bob Cohen, and Jack
Brehm on a dissertation that compared the predictive power of the theory of
cognitive dissonance to Hovland and Muzafer Sherif’s social judgment theory.
Hovland and Sherif had hypothesized that, as opposed to cognitive dissonance
theory, people rationally evaluate each new piece of information they encounter
and modify their overarching beliefs accordingly. Zimbardo’s dissertation
indicated, however, that cognitive dissonance theory—particularly the denial of
information that conflicts with a person’s preexisting beliefs—predicts a person’s
views on a subject much better than does social judgment theory. This result led
him to posit that changing a person’s beliefs would not often occur through
rational appeals using direct information, but instead through a battery of
changes to a person’s environment with associated appeals to the more irrational
impulses latent within the human psyche.376 It is not surprising that Zimbardo
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was a key member of the Yale psychology department’s Attitude Change
Program, having worked with his advisor Carl Hovland on enhanced techniques
of persuasion and mind control for the purposes of attitude and behavior change
among non-psychiatric, non-military populations.
After graduating, Zimbardo was a member of the psychology faculty at
New York University from 1960 to 1967, moving to Stanford in the summer of
1968. One of his first major publications after moving to Stanford was the edited
volume The Cognitive Control of Motivation (1969) in which he noted that he
and his colleagues were interested in “the extent to which, and specification of
the conditions under which, man can control the demands imposed by his
biological drives and social motives” and the ways in which “man may thereby
gain greater autonomy from environmental control of his behavior.”377 Zimbardo
also wrote that “It is precisely because man can exercise choice that he is free to
control and is not simply controlled” and that, “in the process of reducing
cognitive dissonance, an individual may actually alter his own state of motivation,
thereby controlling his internal environment and reducing the impact upon his
behavior of any given biological drive or social motive.”378 These statements were
early indications that Zimbardo’s subsequent career would be characterized by an
overriding interest in issues of motivation and control, particularly in trying to
envision therapeutic interventions that might help individuals resist seemingly
coercive environments.
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Nevertheless, it is questionable whether Zimbardo’s interventions gave
people more autonomy to decide for themselves how they wanted to live, or
whether his techniques were in fact more closely related to mind control,
attempting to create people who saw their self-interest as consonant with the
ends of experts. Zimbardo was evidently of the same mind as George Miller,
Harvard psychologist and president of the American Psychological Association in
the late 1960s, who framed psychology’s interaction with the public as between
an authoritarian view—that psychologists should teach people how to act and
think through expert, top-down communication—and what we might call today a
‘neoliberal’ view, in which psychologists would publicize their research in hopes
that people would use this knowledge to change their own attitudes, beliefs, and
behaviors, but in the ways that the psychologists saw fit. In other words, Miller’s
(and Zimbardo’s) goal was to “change people’s conceptions of themselves and
what they can do.”379 In fact, Miller quoted Zimbardo in his 1969 APA
Presidential Address, telling his fellow psychologists that they should try to
persuade people to change not through coercion but by getting them to convince
themselves of the ‘truth,’ reducing their resistance little by little while expanding
the repertoire of attitudes and behaviors that incorporated the ones that
psychologists deemed most beneficial for individuals and society.380 This sort of
‘cognitive restructuring’ of belief would become a central tenet of Zimbardo’s
work for decades to come.
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Zimbardo and Miller’s neoliberal aims have recently been categorized (in
an approving way) as ‘libertarian paternalism,’ a term popularized in the early
2000s by legal scholar Cass Sunstein and behavioral economist Richard Thaler.
They describe libertarian paternalism as paternalistic in the sense that it tries to
“influence the choices of affected parties in a way that will make those parties
better off,” but libertarian in the sense that “people should be free to opt out of
specified arrangements if they choose to do so.”381 This type of social
arrangement gained particular appeal among elites in the 1970s, when expertise
and authority were under fire and individualism and self-development were
particularly in vogue. As a result, many of those who had been in positions of
power (e.g., politicians, businessmen, academics, etc.) looked for a way to
continue to influence people’s choices while making sure that they did not
consequently resent (or even acknowledge) their power. Scholars like Miller and
Zimbardo began to advocate for a type of libertarian paternalism that lauded
‘open communication’ and ‘humanistic self-development,’ even though the
methods through which these were achieved were handed down from experts. If
Sunstein and Thaler’s libertarian paternalism is allied with the current positive
psychology movement, Zimbardo and Miller’s rhetoric was the natural ally of
positive psychology’s predecessor, humanistic psychology, in the last three
decades of the twentieth century.
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Despite being a forceful advocate for these types of interventions, it is
conceivable that Zimbardo did not foresee the deleterious consequences of what
he was prescribing. As one psychologist has remarked, “’The history of our
work…is dotted with [ ] examples of our unwittingly serving the interests of the
more powerful agent against the less powerful.’ As in the case of union leaders,
who ‘intuitively knew that “communication” cools out the oppressed worker,
making it possible for management to maintain something approximating the
status quo,’…’many business leaders have used humanistic theory for corporate
profit, without any real interest in the contentment of their workers.’”382 The
understanding that communication and control were two sides of the same coin
had animated the earlier work of cyberneticians such as Norbert Weiner, such as
in his aptly titled 1954 work The Human Use of Human Beings. The notion that a
science of communication and feedback could be used covertly to control human
behavior seeped into psychology in the postwar era by riding the coattails of a
self-development rhetoric and the psychological tools that made a managerial
mode of (self-) control possible. Psychological tests and assessments, developed
in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s to be used in corporations, exploded onto the
broader cultural scene in the late 1960s and 1970s.

III. The Stanford Prison Experiment (SPE) and the Creation of the
Stanford Shyness Survey (SSS)
Zimbardo’s initial interest in shyness emerged out of his work on the
Stanford Prison Experiment. To recap, in the summer of 1971, Zimbardo, along
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with graduate students Craig Haney and Curtis Banks, recruited 24 college-aged
male subjects in order to “assess the power of social forces” on emergent behavior
in a simulated prison.383 After a battery of psychological tests and physical
evaluations, each of the subjects was randomly assigned to the role of either
prisoner or guard in the simulated prison, erected in the basement of the
Stanford psychology department. Over the course of the next week, the prisoners,
guards, and psychologists all seemed to undergo significant changes in behavior.
One of the prisoners, dubbed ‘Doug-8612,’ experienced what the researchers
described as an “extreme stress reaction of crying, screaming, cursing, and
irrational actions” after attempting to lead a failed ‘prisoner rebellion,’ and had to
be removed after only 36 hours.384 After this failed revolt, the guards became
increasingly cunning and cruel in their treatment of the prisoners, yelling and
screaming at them for minor infractions, withholding bathroom privileges, and
attempting to ‘divide and conquer’ by giving extra food and larger cells to certain
prisoners. At the same time, many of the remaining inmates began to act
deferentially towards the guards: averting their eyes, speaking in hushed voices,
and bargaining for special favors. Originally meant to be a two-week experiment,
the investigation was halted after the sixth day, in part because of the objections
of Christina Maslach, a recent graduate of the Stanford psychology department
who had also recently begun a romantic relationship with Zimbardo. Her
concerns about the treatment of the prisoners, coupled with the fear that the
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guards and psychologists had “become distanced from their own humanitarian
values” is said to have convinced Zimbardo to shut down the study a week
early.385
The Stanford Prison Experiment was motivated by an attempt to challenge
a version of the ‘dispositional hypothesis’ of behavior, to cast doubt on the notion
that the “major contributing [factor for] despicable conditions, violence,
brutality, dehumanization and degradation…within any prison can be traced to
some innate characteristic of the correctional and inmate population.”386
Zimbardo and his colleagues’ research was thus one of a number of volleys for the
‘situationist’ side of the person-situation debate that raged from the late 1960s to
the early 1990s. As previously noted, Walter Mischel argued in his book
Personality and Assessment (1968) that behavior was too inconsistent across
situations to be understood by appeals to any theory that placed nature,
temperament, or internal motivations above situation or social context. Zimbardo
said that the SPE had demonstrated the power of social forces over those of
disposition: during the course of only one week, many of the guards had turned
brutal and callous, dehumanizing their charges, while the prisoners had turned
sheepish, passive, and servile. Incorporating his research into his lectures during
the subsequent semester, Zimbardo began to compare the prisoners in the
experiment to shy people in society: if the formerly normal, socially-adjusted
prisoners could become increasingly conflict averse, refusing to speak up and
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averting their eyes from those in authority after just a few days, perhaps shy
people were living in a socially-constructed prison, one reinforced by family
members, authority figures, and society’s dominant institutions, and which made
them too concerned with their own appearance and behavior to, as Zimbardo
would say, ‘take the risk of freedom.’
Despite claiming to be the consummate situationist, however, Zimbardo
did not merely stop at calling shyness a socially or culturally constructed prison.
He also posited that shy individuals might be their own jailers: although they had
been provoked to turn shy by the institutions of work, home, and school, their
own minds had become primed to censor every thought and action, telling them
they should not speak up, should not raise their hands, should not engage with
others even though they might desperately want to do so. In his first popular
article on the Stanford Prison Experiment, published in 1973 in The New York
Times Magazine and titled, “A Pirandellian Prison: The Mind is a Formidable
Jailer,” Zimbardo wrote that:
“The physical institution of prison is but a concrete and steel
metaphor for the existence of more pervasive, albeit less obvious,
prisons of the mind that all of us daily create, populate, perpetuate.
We speak here of the prisons of racism, sexism, despair, shyness,
‘neurotic hang-ups’ and the like…To what extent do we allow
ourselves to become imprisoned by docilely accepting the roles
others assign us or, indeed, choose to remain prisoners because
being passive and dependent frees us from the need to act and be
responsible for our actions? The prison of fear constructed by the
delusions of the paranoid is no less confining or less real than the
cell that every shy person erects to limit his own freedom in anxious
anticipation of being ridiculed and rejected by his guards—often
guards of his own making.387
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Zimbardo and his coauthors exhorted their readers to examine the ways in which
they had become agents of their own despair. Although society, situation, and
environment might impose restrictions, Zimbardo chose to intervene in the
psychology of individuals, trying to convince them to stop ‘choosing’ to be
imprisoned in their socially-constructed roles. The problem of shyness was
particularly appropriate: it spoke to a psychological state in which an individual
wanted desperately to communicate with others—as opposed to, e.g.,
introversion—but was hindered from doing so by a countervailing fear of ridicule
and rejection. Shyness thus represented for Zimbardo the most insidious—and
perhaps most common—prison of all: a prison of one’s own making.
With the publication of “A Pirandellian Prison” two years after the
Stanford Prison Experiment, Zimbardo and his colleagues had entered into the
popular sphere to argue that their research was applicable to any situation in
which people’s freedom, their ability to control their own lives, was limited.
However, going beyond the fears of external control or the power of one
individual over another, Zimbardo depicted shyness as, in part, a self-imposed
prison, linking it to a web of concerns both exceptional and unsurprising: about
crime, law and order, and the prison system; about the invidious institutions of
racism and sexism; and to mental illness. In highlighting these connections, he
made the case that authoritarian social control and excessive self-control were
one in the same, and that by attacking these ‘prisons’ at the level of the
individual, one might also dissolve, eliminate, or make inconsequential their
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bases in the social realm. In other words, if society was the problem, now the
self—and the therapeutic building-up of the self—was the solution.
Like many psychologists over the past century and a half (starting with
Wilhelm Wundt’s laboratory at the University of Leipzig), Zimbardo used his
students as subjects to examine a theory: that shyness was a widespread problem
of great social concern. In the fall of 1973 and spring of 1974, Zimbardo, along
with graduate students Robert Norwood and Paul Pilkonis, developed the
Stanford Shyness Survey and distributed it to approximately 800 students at
Stanford and Berkeley, as well as a number of students at Palo Alto High School.
In addition to gathering demographic information on age, sex, ethnic background
and religion, the survey was composed of 6 sections that asked respondents for:
(1) a self-evaluation of their own shyness level; (2) the situations and people that
elicited shyness in them; (3) their characteristic reaction to shyness; (4) the
personal consequences of their shyness; (5) whether they saw shyness as
beneficial or detrimental; and (6) how they identified and evaluated shyness in
others. The results of these surveys indicated that around 42% of the surveytakers, all of whom were students aged 18-21 and located in the San Francisco
Bay Area, self-identified as shy, and that 80% of the students had experienced
shyness at some points in their lives. He also made two specific claims about the
demographic groups involved in the study: he wrote that men and women were
equally shy, and that only 24% of Jewish students reported being shy, which was
about half the rate of Catholic or Protestant students. Thus, if they had included
only self-described Catholics or Protestants—who made up approximately 70% of
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the country in the early 1970s—the rate of shyness in America would have been
closer to 50%.
The Stanford Shyness Survey (SSS) had been created at the behest of
Zimbardo’s students, a number of whom came to him after his classes to remark
that their experience of shyness was remarkably similar to the prisoners’
reactions in the SPE. In addition, Zimbardo noted that although the students who
approached him about the topic were often of different ethnic backgrounds, those
of Asian descent often thought of their shyness as a positive trait, whereas all of
the students of European descent believed it to be a serious detriment to their
lives. Thus, his first inclination was to create a survey that would get as much
demographic data as possible on his student subjects, in order to discern what
were the cultural or individual differences that both contributed to shyness and
influenced the phenomenological experience of shyness and its psychological
correlates. The original survey was given to Zimbardo’s undergraduate students
in the fall of 1973, and was then expanded to students in psychology courses at
Berkeley and Palo Alto High School. Once all of the data had been compiled,
Zimbardo and his graduate student colleagues suggested that, based on the
answers to the question “Do you consider yourself shy?” on the SSS, 42.6% of
Americans were shy, and that this epidemic was ‘crippling’ the country.388

IV. The Problem of Shyness in the Public Sphere
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In her study The Averaged American, historian Sarah Igo notes how
inventories, surveys, and censuses created an image of the ‘Average American,’
one that people started to emulate, often without conscious thought. This
happened despite the fact that this supposedly statistically representative
individual may have borne little resemblance to the people of a particular
community or locale. Such technologies radically transformed Americans’ beliefs
about themselves as individuals and as a collective, giving them statistics through
which they could determine if they were part of the majority or the minority in a
whole host of characteristics and allowed them to adjust their beliefs and
behaviors accordingly. Echoing Michel Foucault’s work on biopolitics and Ian
Hacking’s argument about the ways in which our social scientific classifications
create ‘looping effects’ that alter our beliefs about ourselves and thus our
behavior, Igo makes the case that surveys and assessments fundamentally
changed the way Americans crafted their identities, and that such techniques
could be used to control populations by inducing a feeling of needing to conform
to the norm. For example, Zimbardo’s claim—based on the administration of the
Stanford Shyness Survey— that 42% of Americans were shy and that this
represented a crippling social epidemic, was used to push an ‘extraverted ideal’
that prized communication and interaction as crucial for success, happiness, and
social progress.389 Drawing on such popular works as Vance Packard’s Nation of
Strangers and David Riesman’s The Lonely Crowd, and foreshadowing
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Christopher Lasch’s The Culture of Narcissism, Zimbardo looked to convince
Americans that they owed it to themselves and others to communicate effectively,
and that not doing so could spell the downfall of American society.
Sociologist Nikolas Rose has explored how we have been invented—and
also ‘invented ourselves’—as subjects from the late 19th century on through
psychological technologies and the discourse that surrounds and supports them.
He notes that personality tests and self-report inventories have been some of the
most successful technologies for producing and reifying the notion of individual
personhood and identity in the West over the last century. The result is that we
have come to think of ourselves less in communal terms than as individuals who
belong to a number of disparate groups and whose interests and abilities are
defined in contrast to that of other individuals. In the case of shyness, the use of
self-assessments and therapeutic protocols has forwarded the notion that shyness
is an affliction to be overcome by the individual, and not a neutral trait that
should be considered one of a number of ways in which people behave and
interact with the world around them. Despite the rhetoric that Zimbardo and
others used during the 1970s to emphasize the ecological and environmental
factors that produced shyness, the ascendant discourse on self-development and
personal responsibility—coupled with technologies that emphasized one’s
individual traits and characteristics—made shyness into a pathology that required
individuals to pursue active solutions for their own deficiencies.
Zimbardo’s research and rhetoric quickly spilled into the public sphere.
After the publication of “The Social Disease Called Shyness” there was an
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explosion of articles about Zimbardo’s research and shyness in general in
magazines and newspapers across the country. For example, in the December
1975 issue of Oui, a now-defunct adult magazine, journalist Robert Wieder
channeled Zimbardo when he wrote that shyness “is nothing less than a
nationwide social disorder of ominous and growing proportions” which
“manifested itself both domestically (as the Silent Majority) and internationally
(as neoisolationism).”390 Drawing on Zimbardo’s work and that of other
prominent humanistically-inclined psychologists such as Rollo May, David
McClelland, and Frederick Herzberg, Wieder argued that shyness was in the
same class of problems as mild paranoia, chronic loneliness, low self-esteem, and
narcissism. For Wieder, these disorders pointed to a nation so fearful of others
and so defensive about its place in the world that its inhabitants were always
looking out for dangers and threats (sometimes real, but mostly imagined). In
other words, Americans could not stop comparing themselves to others, and they
often found themselves lacking.
Oui, the publication in which Wieder’s article appeared, was a
pornographic magazine aimed at adult American males. For much of the 19th and
20th centuries, shyness, timidity, reticence, and so on, had been characterized as
adolescent or female traits. As Patricia McDaniel has noted, especially with
respect to middle- and upper-class white women, there was a dominant ideology
of ‘true womanhood’ during the 19th century and again in the years following the
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Great Depression that valued timidity and submissiveness.391 However, in the
late 19th century, as “economic and cultural changes stimulated anxieties about
middle-class white men’s loss of manliness and growing effeminacy,” American
men began to shed their own cultural expectations of self-restraint in an attempt
to become more masculine.392 Masculinity seems to have become endangered
once again in the late 1960s and early 1970s as economic and cultural changes—
e.g., the rise of the service economy, the increasing movement of women and
minorities into the corporate workplace, and the emphasis on teamwork and
group cohesion—made some men worry about their own lack of assertiveness and
independence. For Wieder and Zimbardo, highlighting the epidemic of shyness
was part of a larger project of re-instilling supposedly masculine values—
leadership, self-confidence, boldness—into American men (and women too, for
that matter). In addition, Wieder signaled that shyness led to a lack of sex, and
that a lack of sex equaled human extinction, a message tailor-made for his
pornographic magazine-buying audience.
Another article, “Conquering Shyness,” written by John Poppy and
published in New West magazine in May 1977, focused much more intimately on
Zimbardo’s work, presenting an in-depth look at the Stanford Shyness Clinic,
opened in early 1976 by Zimbardo and therapist Meg Marnell. Poppy recounted
the official story of the shyness clinic’s origins, in which Zimbardo’s students
urged him to put his shyness research—and the lessons learned from the SPE—
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into practice. Poppy quoted Zimbardo as saying that shyness is “an insidious
personal problem that is reaching such epidemic proportions as to be justifiably
called a social disease,” one that can “cut a normal-looking person off from
freedom, stunt intellectual growth, ruin a potentially fine sexual experience, and
even lead to violence.”393 Thus, only a few years after the creation of the Stanford
Shyness Survey and the publication of its rather circumscribed findings about
800 young adults in the San Francisco Bay Area, journalists were writing articles
in nationally-recognized publications about the epidemic of shyness.

V. The ‘Californian Ideology,’ the ‘California Cult of the Self,’ and the
Promotion of the Flexible Individual in Shyness Research and
Practice
Zimbardo and his colleagues’ implication that the ‘social disease of
shyness’ was merely the aggregate result of individual shyness fit in with the
ascendant beliefs of the era and capitalized on a type of thinking that did not
barter in the sociological reasoning of prior generations. In a well-known article
from 1995, two media theorists, Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron, critiqued
a widespread style of thinking that they termed the ‘Californian Ideology.’ They
characterized this ideology as a type of technological utopianism in which
individuals were said to be made free through the networking made possible by
computers and the internet, but which they believed instead limited individual
freedom by providing only managed avenues for interaction and communication.
In other words, Barbrook and Cameron argued that Silicon Valley was selling a
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radically new vision of freedom, but only in a sphere that could be easily
regulated and delimited by corporations that could profit off of this
circumscribed space. A certain type of ‘reactionary modernism’ that welded
economic progress to social immobility had already suffused throughout the Bay
Area in the 1970s and 1980s and influenced the work and worldview of many in
the Stanford psychology department, including Zimbardo, creating an
atmosphere in which freedom became equated with maintaining and furthering
the status quo. Barbrook and Cameron argued that the individualized form of
communication and interaction that existed in cyberspace—and was being
mimicked in the offline world—was actually an expertly-crafted form of social
control. In their estimation, the goal of technology companies was the same as
many psychologists and cyberneticists in the postwar era: to get people to divulge
their innermost selves in order to control—and eventually profit off of—them.
Barbrook and Cameron’s critique echoed that of Michel Foucault during
the 1970s and early 1980s, when he lamented the rise of the ‘California cult of the
self’ (Binkley 2007, 78). Foucault contrasted this intense self-involvement and
lack of interest in others with his reading of the habits and behaviors of the
ancient Greeks, for whom that care of the self was an intensely social practice in
which there was an “entire activity of speaking and writing in which the work of
oneself on oneself and communication with others were linked together.”394
Foucault believed that the reciprocal bonds between self-development and
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communication—which had been robust for thousands of years—eroded to a
significant degree during the postwar era, overtaken by an overarching focus on
‘lifestyle consumption’ and the crafting of ‘unique’ identities through the
purchase of mass-produced goods. This cult of the self, emanating from Northern
California and other countercultural bastions, valued communication not only as
a method of self-development, but as a method of self-divulgence, one that
corporations, advertisers, and publishers could then capitalize upon in order to
make new, more efficient workers and consumers.
Earlier social critics such as Vance Packard also believed that the postwar
cult of the self was the consequence of the loss of other forms of identity that had
once been crafted through local and communal institutions. Packard was
concerned about the unrooted nature of Americans in the postwar era, a
consequence of the migration of millions of individuals from the country to the
city that had been precipitated both by increasing economic opportunities for
individuals and by corporations moving workers around the country to take
advantage of cheaper costs, economies of scale, and lower tax rates. Packard
believed the feeble ties of the postwar era had created profound loneliness and a
loss of “community, identity, and continuity,” all of which “contributed to a
deteriorating sense of well-being, both for the individual and for society.”395 The
symbol of this phenomenon was the suburb, a non-organic community where
neighbors were often strangers and family members were less likely to live
together or even near one another. Packard argued that the most worrying facet
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of this lack of rootedness was that community leaders and those who were once
looked to for guidance were even more likely to be mobile, moving from one place
to another as opportunities arose. As a result, communities would have to settle
for second or third-rate leaders, and even they would eventually leave to find
better opportunities elsewhere.
The perceived lack of leadership in the 1970s, coupled with a fear of
loneliness and isolation produced by the loss of community, were all said to be
factors in the emergence of the shyness epidemic. In addition, a resurgent
corporate culture, one that resembled that of the 1950s but was tinged with the
realities of downsizing and offshoring, caused many to believe that getting ahead
necessitated keeping one’s head down. As a result, corporations were said to be
promoting shyness and discouraging people from forging independent paths,
both in their work and in their personal lives. However, the vast majority of
shyness remedies—along with the popular jeremiads against shyness—did not
imagine new ways of helping people interact with those around them, but
promoted trying to fit oneself more agreeably into large top-down institutions.
Success in the 1980s seemed to necessitate (1) banishing one’s shy or introverted
tendencies, and (2) subordinating oneself to larger forces (be they those of the
market or one’s superiors). The proliferation of self-help articles on the topic of
shyness in airplane magazines, grocery store tabloids, and infomercials
demonstrates just how worried many people were about shyness, and how
companies and advertisers were interested in capitalizing on that fear.
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Zimbardo’s message that “change was possible” had multiple valences,
depending on the sender, receiver, and medium of the message. Vance Packard’s
1977 book The People Shapers excoriated the ideal of limitless change, in part
because Packard recognized how this mantra helped business, government, and
scientific elites at the expense of the average citizen, namely by convincing him or
her of the need to change to keep up with the demands of those who created the
‘rules’ of the systems in which they lived. At the same time, however, it was
commonly held that the idea of inherent and inalterable personality traits, linked
to bio-genetic notions of character, were insidious and stifling. As a result,
Zimbardo’s broader message—that individuals could and should change
themselves and realize that change through therapeutic endeavors—gained
traction and support throughout the 1970s. For example, the Shyness Clinic,
funded by a grant from the National Institute of Mental Health, was a place
where assertiveness, communication skills, and self-confidence would be taught
in order to combat shyness and social phobia. The Clinic was opened by
Zimbardo and clinical psychologist Meg Marnell in early 1976 on the campus of
Stanford University. The headlines from a number of newspaper articles about
Zimbardo and the Clinic that came out at the time read: “Clinic opens to fight
shyness—the illness that can kill,” and “Shyness: the disorder that ‘cripples’ 4 of
10 Americans.” These articles both stated that the clinic was the “first step in
launching an all-out attack on…America’s number one ailment—shyness.”
Zimbardo told the journalists who wrote these stories that “there are about 100
million Americans troubled with shyness” and that “at its sinister worst, it causes
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alcoholism, physical violence, suicide, even murder” and that since the shy
person “hasn’t learned to deal with conflict it’s easier for him to pick up a gun or a
knife and eliminate the conflict.”
Zimbardo’s media appearances on shows such as 20/20, his press
interviews, and his popular articles pointed to the overarching importance of two
concepts in the late 1970s and early 1980s: individuality and communication.
Despite his ‘ecological’ leanings, Zimbardo clearly believed that shyness—while
created by society—was best remedied by the sufferers themselves. Like other
shyness researchers, such as David Buss at the University of Texas and Bernardo
Carducci at the University of Indiana, Zimbardo endorsed therapies, workbooks,
and other sorts of interventions that promoted self-change. The penchant for selfdevelopment mediated by elites was a hallmark of the late 20th century ‘expertise
industry,’ which Christopher Lasch characterized as a nationwide movement that
attempted to change the behavior of the masses without making such
manipulation evident.396 The attempt to become an individual through
communication (as opposed to solitary contemplation, meditation, or other
pursuits focused on the self, by the self) was a characteristic part of the 1980s and
early 1990s for exactly the reason that communication allowed for expert control
in a way that other activities did not. Buss, Carducci, and others promoted selfhelp books alongside their own self-assessment inventories, which the purchasers
of such books could use to diagnose and repair themselves. Unlike the theories of,
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e.g., Harvard professor Jerome Kagan, who believed that shyness was largely a
temperament with which one was born, these other psychologists, while not
denying the importance of genetics or biology, looked to environmental causes of
shyness that could be modified or mediated by the individual. By locating the
causes of shyness in the environment and its solutions in the individual, blame
could be deflected from institution and social forces, while solutions could be
focused on (and sold to) millions of shy American individuals.
The Stanford Shyness Clinic was supposed to be a catalyst for the creation
of shyness clinics all over the country, to help people cope with their shyness,
reticence, and self-consciousness, such that they did not create larger social
problems by becoming alcoholics or murderers. This is to say, although this
research had originally focused on the way individual behavior was shaped by
social and situational forces, it soon morphed to emphasize how individuals
should change their behavior to ensure the protection of society. Although
shyness clinics did not flourish in the way Zimbardo had hoped, dozens sprang
up across the United States and Canada, particularly on college campuses such as
Indiana University, Boston University, the University of Maryland, and the
University of Winnipeg. These clinics would mostly become subsumed under
student health centers or wellness programs during the 1990s. During the ‘War
on Drugs’ in the last three decades of the 20th century, and capitalizing on the
idea that addiction meant a loss of control and a giving up of one’s autonomy,
Zimbardo linked shyness to psychological and psychiatric issues that threated to
eliminate both self-control and sovereignty, two concepts prized in broader
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American society as a socioeconomic environment flourished that no one was
supposed to control.

VI. Social Learning Theory and the Question of Leadership in a Shy
Society
The techniques that Zimbardo and Marnell used in the Shyness Clinic
were underpinned by Social Learning Theory, a theory often associated with the
work of Zimbardo’s colleague Albert Bandura. As part of the trend toward the
individualization and de-socialization of social psychology in the postwar era, one
of the primary axioms of social learning theory was that learning was modified by
cognitive processes, such that external stimuli cannot be pointed to as the
explanation for a person’s actions or beliefs. Despite its similarity to
phenomenological approaches, it was used in ways that phenomenologists may
not have agreed: in the context of shyness, social learning theorists often stressed
that although it may be a social or situational problem, it should be remedied by
modifying a person’s thoughts, memories, and expectations. As a result, the
Shyness Clinic specialized in self-confidence exercises, self-hypnosis, and
assertiveness training, all part of a larger project to teach individuals that they
could develop feelings of control over situations that made them shy (or,
similarly, to feel control even when a situation was, in fact, uncontrollable). As a
result, they emphasized individual treatments such as ‘communication skills
development’ and ‘cognitive restructuring’ as necessary for overcoming the social
problem of shyness.
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Social learning theory is a cognitive behavioral theory of human behavior,
one that posits that learning occurs through observation and instruction in a
social context, but is mediated by internal processes. As a result, a person is not a
passive recipient, but instead an active processor and interpreter of information.
The implication is that environment, cognitive structures, and the behavior of
others all impact the way in which a piece of information is learned and
integrated into the self. Having emerged from a line of behavioristic thought
going from Clark Hull to B.F. Skinner to Albert Bandura (and integrating ideas
from positive psychologists Aaron Beck and Martin Seligman), social learning
theory helped individualize and make therapeutic those psychological theories
that may once have pointed mainly to environmental or social experience.
Instead of laboring to change the society or environment in which shyness was
produced, the valence of social learning theory was such that a person was
expected to modify his or her own cognition and responses to the environment in
order to change his or her behavior. Within the realm of social psychology, this
change shifted the political pole away from social change and social activism (a
central piece of social psychology since its inception) and toward an
individualized style of therapeutics, one that paid lip service to the importance of
society and environment, but sought solutions at the level of the individual. This
change bolstered the move towards profiting off of individual therapy while at the
same time recognizing the importance of social processes.397
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Beliefs about the detrimental effects of shyness on both leadership and
followership turned what could have been a social analysis into an individualized
and personalized one. Instead of questioning how and why certain types of
organizations produced shyness, lack of assertiveness, or poor communication,
the proposed remedies for these situations were expected to be undertaken by
individual employees through stress-reduction techniques, performance
improvement plans, and those types of psychological tests and training that
ignored group problems (or, more correctly, turned group problems into
individual ones). Indicting or criticizing the group, structure, or institution
became increasingly difficult when every problem was seen as one that could be
remediated through individual means. The function of the human resources
department, in large part, was to individualize employees, ensuring that
individualized plans for success would fragment employees and reduce the risk
that a group of employees could band together to have a negative impact on the
institution’s profitability. Thus, good leadership also became associated with
ensuring that employees did not have an outsized impact on the group, a
situation that was bolstered by technologies that ensured that employees saw
themselves as individuals on a path toward their own success within a larger
organization that they could not control or change.398
Tests such as the Cheek and Buss Shyness Scale, the Reticence and Lack of
Communication Scales, and the Stanford Shyness Survey, as well as modified
versions of cognitive behavioral therapy and exposure therapy, all became used
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by human resources departments to help employees make peace with the
structure of the corporation and create predictable paths of employee
development. Christopher Lane, in his numerous works on social phobia, has
argued that there is a danger that we have “transformed our expectations of the
individual in society so dramatically that we now tend to believe that active
membership in community activities, the cultivation of social skills (becoming a
‘people person’) and the development of group consciousness are natural,
universal, and obligatory” (Lane 2007, 208-9). As Lane’s work makes clear, the
emphasis on self-development and the cultivation of personal skills is not merely
for the benefit of the individual, but an attempt to create a more harmonious fit
between individual and group. In Zimbardo’s first self-help book, Shyness: What
It Is, What to Do About It (1977), Zimbardo made the case over and over that shy
people owe it to society to learn how to communicate because if they did not, they
would likely become supporters of authoritarianism. For Zimbardo, the shy
person was the archetypal undemocratic citizen, and thus a threat to liberal
society. In the conclusion to Part I of Shyness, Zimbardo wrote that:
“According to Erich Fromm’s brilliant thesis, Escape from Freedom,
totalitarian governments like Hitler’s flourish when people are
induced to trade freedom for security…shyness abhors freedom
with its lack of structure, its individual responsibility, and its many
demands to act and initiate, not just to react and wait. The shy
person is better at playing follow-the-leader than at playing being
the leader, or the opposition…Through the shyness clinic, it has
become clearer to me that shy men and women have abdicated the
responsibility for taking the risk of freedom…Caught up in a web of
egocentric preoccupations, they stop tuning in to what other people
are saying…When a person is willing to hide behind the security
blanket of passive anonymity, not only is freedom sacrificed, but the
passion for life is as well. Under such circumstances, blind
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obedience to authority is easier to obtain and fanatical mass
movements find ready and faithful followers.”399

VII. Conclusion
In an era marked by a predominant interest in personhood, identity, and
the self, the prison metaphor—and fears of mass psychology—offered Zimbardo a
powerful idea against which he could marshal his psychological interests and
research. Having felt called to action by George Miller’s well-known 1969
Presidential Address to the APA, in which he enjoined psychologists to “promote
human welfare” by “fostering a new public conception of man based on
psychology,” Zimbardo increasingly engaged with the public and its concerns,
hoping to make psychological research and its application the solution to
America’s problems.400 Not merely in his scholarly publications but also in
interviews, magazine articles, and self-help books, as well as on morning talk
shows and television news programs, Zimbardo argued that shyness was
America’s number one social problem, an epidemic afflicting at least 40% of
Americans. Relying extensively on Erich Fromm’s Escape from Freedom,
Zimbardo argued that shy people had ‘traded freedom for security’ and were thus
analogous to the followers of authoritarian leaders in the 1930s and 1940s. He
drew on contemporary research to assert that the shy, much like the selfconscious, were more easily persuadable, and thus more likely to ‘follow the
crowd.’ He argued that the over-controlled individual, the person with too much
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‘impulse control,’ was likely to snap and become un-controlled: unable to speak
up, the quiet, meek individual, full of rage, could easily turn into a ‘sudden
murderer.’ Zimbardo’s work resonated with conservative fears about a link
between the counterculture, the New Left, and rising rates of crime and violence,
as well as more widespread concerns about social disintegration and the decline
of the family in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s.
Zimbardo believed shyness was a social problem that was best remedied
by the individual. In an era in which the focus was squarely on self-investment
and self-development, solutions that tried to change institutional or social
structures were not readily envisioned, and even harder to implement.
Zimbardo’s shyness research and interventions pathologized a way of being in the
world that seemed quite normal (in cross-cultural research, no country had fewer
than 30% of respondents identify as shy, and some, such as Japan, approached
75% and saw the trait as something to be cherished). As Christopher Lane has
said, our critique of shyness says more about our incessant need to feel busy, to
join groups, and to not miss out, than it anything about the pathological nature of
wanting to be alone or avoiding interaction with other people.
Zimbardo’s research, although it foreshadowed the interest is social
anxiety disorder and social avoidance in the 1980s and 1990s, was not catalyzed
by the financial interests of pharmaceutical companies as was the case for many
other psychiatric researchers. And yet, his work helped foster the idea that a
certain norm existed in social relations, and particularly in one’s relationship to
business and family, the two pillars of postwar life. To be good to both family and
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colleagues, one needed to be a very particular type of individual. Zimbardo’s
therapeutic endeavors, media appearances, and articles helped pathologize
shyness and led to the flourishing of cognitive behavioral therapy and positive
psychology as remedies for shyness and social anxiety in the 1990s and 2000s.
Shyness, a feeling which most people experience some of the time, became
something to be banished through the use of therapy or medication, instead of
something to accepted and perhaps even listened to or cultivated.
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Conclusion
From the late 1910s to the mid-1930s, dozens of personality tests and
assessments were created by psychologists for the purpose of integrating
individuals into the dominant institutions of American society. Three decades of
relatively open immigration from Europe—severely restricted in 1921 with the
introduction of the National Origins quota system—meant that tens of millions of
immigrants looked ripe for adjustment, alongside the almost 5 million people
who had served in some way during World War I. In addition, as historian
Warren Susman has argued, America transitioned from a ‘culture of character’ to
a ‘culture of personality’ in the 1920s, in no small part because of the need to
quickly and efficiently evaluate and put to work recent immigrants, veterans, and
millions of individuals moving into cities from rural areas. During the ‘Roaring
Twenties,’ when corporations were growing exponentially and middle
management had become “the most powerful institution in the American
economy,” corporations relied on personality tests to identify useful
characteristics that would help them fill staff and management positions with a
steady stream of agreeable (but ultimately interchangeable) individuals.401
Psychologists such as Robert Woodworth and L.L. Thurstone created some
of the earliest structured, self-report tests (as opposed to open-ended, ‘projective’
tests) during this time, focusing mainly on such traits as neuroticism,
extraversion, dominance, and self-sufficiency. Although tests like the Woodworth
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Personal Data Sheet (1919) and the Thurstone Personality Schedule (1930) were
explicitly created and used to classify and hierarchize individuals within social
and organizational settings, they could also appeal to individuals who believed
they had been unfairly discriminated against because of national origin, class
background, religion, or any of a number of other group characteristics. Thus,
bound up in these technologies were two seemingly competing and yet ultimately
complementary impulses: to judge and rank people as atomic and unique
individuals, and to create an all-encompassing social organism in which almost
everyone could find a place and where almost every trait was—or could be made
to be—valuable. These technologies and their concomitant human resources
techniques laid the groundwork for the ‘adjustment’ psychology that would
characterize the middle decades of the 20th century, culminating with that era’s
ideal of the ‘organization man.’
Objective personality tests, inventories, and questionnaires existed
alongside the projective and image-based tests that had been prominent in
European psychiatric practice since the late 19th century and which were
introduced to the American landscape as psychoanalysis flourished during the
1910s. The Rorschach and Szondi tests were administered to soldiers and
veterans to assess behavioral predispositions or psychiatric conditions that might
hinder effectiveness on the battlefield or cause problems at home after discharge.
In addition, newly developed projective tests, such as Henry Murray and
Christiana Morgan’s Thematic Apperception Test (1935), were also used in
medical, therapeutic, and organizational settings and helped bridge the gap
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between therapeutic and managerial work. While the Rorschach and the TAT
dominated the projective side of personality testing in America for much of the
20th century, thousands of item and question-based tests were created, often for
medical purposes, but also with an eye towards helping individuals adjust to
American organizations and institutions. As a result, these tests often included
scales and indices that straddled the boundary between medical diagnosis and
socially valuable traits. These easy-to-use technologies were also scalable in a way
interviews and observational analyses were not: doctors, psychiatrists, and
psychologists were not needed to administer and give results—human resources
directors, managers, and even the test-takers themselves could do much of the
work.
After the war, an increasing number of psychologists wondered (1) how
personality tests could be used to investigate the normal and positive
characteristics of people (as opposed to the pathological) and (2) what the value
of personality was at a time when intelligence was still thought by many to be the
main factor for success in American society. The focus on normal functioning and
development grew throughout the 1940s, bolstered by Abraham Maslow’s work
on what would eventually come to be known as ‘humanistic psychology.’ In 1943,
he published the first piece of scholarship to outline his new project, a not
inappropriately titled article, “A Theory of Human Motivation.” In this piece,
Maslow introduced his hierarchy of human needs and motivations, believing that
individuals naturally strived for self-development and self-realization by
developing their skills, abilities, and interests, and eventually, giving themselves
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up to a higher cause (which could be spiritual or religious, but might also be
institutional, organizational, or social). Humanistic psychology provided a
holistic framework in which one could become a supposedly more ‘complete’
individual by working towards group ends. Unlike Carl Rogers and Rollo May,
Maslow emphasized the importance of self-development in group, social, and
organizational situations, resulting in a contentious (if still generally friendly)
relationship with certain parts of the counterculture. Nevertheless, Maslow’s
liminal position within the counterculture allowed him to act as an intermediary
between California organizational and management theorists and the erstwhile
seekers, hippies, and followers of the Human Potential Movement who were
entering the corporate workforce en masse.
A number of social research institutions sprang up soon after the end of
World War II, between 1945 and 1950, to build upon knowledge gained during
the war (and especially on stress, motivation, and group communication) in order
to develop techniques that could help individuals with problems that threatened
both personal development and social cohesion. At a time when thinking outside
of an organizational context seemed particularly rare, the tests, therapies, and
exercises that were created by IPAR, the National Training Laboratories, and the
Institute for Social Research valorized ‘individual differences’ and attempted to
put them to work for the benefit of groups, teams, and institutions. The attempt
to identify individual differences in order to create more productive groups was
made possible to a large extent by welding the rhetoric of humanistic psychology
to a social ideology that looked to integrate millions of people and make them
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productive. Although these types of institutions were set up all over the country,
and resided to a large extent at elite universities and government establishments
on the East Coast, much of the most consequential work was done at outposts on
the West Coast, populated by scholars and researchers who moved to California
as money and resources flowed there after the war. Places like the Western
Training Laboratories (an outpost of the National Training Laboratories) and
Esalen nurtured the careers of many of the 20th century’s most prominent
business theorists and organizational psychologists—scholars such as Douglas
MacGregor, Rensis Likert, Chris Argyris, and Warren Bennis—who built upon
wartime systems research by using humanistic insights to help adjust individuals
to industrial society.
As humanistic psychology became a national interest, spurred on by the
attention given to the counterculture and the Human Potential Movement, the
specific complex of ideas about liberal individualism, technology, and
organization that had been born in the Northern California context expanded
outward. As a dense meeting point for both the academic-military-industrial
complex and the counterculture, the San Francisco Bay Area fostered an ideology
based on finding individuality through group processes, and sublimating oneself
to a group or network (this same impulse led many millions to recommit
themselves to religion, particularly during the Evangelical Christian revival of the
1970s). This utopian ideology spread across the country, propelled by the
academics and businesspeople who found personality testing and computers to
be not only useful, but quite lucrative. These technologies held up the individual
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as paramount but also as an entity that derived value from being connected to
others, an idea that gave rise to a hive psychology that blunted criticism of both
groupthink and organizational overreach. As Nikolas Rose and Fred Turner have
expounded upon, the critics of adjustment provided cover for a new type of
adjustment, one that used individual assessment, therapy, and self-development
to create an even more tightly controlled and monitored form of management.
The hive provided an outlet for flexibility, individual freedom, and selfdevelopment that had not been easily attainable in the prior organizational
society. Much as when a person moves from a lower class to higher class it can be
used to tamp down criticism of a system in which the vast majority do not achieve
this outcome, the fact that some individuals could develop themselves as they
wanted, dissent from their managers’ advice, etc., meant that those who were not
able to do so had less freedom to complain. On the other hand, hive psychology
was in some ways empowering, insofar as it gave people roles to play in an
otherwise impersonal organizational or economic system, and told them that by
developing themselves as individuals, they would also be helping the group
become more productive. Work on the self thus became a way to work for the
group, and vice versa.
Finding happiness and purpose chiefly through work was the
psychological corollary of neoliberalism, a reinvigorated type of political
economic arrangement during the last three decades of the 20th century.
Neoliberalism imagined every individual as homo oeconomicus, a type of person
whose value derived ultimately from his or her economic output, as measured by
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the amount of profit accumulated for oneself. In an economic system from which
there was supposed to be no escape, promoters used a rhetoric of individual
freedom (drawn from both humanistic psychology and existentialism) to
convince workers that the system was the best of all possible worlds, even though
their actions were often directed from the top by elites, executives, and managers
who directed the economy and individuals for their own ends.402 The irony was
that every office worker was reimagined as an independent entrepreneur, despite
the steady decline of small business and the exponential increase in reliance on
the therapeutic and helping professions by large corporations. Managers
themselves were reconceived as therapeutic-hygienic workers, tasked with
keeping motivation and morale high such that their employees could be both
happy and productive.
Personality testing boomed in the 1960s and 1970s for reasons both
internal and external to the psychological discipline. The lexical hypothesis—
which stated that the adjectives most commonly used to describe behavior are the
main constituents of personality—was refined by using statistical tools that
allowed for the identification and cancelling out of overlapping traits, giving
psychologists a more unified theory of personality and ‘scientizing’ a formerly
unruly sub-discipline. In addition, on account of both the criticism of the concept
of personality itself by eminent psychologist Walter Mischel, and the subsequent
interest in social psychology, a situation was created in which many personality
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psychologists had to enter private industry to continue doing their research (and
to make money). Similar to what happened in the 1910s and 1920s when testing
companies such as the Scott Company and the Psychological Corporation were
chartered, comparable conditions obtained in the 1970s, with millions of new
workers entering business amidst a turbulent sociopolitical environment. Tests
helped manage this environment and the individuals who populated it, at a time
when many elites believed the system was on the verge of collapse.
The tests profiled in this dissertation helped identify and ‘correct’ those
problems that psychologists and managers believed threatened the entire social,
political, and economic order. Loss of motivation, communication, and
leadership were remedied by focusing on individual adjustment, even though
these were manifestly problems of the organized, hierarchical environment.
Individuals were told that by working on their abilities in these three areas, they
would be able to develop themselves and, at the same time, create a more vibrant
and resilient social and organizational system. However, even as psychologists
and human resources managers told employees to protect themselves against,
e.g., burnout, they were theorizing that there might be an optimal level of
burnout that would keep people working hard and discourage them from taking
time off or quitting. The popularity of such research indicates that the goal was
not to help the individual per se, or to actually remedy individual psychological
problems, but to bolster productivity and efficiency in corporations.
By the 1990s and 2000s, the remediation of group, team, and
organizational problems through individual adjustment became ubiquitous; the
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notion that social or group problems might require social or group remedies
seemed almost passé. This was not only a management tactic, but also a result of
the celebration of individuality and individual differences and the push toward
self-development. Despite the empowering potential of this movement, it was
often directed from the top-down and managed by executives. Knowing more
about one’s employees than they knew about themselves was an important part of
human resources management, and allowed managers to provide a menu from
which individuals could choose their own (limited) paths of development. The
Human Relations movement of the 1920s and 1930s reinvented itself as
Organizational Development in the 1960s and 1970s, using countercultural and
humanistic ideas to appeal to workers and capitalize off of a widespread
antipathy to organizations, while still retaining the Human Relations movement’s
overriding interest in group productivity.
The aggregation of individual dossiers in the files and bureaus of human
resources departments (and psychological research institutes) created large
caches of data that could be used to find patterns tying together personality, work
style, and efficiency. This data could then be used by managers, marketers,
pollsters, and others to pinpoint theoretically ideal workers and consumers. The
aggregation and sifting through of such massive amounts of data was made
possible by the development of computing power and internet technology from
the 1980s onward. That this data on millions of people was used to hire or market
to individuals reinforces the fact that individuals were not seen as ends in
themselves, but as parts of larger groups, and that the rhetoric that played on
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individuality and self-development was often part of an attempt to create
productive, efficient, and profitable groups.
Personality research institutes such as IPAR and the Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) were ‘obligatory points of passage’ in the actor-networks of the
military-academic-industrial complex. They translated military concerns into
corporate and organizational solutions, taking reams of data that had been
compiled during the war and turning them into technologies that could adjust
individuals to the dominant institutions of American life. IPAR, one of the
preeminent institutions engaged in this endeavor, was strategically placed in the
San Francisco Bay Area, where it could integrate humanistic and countercultural
ideas into its research, allowing it to appeal both to those who were looking to
manage human capital and those who would become that capital. IPAR’s
intimate relationship with Consulting Psychologists Press allowed it to distribute
its paper technologies far and wide, changing the landscape of industrial relations
and human resources such that what had once been particular to the
environment of Northern California became the norm throughout the country.
The transcontinental movement of people, ideas, and monies created an
atmosphere in which personality psychology of a very specific sort, one that
mixed the rhetoric on self-fashioning with the goal of group development, could
thrive everywhere. Conditions that had originally been identified in soldiers were
now applicable to businesspeople, artists, and psychologists themselves, as the
psychology of war became translated into the psychology of everyday life.
Extraversion, shyness, burnout, etc., can all trace their histories back to wartime
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work on such traits as neuroticism, dominance, leadership, and motivation. The
current state of the art in personality psychology, the so-called OCEAN or
HEXACO models (which will be described in the postscript), were developed—
like all of the tests described here—by combining team and group psychology
with humanistic psychology. This amalgamation describes our current
psychological landscape, and points to a 21st century that will be at once more
individualistic, and yet never more hierarchical.
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Postscript
In the summer of 2017, a news story broke reporting that up to 87 million
Facebook users may have had their data used without their knowledge to create
‘psychographic’ profiles which were used to market to them as well as influence
their voting behavior. Although a large percentage of these individuals had taken
a personality quiz on Facebook that asked if they were willing to share their
online data, a loophole in the interface also allowed the company, Cambridge
Analytica, to gather data on the friends of the test-taker, people who had not been
asked permission for their data to be shared. This online test, originally a project
of the Psychometrics Centre at Cambridge University in the U.K., was distributed
by Cambridge Analytica, a company focused on ‘psychographic marketing’ and
‘influencing campaigns’ for companies, governments, militaries, and other largescale state and non-state actors.
Of course, identifying personality traits and using them to predict—and
even to change—behavior is not now. What is new, however, is the development
of the computing power necessary to sift through the billions of data points (socalled ‘Big Data’) to create psychological profiles on millions of people, with the
goal of making very targeted, pinpoint predictions about individuals and their
future behavior. If demographics could be considered the revolutionary science of
populations of the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, psychographics might well be
considered its data-driven, 21st century successor. Demographics looks at groups
of hundreds of thousands or millions of people, all of whom share one or a small
number of traits; psychographics can be used to find a small handful of
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individuals who share dozens or perhaps hundreds of similarities. As a result,
psychographics has the potential to be a much more powerful tool for identifying,
targeting, and manipulating the behavior of individuals.
In the United States, the vast majority of adults have their personal data
sold to corporations every day by data aggregation companies such as Experian
and Acxiom. Not only do these companies sell raw personal data, they also
increasingly create and sell the psychological profiles that correspond to them,
such that a company might know that a person who likes Lady Gaga on Facebook
is much more likely to be extraverted. For a music company, this is valuable
information: if they know who is extraverted, they can target ads for Lady Gaga
CDs and concerts to that person specifically, and not to introverts who are less
likely to buy their product. Such applications bolster journalist and Harvard
Fellow Sara Watson’s claims that although “Personalization appeals to a Western,
egocentric belief in individualism…it is based on the generalizing statistical
distributions and normalized curves methods used to classify and categorize large
populations.”403 And it’s not just extraversion that data aggregation companies
and psychographic marketers use to identify potential consumers: since the early
1990s, these companies have mainly used a personality model called OCEAN, or
the ‘Big Five’ model, that includes 5 supposedly overarching traits: Openness to
Experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
The OCEAN model is supposed to be a streamlined version of the numerous
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scales and indices that can be found in the MMPI, the CPI, the TAT, and the
MBTI, refined through the use of new techniques in factor rotation and analysis
in order to group together scales that had once overlapped.
Although the OCEAN model is a theory and not a proprietary technology,
scores of tests have emerged that use the OCEAN model to identify and predict
personality, the most commonly used one at present being the 240-item NEO-PIR, or Revised NEO Personality Inventory. However, companies such as
Cambridge Analytica (and even the Psychometrics Centre at Cambridge) use
much less in-depth versions of the NEO-PI-R that sometimes include as few as 15
questions. Researchers have also been able to use people’s ‘likes’ on Facebook to
predict their personalities and market to them, using Big Data to correlate likes
with one’s Facebook information.
The OCEAN model derived from the work of Air Force psychologists
Ernest Tupes and Raymond Christal in the early 1960s, who used the lexical
hypothesis in an attempt to understand the behavior of military personnel in
organized, group situations. OCEAN, however, did not derive from a wholesale
reinvestigation of all possible behavioral adjectives, but was instead formed by a
meta-analysis of other tests such as the CPI and MMPI. As a result, it relies on
the traits already found by other researchers, particularly in military and medical
contexts, and has thus focused on the importance of maintaining motivation and
morale in group settings.
Whereas personality testing in industry is an overt operation, one that
might take hours or days and which the employee or job seeker knows they are
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taking part in, the new methods of data collection and personality testing make
possible much more covert methods of understanding, predicting, and changing
employee behavior. Much as Warren Lamb pioneered ‘movement pattern
analysis’ in the 1940s and 1950s to covertly assess job seekers’ personalities from
the way they carried themselves and moved their bodies, employees can now
have their personalities deduced from the rapidity of their computer keystrokes,
the words they most frequently type into their keyboard, their writing style, and
their internet search history (indeed, IBM Consultants have used their AI
program, Watson, to do just this).
It is clear that those who compile and control the psychographic profiles of
individuals can not only market products and services to them, but can also
influence voting patterns, as the 2016 Presidential election made clear. Every
political candidate in the election used some sort of data aggregation and social
media campaign, but those who used micro-targeting based on personality
psychology seemed to achieve much higher levels of success. One could see this
merely as the new frontier of advertising, but there are legitimate questions as to
the extent to which this is a threat to democracy, a manipulation of the populace
by elites in covert ways not seen before.
When people put their personal information on the internet, they become
laborers monetizing themselves for the benefit of others. Using personality tests
to decode that data is not so unlike what marketers have done in the past, the
differences being that (1) companies now have many thousand more data points
to work from, ones that do not distinguish between a person’s status as a worker
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or as a consumer, and (2) individuals are doing much of the work for these
companies, putting their data out into the ether and taking personality tests to
allow companies to correlate information with personality in order to market to
them, and in a very real sense, to manipulate their behavior.
Just as the personality tests I have discussed in this dissertation emerged
mainly in Silicon Valley and then expanded to the rest of the country (and the
world), again these new types of quizzes and profiles have emerged in Silicon
Valley—the home of Big Data—and radiated outwards. The quest to know people
and to capitalize on their data in order to sell to them or make them productive
has been the main goal of the military-academic-industrial complex since the
start of the postwar era, a project which seems to originate, again and again, in
the environs of Northern California.
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